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Plutarch's Life of Agesilaos- response. to sources in the presentation 
of character. 

By D. R. Shipley, M. A., University of Newcastle upon Tyne. 
Ph. D. Thesis, April 1990. 

ABSTRACT 

This commentary 
ýttempts to elucidate Plutarch's authorial intention in 

this Lffe by studying his response to source material, using 

topography where necessary. 
2 Plutarch admired Sparta and the Spartans in so far as they were 

loyal to the Lykourgan rules for an ordered society, but identified 

shortcomings that marred their interpretation of its principles: 
(i) They neglected abstract values, mistakenly defining justice 

as "the best interest of Sparta", and lacking safeguards against 
I 

excesses. 
(ii) They misinterpreted the purpose of their training, using 

military superiority to control others, not for their own security. 
3 Plutarch used manifestations of Agesilaos' character to indicate 

and explain the decline of Sparta during his reign. 
4 Agesilaos received training in accordance with Lykourgan rules 

and inherited and acquired favourable characteristics. He exemplified 
the admirable qualities of king and Panhellenist general, and remained 

a worthy model for the true asceticism of a Spartiate, for devotion to 
the service of Sparta, and for self-denying obedience to the state and 
its laws; -. 
5 but his accession was irregular and his conduct of affairs was 
guided by contention, excessive competitiveness, a distorted sense of 
justice and limited political judgement. 

6 His hatred of Thebes was a personal excess which involved the 

city excessively in war. Leuktra brought defeat, loss of power and 
unprecedented humiliation. 

7 Sparta declined because of failure to understand and follow the 

most important Lykourgan principle, which forbade military imperialism 
(Lyk. 28-31). 

1 Plutarch followed Xenophon and other sources selectively for 
historical events, but imposed his own organization, interpretation and 
moral judgements on the selected material. 
2 Two rhetorical aspects of the Life are: the intention to explain 
Sparta's decline, and the exposition of an ideology. Plutarch has 
identified unnecessary pitfalls and commends the Spartans' way of life, 

properly understood. 
3 This rhetoric does not entail the falsity of his work. 
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Corrigenda 

Please read: 
Volume One Volume Two 

Page: Page: 
5.20 signposts 20.11 Peisandros 
47.6 ý- -, Leotychidas, 21.3 organization 
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61.29 G. E. M. de Ste Croix r 33.31- eastern- Arkadia 
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70.1 Mor. 470C 38.1 Peisandros 
70.2 , Mor. 824C ", 'f", """`44.6 1 Isaiah 

92.21 response , -_ýý, 49.1, seize 
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103.11 interpretation 67.18 since 
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108.23 expression 370.27., interpretation 
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134-18 anticipates 104.30 Apophth. 
137.21 Dioskouroi 117.17 (cf. P. A. Caitledge (1987) 

140.21 (HeR IVAM) P. 164)., ý- 
142.6 Herodotos 118.30 reliability 
145.14 

, 
Herodotos 133.15 p. 10 n. ). 

156.21 "'A. Weizsiicker 134.27 EOOt5vo_u 
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- 
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182.7 Phokis 146.27 Herodotos 

182-19 Peisandros [passim] 153.14, support --- 
197.17 Diod. XIV. 83.1 156.9 apparently 
197.19 Diod. XIV. 82.9 180.8 Cunaxa 

198.11 medizers 
218.24 Phoenix 39 

220.5 Harris 

222.34 Travlos 
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INTRODUCTION 

This is not a commentary in the sense of a set of annotations 

designed to assist a reader in the understanding of manuscripts, 

grammar, text, prosopography and general antiquities. Nor is it a 

historical commentary, partly because it would be unfair to Plutarch to 

disregard his statement that he was not writing history, and partly 

because the historian goes to Plutarch only for occasional support, 

either for the version of one or other of the ancient authorities, or for 

his own interpretation of these. The authorities are generally agreed 

to have given an incomplete and often distorted account of the events 

of the reign of Agesilaosp and Plutarch, whose sources included some to 

which we no longer have access, was well situated to make judgements 

and interpretations that could be corrective of some of these defects. 

The evaluation of Plutarch's response to these sources attempted 

in this study of the Life of Agesilaos is largely confined to the 

authorities named by him and does not contribute to scholarly source 

research. The study concerns the relation between history and 

rhetoric, in that it explores the relation between the text which 

Plutarch has presented to the reader (the rhetoric) and the text (that 

is, the whole relevant landscape) available to him (the history); but 

only in so far as it is also available to us. The bulk of it consists of 

the relevant works of Xenophon, his Hellenika and his Agesilaos, 

though there are substantial portions of other works which supplement 

these. 

The study of Plutarch's treatment of this source material offers 

opportunities to go beyond these texts, and to consider the validity of 

that material; this is properly the work of the historian . It also 

provides possible insights into his methodologyq which in turn may 

illustrate the nature, and perhaps the validity, of his own creation; 

this is properly the work of literary criticism. A definitive exploration 

of these issues would be an enormous task; its pot--ntial range has 
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recently been indicated in a series of essays (A. D. Cameron (1989) ed. ). 

This is far beyond the reach of the study of a single Life, but 

particular issues are involved even in this limited study. 

The study is presented in the form of a commentaryp for two 

rcasons. On the one hand$ the complexity of a study of Plutarch's 

interpretation- of the source material entails such detailed 

cross-reference between authors that only continuous progress through 

the text will 'allow a thorough examination without . confusing 

fragmentation and excessive repetition. On the other hand, it is 

primarily a study not of that source material but of Plutarch's text, in 

which the chronological progression of the Life is presented in a 

developing pattern of significant change, which itself forms part of his 

interpretation of the sources. Plutarch's narrative and argument - the 

content and the presentation - are inevitably interwoven, and separate 

discussion of the subject matter and authorial intention is rarely 

possible in the commentary. 

Proof that the biographer's interpretation contains-the truth 

would require definition of the relation between history and, rhetoric - 

under attack-from modern theories of, for example, structuralism and 

cultural relativism - and this may not be possible to everyone's 

satisfaction; but belief that truth may at least be approached is a 

necessary starting-point for a study of this--kind, and is a need that 

also confronts anyone who has dealings with people in real lifel 

continually making the same sort of assessments of situationst attitudes 

and reactions, of which the causes are unseen. Perhaps as with people 

in real life, all that the biographer can, hope to do -, like even the 

historian, who also faces the lack of much of the evidence he would 

wish to have, and must -engage -in the business of interpreting his 

texts, both literary and non-literary - Is to carry- conviction. 

Certainty is not always to be expected. 

Plutarch's interpretation- of his sources, of course, suffers from 
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the lack of a rigorous historical method, and- while it was not my 

intention to attempt to give a revised account of the period, it has 

been possible in several places to suggest tentative explanations of 

events for which theý evidence available has not. yet led to agreement 

among scholars. 

The subsidiary --historical element in this study will reveal that 

where Plutarch's account can be shown to be derived from a source, in 

however modified a form, he does not necessarily- provide independent 

confirmation of that sourcel but may -in some cases give grounds for 

its rejection. Where Plutarch offers an interpretation of events which 

cannot be traced to an-earlier account, we, should not reject it without 

evaluating the accuracy of his judgement. In the case of the Life of 

Agesilaos, he reveals a shrewd critical judgement which shows up the 

weakness of ý some of Xenophon's historical- accuracy and justifies, to 

some extent, his own analysis of -Sparta's position in the early fourth 

century. 

Since he is interested not only in events, but -also in thoughts) 

feelings and Intentions, and the discovery -of these must' often 

necessitate penetration behind the veneer that is ordinarily visible to 

the outside world, there is a strong interpretative element in his work. 

Again, in attempting to review, in forty short -chapters, the life and 

career of Agesilaos, who was king fýr about forty years, and lived for 

more than eighty, the biographer must make a -very limited selection 

from the available evidence, and must ý then present the incomplete 

record that is all he'can manage, in a continuous account in which the 

connections he provides between isolated facts Involve the use of some 

element of fictional creation. 

1, Plutarch provides evidence that he did not just copy, but thought 

aboutt what he found In his sources. Often he Is concerned to 

penetrate beyond a superficial account, not only 'when he substitutes 

description of a- mental process for visual observation, but also when 
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he finds the received explanation of a motive or an event inadequate. 

The Life of Agesflaos is part of his attempt to understand and explain 

a larger landscape; the changes in Sparta's position in the, world in 

Agesilaos' lifetime, and how it could have happened that, despite 

having a much-admired constitution which provided for decency and 

prosperity, it did not manage to maintain -itself. 

This, thenp forms the subsidiary literary element in the present 

study, which concerns the --discovery, of the revealed ý purpose of 

Plutarch's analysis of Sparta's character. For this he uses the morals 

to be drawn both from the character of Agesilaos himselfq and from the 

apparent changes in the attitudes of other Spartans to the original 

standards of the Lykourgan constitution, which was thought to have 

created the Spartan character known to tradition. That purpose 

contributes to Plutarch's explicit undertaking in writing the Lives, 

which was to offer helpful models to his contemporaries as guides for 

their lives. The Sparta he admired represented the Ideals of discipline 

and self-restraint which he perhaps felt his world most needed, and he 

seems to have set himself the task of discovering the explanation of 

what was, to him, its disappointing failure, indicating the pitfalls to, be 

avoided. 

The early chapters of the Life allow an assessment of Plutarch's 

understanding of character. His resort to the presentation of 

character as fixed and unchanging was perhaps determined -by the 

genre, but he explicitly differentiates 
-the qualities that are inherited 

and those that are Inculcated in training as did ancient authorities. in 

other genres. At times he, comes unusually close to the approach of 

the modern biographer In his explorations of the landscape of the 

mind. His view of the character of Sparta and the Spartans is 

consistent with the picture presented In his own Lykourgoss and 

significantly different from that of the AAKEAAIMONICIN, 
- 

nGAITEIA 

attributed to Xenophon, and deviation from the'ideal of the one to the 
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corrupted form of the other is for him a significant factor in the story 

of decline. An impression of independence, objectivity, and impartiality 

is maintained by presenting judgements, whether of character or 

situationsp indirectly through theý judgements and utterances of the 

people involved in the actions. 

Rhetoric provides an important element In the technique of the 

ornamentation displayed constantly in Plutarch's narrative, but it plays 

a more fundamental role in determining the large-scale structure of the 

work. It is seen on a smaller scale ý in the manipulation of vocabulary 

and episodes transferred from the original source to produce his often 

more logical, persuasive or convincing account. It is seen also in the 

adjusting of the proportions and speed of the narrativel and the 

highlighting and amplification of details which carry emphasis for the 

author's purpose. Yet the study will go some way to show that fears 

that rhetoric necessarily introduces misrepresentation are not well 

founded, at least in this work. The ultimate value of Plutarch's 

rhetorical training in the art of communication is evident in the 

construction of the arguments presented in successive stages, often 

clarified by the use of key words, such as 4 CPL, \OTLP(09 A (PLAOVELK(Cl, 6 

KCILp6q, and other devices such as digressions, while moral signposýare ts 

provided from time to time In the diagnostic powers of oracle and 

omenp and the certain expectation of divine retribution. 

A philosophical approach is apparent at several pointsp one 
involving especial reference to the theories of the Presocratics. More 

to be expected, perhapst is the influence of Aristotle, with reference 

generally to his condemnation of moral excesses but specifically also to 

his comments on the constitution of Sparta: Plutarch agrees with the 

former, but has an independent judgement of Lykourgos' intentions 

regarding the latter. The lack of a philosophical element in education 

at Sparta underlies Plutarch's analysis of the difficulties encountered 

in Agesilaos' reign, but the training in obedience, mainly but not 
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exclusively civic, which he attributes to the &YWYA9 meets with his 

approval and admiration. 

This approval of the civic is matched with qualified approval of 

the military. Like Aristotle, Plutarch sees the need for strength in 

defence of the state, but regards it as a misuse of force to impose 

control over others. The Panhellenic crusade against Persia is 

acceptable, but the hostile attitude of Agesilaos towards Thebes is 

condemned as contrary to the injunctions of Lykourgos. Lykourgan 

Sparta is presented as Plutarch's ideal of political efficiency, military 

security and religious orthodoxy: it evidently corresponds with the 

picture that has been drawn recently of Sparta as it was - or was at 

the time imagined to be - under Rome down to Plutarch's own day 

(P. A. Cartledge and A. J. S. Spawforth (1989) Ch. 14). 

I 
Transliteration has been used for Greek names, apart from the 

most familiar. References to Plutarch's. works have not included the 

author's name and references to other authors give their full name or 

easily recognizable abbreviations of them. References to the 

Oxyrhynchos Historian follow the numbering of V. Bartoletti, Leipzig 

(1959). 

The lemmata heading the annotations are taken from Bud4 (1973) 

except for the following readings, whose source is as indicated: 

Co 5.5 CPLX6VCLKOV (Perrin) 5.7 CPL, \OVCLKLCUi)V (Perrin) 

7.4 CPLX6vCLK04; (Perrin) 8.2 NA AV (Ziegler) 

8.6 QLAOT(POU (Ziegler) 11.9 OWV9 ECPTI, 6ELV6V (Relske) 

15.4 UTPaT[IJV]004; (Ziegler) 16.7 TOOr, GOV a6T45 (Ziegler) 

18.2 ncSnOTC (MSS. ) 18.4 QLJ\OVELKCCIr. (Perrin) 

18.5 CFG)TAPLOI; (Ziegler) 26.6 CPL*\OVELKCQI (Perrin)t 
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PART ONE 

FROM EARLY YEARS TO ACCESSION 

The qualities of leadership 

(Chapters 1-3) 



CHAPTER 1 

Ancestry and training: verbal Patterning 

Plutarch's literary style is perhaps an appropriate topic with which to 

begin a study of the first chapter, for this study will present him as a 

craftsman skilled in the deployment of words and one who made 

thoughtful use of detail for his purpose. In the opening chapter of a 

work an author will aim to make an interesting start in order to 

ensure that his reader will continue reading. The start might not 

always be interesting in the case of a biography, where the conflict 

between art and life is most acute, especially if the definition - "an 

account of the life of a man from birth to death" (A. Momigliano (1971) 

p. 11) - were to be followed literally; biography could then rightly be 

described as the most intransigent of literary forms. "Peripatetic 

biography followed a fixed formula: the subject's birth, youth and 

character, achievements and death" (E. M. Jenkinson (1967) p. 6). If the 

biographer's intention is to influence the reader's attitude to moral 

standards with a clear and convincing exposition of a real life, it may 

appear to serve authenticity best if he follows the natural 

chronological order from birth to death; yet his work will be judged 

also by the artistic standards of other genresl which are not governed 

by the artless patterns of a real life. A study of the literary qualities 

of the opening chapter and the way indications of the subject matter 

are presented will show how Plutarch has met the challenge in this 

biography. The commentary at this point entails little factual 

elucidation and is consequently continuous in form. 

The first chapter has a clear tripartite structure. The first and 

third parts, each composed of two sections, are biographical, recording 

the three stages of life - birth, growth, and maturity - in their 

natural chronological order, but Plutarch avoids stating any of the 

simple facts directly. (1) He establishes the chronological context of 
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the birth of his subject, Agesilaos, at -the start, In a statement of his 

parentage which is related to the time of the death of Archidamos, his 

father. This gives prominence not to Agesilaos' birth, but' to his 

descent within a Spartan royal family, which is relevant as the 

permanent, lifelong feature most significant for what will be the main 

theme) the account of his reign, that isq of thd part of his adult life 

following the death of his predecessor, Agis. Next, Plutarch moves on 

to the chronologically progressive context of the education of Agesilaos. 

I His juniority is now said to have entailed " his upbringing as an 

ordinary Spartan boy instead of as heir to the throne,, and Plutarch 

selects for mention the features of the dywyA that will have significant 

relevance for his adult career, , and , are to be crucial later for 

Plutarch's analysis of Agesilaos' character as king. 

In the second, ýcentral -part of the chapter, the fixed 

chronological sequences -of life are interrupted by the, introduction of 

an ornament, a quotation from Simonides, which forms the second of 

the chapter's three parts and the third of its five sections. , The 

sequence is not disturbedp howeverp for the ornament Is also functional 

in setting the scene as th e city of Sparta, and characterizing it in a 

single word, 6(Xl]aCFCPRPOTOV. 

(3) In the third part of the chapter, Plutarch resumes the 

biographical sequence In the first section, continuing Agesilaos' typical 

Spartan upbringing, a feature which made him unique when he became 

king and which particularly interested Plutarch as his biographer. 

Then, in the second section of the third part of the chapterqý, the regal 

qualities which Agesilaos could be assumed to have inherited by his 

descent from kings are combined with the Spartan qualities he further 

acquired uniquely In his upbringing. His'reign'Is now, by implicationg 

established as the subject of the work, that follows. Plutarch has 

throughout the chapter preserved life's chronological progression, but 

all the early biographical details have been given lndirectl5ý, in the 
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context of the approaching time for the Spartans to make their choice, 

as they will do in c. 3, of the successor to the dead ýKing Agis. 

That the detailed presentation of this chronological material is also 

done with much artistry may be shown by- further ýanalysis of the 

placing of proper nouns. Plutarch has woven the names into two 

patterns. (1) In the first of the three parts of the chapterg in which 

the reader might expect the author to reveal first Agesilaos' name and 

birth, he introduces instead another's name and parentage, 'Apytbapoq 

6 Zr:, uEt5dpou. Plutarch sometimes begins a Life with a-proper noun 

which is the name of his subject, as In Alkibiades, but here the first 

name is that of the subject's father. The name of Agesilaos' brother 

Agis also precedes his own name, which is the last ý word in the 

sentence and the seventh name to be mentioned. Thus the first 

sentence itself has a tripartite; structure, marked by these three 

names: Archidamost Agis, and Agesilaos., -In the first place, framed 

between subject and verb, are four pieces of information about the 

father, Archidamos. In the second and third placesl joined by KaC, are 

two parallel pairs of accusatives - ut6v & yuvaLK64; EL)60KCPOU 

AapnL5OCJ4;, "AYLV, KaC noXO VE(STEPOV IE EOncaX(Clq TAq MEXnGLnn(6a 

OUYaTp6c,, 'AyTia"a0v 7 each 'pair framing pieces of - information, 

introduced respectively by the parallel tK and tE, about the mothers of 

the father's two sons. 

This pattern of names encourages the belief that their placing, 

with that of Agesilaos at the end, may have been deliberate. Thus, in 

the first part of the sentence, the subject was Archidamos whose death 

was being recorded. Then, In the second part, the placing of Agis as 

the first object establishes that Agesilaos, the second ý object, is In a 

position of juniority, subordinate to his elder brotherg who therefore, 

in the second sentenceg duly becomes king. Indeedp the three men are 

named in the order of their succession to the throne: fatherg song and 

brother. Plutarch has in this way represented theý Indirect 
. and 
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delayed rise of Agesilaos in the patterned grammatical structure of the 

sentence, which he would not have done if he had placed Agesilaos' 

name first as the title of the work. 

(2) Agesilaos' name occurs three times in theý chapterg with 

increasing prominence. In the accusative case, it is the last word in 

the first sentence. It occurs next in the nominative case, in the 

middle of the second sentence, and though he Is not yet in the most 

prominent position, the subject of the biography. now becomes the 

grammatical subject of the sentence. Only at the last, in the third and 

final part of the chapter, where Agesilaos'ý coming to power 'is ý implied, 

does his name have full prominence as the first word in Its sentence. 

At this important point, when Plutarch has revealed his subject 

in this way, the two strands in the theme of the chapter, Agesilaos' 

birth and upbringing, are brought togetherl so that the climax in the 

last sentence is the twofold -catalogue of his essential adult 

characteristics$ both those he inherited from his royal ancestors and 

those he acquired through his education, which will be important 

throughout the work. 

Two of the names already mentioned$ AapnLWý, and EOnGAIO, are 

also, perhaps, part of the artistic ornamentation. In identifying the 

two wives of Archidamosq Plutarch evinces an, interest in naming the 

women of the family; explicitly for example again in c. 19, where he 

refers to his researches on the subject & Tarr, AaK6)VtKarO; dVC1YPOWEr,. 

There was a tradition of literary interest in women In, Boiotia as early 

as Pindar, who composed songs for girls' choral performances. Corinna 

was a Boiotian woman poet, and she mentions another, Myrtis (frags 

664a, 665a In D. L. Page (1953)). This provides evidence of the education 

of women in Boiotia, for the composer may also have trained the 

performers (N. H. Demand (1982) pp. 98-102). Performances of this kind 

appear to have taken place at Sparta too (Lvkourgos 14). As further 

evidence of Boiotian interest in women, there are examples of female 
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portraits on stelai and pottery from Boiotian artists (N. H. Demand (1982) 

pp. 110,113; cf. 127-30 and Appendix, especially' on Pythagorean 

influence in Thebes). Plutarch may be following this Boiotian tradition, 

but may also have in mind Aristotle's remarks about the prominence 

and influence of Spartan women (PoL 1269a-1271b) and the collection of 

Sayings of Spartan Women. 

In the first chapter, Plutarch has not only presented to the 

reader an elaborate structure, but has also given anAndication of his 

approach to his subject by repetition of key words which denote 

features that will have special significance' in this Life. ' There are, 

besides the three references to Agesilaos' name, three to, vdpoq, three 

to obedience (for which 6pycoOaL is used twice), and two to 6YO)YA. The 

6YwY4 is prominent early as the educational institution which inculcated 

Agesilaos' attitude to the two other features, law and obedience. The 

transition from Agesilaos' birth to his education in the &ycjy6 is-made in 

a key sentence: 

2 Inet U (BLESTTIC. U6KEL' PLOTEIJGELv 6 'AyT1o(Xooq,, lyOTI 

TAV XEYOPtVIIV dyfi)YAV IV tOKE6a(POVLq GKXlQP(IV PIV OOGOV Tý 6LOCTD 

K(It noXOnovov, naLWOUGaV 61 TOOq vtouq 6pyeoOaL. 

Here four phrases are especially significant: t5L(5T1jC,, dYWYAVp GKXlnpaV 

mil no, \Onoyov and 6PYECOaL. The Lykourgan system is explained at 

length by Ps. -Xenophon in Lak. Pol. and by Plutarch in Lykourgos, but 

recent scholars have corrected many misunderstandings about Spartan 

society and, in particular, the development of the Spartan dyG)YA. 

Views of the Spartan way of life and system of education have been 

revised, and much that had been attributed to it has been r discarded 

as of late date or even mythical. (W. G. Forrest (1971) p. 51; S. Hodkinson 

(1983) pp. 245-51; P. A. Cartledge (1987) Ch. 3). In describing Agesilaos, 

upbringing here, howeverp Plutarch selects only what he regards as 

the most significant features, and, for the elucidation of Plutarch's 

text, this discussion may be limited in the same way. - 

The function of the poetic quotation is to introduce literary 
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support for those features of the dYG)YA which are selected by Plutarch 

for mention, CFKXlr)PdV p& Ot3OQV Tfi 6LOCTIO KOI no, \Onovov. Plutarch's 

reference to the poet Simonides (c. 556-468BC) indicates the need he felt 

for validationg from near-contemporary evidenceg of his description of 

the toughness and strenuous training Involved in the Spartan 

educational systemg claiming that his quotation -referred to Sparta in 

this respect: 5L6 KO C CPOG LV On6 TOD EtPWV(60U - TAV End[PT11V 

npOanyOPEDGOOL 5apao(POPOTOv. The quotation - raises the question 

whether Plutarch relied on his own reading among the ancient authors 

or on extracts and collections already made by himself or others. With 

W Kaf q)OGLV Plutarch refers to the reason given by commentators for 

Simonides' remark, and (PaC3LV does not prove that Plutarch had not 

read the work from which he quotes. The quality and range of the 

references in the Lives indicate wide reading and studyg even if he 

did not always have his own copy of his -source, beside him as he 

composed. (D. A. Russell (1973) Ch. 31 pp. 42-62. ) In this quotation, 

however, Plutarch is still recording only what the poet chose toýsay, 

and, as a guest travelling around and commemorating his friends and 

their citiesq Simonides would, no doubt9 when in Sparta, receive and 

repeat the formidable impressions of Spartans that the Spartans wished 

the world to have of them; for somes at least, of their invincibility in 

war resulted from the reluctance of their enemies to risk challenging 

it. Similarly, Aristotle may have recorded what was partly an element 

of Spartan propaganda when he said that the Spartans were superior 

because they trainedg while their enemies did not (PoL 1338b). 

The dyG)yA was thought to contribute to maintaining the Spartans' 

dominance over their subject population because it included features 

that produced superior soldiers: "Lykourgos wished by educating them 

in this way to make the boys more resourceful in getting supplies, and 

better at fighting" (Lak. PoL 11.7). Thucydides, howeverg mentioned 

simplicity and uniformity of dress as other aspects of their way of life: 
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PETP CQ1 51 CIO t CJOýT L K(31 ti; TdV YOV Tp6nov nPOTOL 
AQKC5C1Lp6VLOL ýYP40QVTO KOC tr, Tel dXXa np6q TOO(; noX. \oL)(; Of Tdl 
PECCW KEKTnPeVOL ECF05C(XLTOL P(iXLCJTCX KaTtOTTIGOV (1.6.4). 

Social values, therefore, as well as militaryp were ý inculcated in the 

6vovA, and the influence was continued also in the OUGOCTLOV, to which 

men of twenty years of age and over belonged, if they were Spartiates 

and were admitted. For Plutarch the influence of Lykourgos was 

important only for the Spartans' citizenship and self-fulfilment, not for 

their power in Greece, as It was for the author of Lak. Pol. (Lvkourgos 

31). Obedience (6PYECY0O1L)9 whether to elders in the state or to 

superiors in the various institutions, is regarded here as one of the 

chief values of the Spartan systeml and as an especially significant 

feature of Agesilaos' education. Plutarch's explanation, following the 

quotation, of the significance of Simonides' metaphor 6OPO[G(PRPOTOV9 

serves to assign to the strict discipline of the dy(ayA the habit of 

obedience acquired by the Spartans, and it also serves to establish 

recognition, both for the Spartans and for Plutarch, of the principle of 

the effective formation of character by habituation and training, 

through their customs9 6r. PdXLGT0 6LCN TOV 100V. Plutarch again 

stresses the training in obedience in TOr(; vdpoLc; nELOTIVCOU4; KCX! 

YELPOAOELq nOL00CFaV, where reference to laws seems now to specify the 

constitutional reforms attributed to the divinel human, or mythical 

Lykourgos. It is these provisions that won for the Spartans their 

admirers in other parts of the Greek world and in other times, and 

Plutarch consistently commends Agesilaos for - upholding Lykourgan 

standards, blaming the decline of Sparta, which in the end marks 

Agesilaos' reign, on those who neglected them. 

v6lioq, however, is used twice more, in the singularp' where it does 

not refer to any known legislation. As regards the vdpoq referred to 

in the phrase Tflq OCIGLACCOr, "AYLE)L nPOG1jKOdCY1nC. KaTd T45V WPOV, the 

meaning Is "customary practice", since monarchy$ and the arrangements 

for its inheritanceý were survivals from the distant past, ' and 
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Lykourgos was believed to have been only the reformer of the laws, 

not the founder of the monarchyý Similarly, the law referred to in 

TOOTTIr, d(PfTJGLv 6 V(5PO4; Tft 6V6VK71(; TOO(; tnt DaGL#\ECQ TpEq)OpeVOUC, 

naZbac, is not one otherwise known. It- is not improbableL that the 

privileged royal families asserted their exclusive eligibility for the 

monarchy, in part by ensuring a separate upbringing for-a king's heir, 

free from the general assessment in competition and from supervision 

by their future subjects. The king's second son, t6L6T1J(; 
1 and so not 

exempt in this ways thus acquired a quality all, his own, if he 

unexpectedly became king. Plutarch's interest is in the Spartans' 

tradition of obedience, in the form of obedience to the laws and to 

customary practice, and this is a' point of prime importance in this 

Life. 

Later he adds the element of'leadership, and this was equally 

involved in the dvov4. Leadership- and obedience are linked. in the 

phrase: 

Ufttv Int-TO 6P)fr:, LV IjA 6naCbEUTOV TOO 6PYEGOOIL. 

The repetition of a word in a different form is ornamental, but here 

Plutarch also uses a combination frequently expressed, as at L. Vkourgos 

30.3 and in the following, examples: 

of v6POL be POL 60KOGCYLV of noXXol TO[OTa 660 pdXLUTa 
bL5dCFKEtV9 6PYCtV KCIE 6PYCGOaL (Xen. Cvropaedia Lvi. 20); 

TCN v6PLPC1 PIV 6PYELV9 Td v6pLPa 5' 6PYEGOaL 
(Xen. Agesilaos H. 16); 

IV TCX6TD [Tt WUYb] YdP ICITL (POGEt T6 PtV 61PYOV T6 5' 
6py6pevov (Aristotle Politics 1.1259 b); 

UEU0CPCCXq 51 EV PtV T6 IV PIPEL 6PYEGOOIL KOt 6P)(CLV 
(Aristotle Politics VI. 1317b). 

Both these qualities were developed in the dy(jy4 by the competitiveg 

hierarchic organization of the boys and young men according to age, 

as the terms used of Sphodrias indicate: nalr, naL6CCFKoc, and 00v (Xen. 

Hell. V. 4.32); and also by the appointment of supervisors at every 

stage: oOUnOTE ýKEt of naCU4; lEpI1110L 6PYOVTO(; EZOL (Lak. Pol. II. 11). 
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Plutarch may be contrasted with other authorities who concentrate 

rather on the disadvantages of the competitive element - "winners 

imply losers" (M. I. Finley (1975) p. 165) - but for Plutarch the reverse is 

also important and obedience implies leadership: the Spartan system 

gave opportunities for leaders to emerge, establish themselves, and 

become acceptedt but in the process the leaders were trained also in 

the duty of obedience. For Plutarch, Agesilaos' combination of the two 

made him unique later as king. The reason for this unusual 

combination was noted above as Agesilaos' juniority to his brother 

Agis, the elder son and heir of Archidamos. The combination, perhaps, 

was also. to be a relevant factor in the Spartans' choice of Agesilaos as 

successor to Agis in cc. 3-4. 

In this chapter Plutarch gives an insight into an important 

methodological concept, the twofold basis of his analysis of character, 

which he regarded as a combination of inherited and acquired 

characteristics. The most explicit reference here to the two kinds of 

characteristics, those derived from nature and those derived from 

training, is in the phrase: T4S CPdGE L AYEPOYLKO Kal R0GLXLKC) 

nPOGKTqG(SPEVOq dn6 Tfiq &YG)Yfiq T6 bnPOTLK6V KOC CPLXdv6pwnov. Obedience 

has already been assigned to the training of the dYG)YA and is thus an 

acquired characteristic, but the ability to command and to be king is 

easily recognized as the personal quality of leadership, which is 

largely inherited, though it may of course be enhanced by training, as 

Is shown In c. 20.2: TOY pa0ijpdT(JV TO KdXi\LCFTOV, 6PYEo0aL KCRE 6p)(ELV. 

The natural, inherited quality of leadership might be one that his royal 

ancestors would share with himt but the ability to take orders makes 

him exceptional: 'AyIIGLXdQ 51 KC11 TOGO' OnýpEev r6LOV, lxoerv tnt T6 

6PYELV PA dna(SCUTOV TOO 6PYEGOOL. Plutarch gives a clear indication of 

their future importance in his programme and his manner of thought 

about character. 

The controversy over nature and customary practice, CpJGLr, and 
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v6poc;, had been engaging attention in the fifth century and thereafter. 

The two were reconciled late in the fourth century as guides for 

behaviour, on the ground that when correctly interpreted, they gave 

the same answers., For the Stoicsq when a man by his rationalityg 

, \6yo(; g sees that it is consistent with his naturej CPCJGLr,, for him to 

follow universal nature, his behaviour will be in accord with the divine 

reason or universal law, vdiloc, (F. H. Sandbach (1975) pp. 14,31-2,53-9; 

E. Rawson (1969) p. 90). For Plutarch, too, there are two elements in a 

man's character, his nature and his reason, which can be developed by 

trainingg and in the perfectly educated man they will not be in 

conflict, but will complement each other. In some Lives, however, these 

are in conflictq causing disasterg as in Pelopidas 32.6: 013 KaTgCFYC TO 

XOYLO110 TýV 6PYAV* It will be seen in the end that for Plutarchq as for 

Aristotle, a reason for Sparta's decline was that the Spartan training 

did not provide a complete education, either for Agesilaos or for the 

other Spartans (cc. 33,37). His moral essays show that for him what 

was missing was control for the dangerous limitations and excesses of a 

mants (Pdao; and ýOoq which only the development of sound reasoning, 

X6YOc,, could ensure (C. Gill (1983) p. 473). 

Plutarch has already established the unique position of Agesilaos 

as regards obedience. Now, in the phrase TOV OCIGLAIGN EOCIPpOCFT6TCITOV 

C16TOV TOU4; OnTIK6otc. naptayc, he distinguishes Agesilaos among the 

kings on a second ground, as being the one most in harmony with his 

subjects; for he identifies them with him, by a reference to their 

possession of the same quality of obedience which Agesilaos has been 

shown to possess, uniquely among the kings, and which therefore 

unites them to him uniquely. Because of his royal birth and 

experience of the dycoyA, Agesilaos possesses a unique combination of 

inherited and acquired qualities; to leadership and kingship, his two 

natural qualities (TIO CPJOCt AYEPOVLKO KCIC DQGLALKO)f were added two 

inculcated qualities, Td 6TIPOTtKdV KOI CPLXdvOprznov. It was from his 
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training that he acquired the practical ability to get on with people, 

both in public and in private relationships. Emphatically placed at the 

end of the chapter, these four words are programmatic for the aspects 

of Agesilaos' character that most impressed Plutarch. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Moral and physical qualities - lameness 

The second chapter is not chronologically progressive, but in the first 

half Plutarch picks up the reference to the dyo)YA in c. 1 and sets out 

the qualities it developed in Agesilaos' character. In the second half 

he deals with Agesilaos' physical qualities. 

1 'Ev be T(Irr, KCIX0UPIVQLr, dYeXMr. T&5V , GUVTPECP0PtVQV na(5L)v 
AOGCIVE)poV EG)(CV IPaCFTAV, IKnXaytVTCI wdXtoTa TO KOCFWCQ Týq CPOGEWq 06T00. 

As a boy, Agesilaost though a younger son by a second marriage, 

was still a privileged personj a Heraklid and the son of a king, which 

would give him real advantages in the competitive Spartan system. 

One advantage was that he had a close association with another 

Heraklidt and no ordinary young man, but one clearly endowed with 

special qualities of leadership, Lysander: whol though perhaps 

suffering some temporary handicap of poverty as a mothax (Lysander 

2; F. Jacoby FGrHist IIIb, Leiden (1955) p. 174 81 F 43), later became so 

powerful as to be thought to rival the kings. This connection may 

have been planned in the initial choice of dWXII and GUMICTLOV for 

Agesilaos, whose family backgroundq though not guaranteeing that he 

would be leader of his group, would at least ensure that any qualities 

of leadership he displayed in boyhood would be encouraged, developed, 

and recognized. 

Because of the inevitable distance between the observer and the 

phenomenong Greek homosexualityp like the Spartan way of life, has lent 

itself to much speculative interpretation of the various kinds of 

evidence. Little or none of this seems to be wholly compelling, since 

there was no ancient investigation of the subject that can be called 

thorough and objective. Writers, for instance, often reflected 

traditional disparagement of remote or rival cities and peoples, such as 

Boiotians (Platog Symposium 182b; Lak. POI. 11.12)9 and it persisted into 
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the second century AD in the fable of Valerius Babrius, mentioning a 

Theban speaker less eloquent than an Athenian, despite his intelligence 

(puO(apoot Alo6netot 15). Aristophanes' plays and painted vases were 

often explicit on the subject, but as works of art they must be 

admitted to be distanced from life. The important thing was that they 

should please, by making the audience laugh or by satisfying the 

interests of the owner, respectively. References in legal and political 

speeches were intended to influence an audience or move a jury, 

rather than deal objectively with the truth. Plato's use, of homosexual 

love or desire (Epoc. ) served to illuminate the philosopher's attitude to 

the search for truth. Especially in Symposium, he presented an ideal 

emotional attachment which could not be explained by reference to 

physical acts of consummation, whether homo- or heterosexual, for he 

insisted on an ongoing, infinite dedication to the search. "Any 

relationship between an older and a younger male in a Greek 

community had an educational dimension" (K. J. Dover (1980) p. 4), and 

especially in a military context9 there is an ideal element which 

transcends the physical (id. (1978) pp. 1919 202). The relationships 

encouraged in Sparta were no doubt open to possible fulfilment in 

other, even physical ways, though the comparative ethnographic 

evidence illuminates origins rather than practices of rites de passage 

in the Classical agoge, and the important feature wa's that they created 

political connections (P. A. Cartledge (1981) pp. 249 29), and contributed to 

hero-worship, esprit de 'corps, and self- sacrificing' 'devotion to the 

general good of the'state, and were expected to do so, clearly with 

little debilitating deviance. The application to Spartans of the words 

ctonv&-) and cronvOor. (e. g. Aeliang Varia Historia 111.12) points to the 

Inspirational function of their associations. Plutarch has occasion to 

refer to the subject again (cc. 139,20). 

It was a general quality, "the orderliness" of Agesilaos' nature, 

which attracted Lysander and began the connection with him, though 
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perhaps it was a matter important enough to noble families to have the 

opportunity created by them deliberatelyt and not left to a. chance 

meeting. In the rest of the first half of the chapter Plutarch adds 

particular qualities to the picture of the broad characteristics given in 

c. 1, by enlarging on the idea of orderliness. He presents this 

orderliness as a balance between Agesilaos' competitive excellences and 

his quieter or co-operative excellences (the terminology is taken from 

A. W. H. Adkins (1960) pp. 6-7). 

The prominent placel at the start of the Life, assigned to this 

account of Agesilaos' character indicates the importance of the 

biographer's interest in the subject. The -natural arrangement of a 

life-story places the early life at the beginningt but Agesilaos' 

childhood presents a problem. Whether and where records of this, 

adequate for biographical purposes, would have been preserved, even 

for a contemporary enquirer such as Xenophon to discovert is a 

question which casts doubt on any of the given details. Since there 

would presumably be no documentary evidence at the timep It would at 

best be necessary for Xenophon to rely on the adult recollections of 

Agesilaos himself, and of those among his family and friends who knew 

him as a child. Plutarch can have had access to nothing better than 

this, but only, perhaps, to, other sources of- the same kind or worse. 

Otherwise, only generaliZations and assumptions could be used to fill in 

the gaps. 

Howevert Plutarch's Interestj as he reveals In setting out his aims 

in the preface to Perikles, is In presenting a model for people to 

imitate in his day and thereafter. The model must have clarity and 

definition, if it is to communicate, carry conviction, and guide the 

readerts way of life. Any attempt to portray a developing, rather than 

a completely formed personality would be to blur the impact and 

confuse the reader. Ancient thinkers were divided about the 

possibility of changes in a mants personality or character during his 
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lif etime. Plutarch was aware of the controversy, for he says that 

Theophrastos was undecided about it (Perikles 38). However, as he 

indicates by recording the persistence of certain qualities Into 

Agesilaos' old age, he is at this point presenting the final results of 

his researches, for his character study will have been completed by 

the time the composition reached its finished form. Therefore, the 

traits that had emerged from the study of the mature actions of the 

man can be presented as already possessed by the child. The gaps in 

the evidence relating to the early years of his life will then appear to 

have been filled, and an account composed retrospectively will be 

presented to the reader in a complete form and as part of a continuous 

narrative. Whether or not a man cha nges during his lifetime, for 

literary purposes the biographer is predisposed "to present a 

relatively static picture of a person's character" from childhood (C. Gill 

(1983) p. 477). Discussion of the development of character is, perhaps 

appropriately, confined to the early chapters of a Life, but the 

formative influences are clearly recognized, and Agesilaos' later 

struggles with features of his character are not ignored (eege 

cc. 11.6-10,33.2). 

The danger is that this artificiality, generalization, and use of 

doubtful evidence will produce a less convincing account. Plutarch 

overcame this problem by using the means Homer employed when he 

conveyed the beauty of Helen, not by direct description, but by 

showing the effect her appearance before the elders of Troy had on 

them (Iliad 111.156-8). So here it is the impact of Agesilaos' personality 

on Lysander tV, TCArq KaXoupevatq diytXatr, which provides Plutarch with 

the means to integrate into the Life a description of his character at 

the boyhood stage, as an explanation (ydp) of that Impact, thus 

creating an artistic illusion that evidence is continually available from 

one stage to the next. The listed features are those later manifested 

in the man's actionss but they are presented as observations of 
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Lysander at the time. 

2 CPLXOVELK6TaTOq YdP 6V Kat OUPOEL5eCFTQTOq tV TOrq VIOLq KaC n6VTQ 

np(aTcOetv pouX6pevo(;, KaC T6 OT05P6V E)(G)V K(3C oay5atov 45POl)(OV KCIC 
E)U(IEKOCOUTOV. 

The structure of the list of Agesilaos' qualities that Plutarch has 

presented here corresponds with the two pairs of key qualities at the 

end of c. 1 (TO (PjGEL AYEIIOVLKO WIC PacrtXLK(Z nPOGKTTjG6PEvO(z an6 TfiC, 

6YG)Yfir, T6 E)TIPOTLK6V Kal CPLXdvOpcanov). To the first of these pairs 

belong the five qualities mentioned in the first half of this listf the 

practical competitive virtues of the man of actiong part of the natural 

endowment of his royal birth: to the first two, "the desire to win" and 

"the display of high spirits"p Plutarchýadds the third, which follows on 

from these, "the wish to take the lead" among the boys of his own age, 

all clearly the appropriate qualifications for a general and a candidate 

for the kingship. The list of the five competitive virtues is completed 

with two further, even more aggressiveg, qualitiesg "impetuosity", and "a 

violent nature"q promising the, refusal to give up the fight or be 

defeated. The last of these qualities is illustrated at Pelopidas 19 

where for a Acxy5aroq soldier "valour had a high value, life a low 

value", with the careless abandon of a man in poor health. (Cf. below. ) 

c6netft(q ndXLV 03 Kal npg6TlrlTL TOLOOTOq ýV OrOC, CpdpQ P115eV, 

atcrydvia 69 ndVTcx nOLEEV Tex nPCITT(5PEVCI, KCIC TOrr, q)6YOLO; dXY6VCUE)aL 

PaXXOV A TOOq n6vouq POP6VEGOaL. 

Plutarch turns now to the social, quiet virtues, of which there are 

sixg corresponding to the second pair of key qualities (those acquired 

in training). It is evidently paradoxical (nd, \LV) that these should now 

be found in combination with the earlier qualities, but they needed to 

be inculcated and developed by undertaking the traditional activities of 

the dvov6. "Obedience" and "gentleness" - perhaps in the sense of 

it rendering him tame", like the young horse in c. 1 - are displayed in 

his response to the orders he was given, a "fearlessness" in all, and 

"a sense of decency" in shirking nothing. The list of quiet, acquired 
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virtues is then completed with "the pained or distressed response to 

criticism" and "a willingness to accept hardship". Plutarch seems also 

to have presented separately in these two lists the distinctive qualities 

to be desired respectively in the character of a general and a 

constitutional monarch: on the one hand the inherited, competitive 

virtues, the general's fighting efficiency, on the other 'hand the 

acquired, co-operative virtues, ensuring popularity through the 

avoidance of tyranny in the king's, rule. 

3 TAV U TOO GKIXouq n4PG)OLV A 0' 15PCI TOO OdPaTOq dV00OVTOq 
IniKpunTE, KaC T(5 6Ql5(G)(; CPgPE: LV KCIC 1*\aptSq T43 TOLOOTO, na(COVTCI KOI 
GKc5nTOVTa nP(STOV laUT6vj 06 PLKp6V Av Inov6POOPCI TOO n60ouq. 

So far Plutarch has described how Agesilaos was equipped for 

external relationships. He now completes the picture with Agesilaos' 

more private world, showing how he met the problems presented to him 

by his own individual personality. Later (c. 11.6) Agesilaos' problem 

will again be the control of his own emotions: InELPOTO VEaVLI<Oq 

6nopfteaOaL nPdq TAV tnOupCav. At this pointl the initial phrase 

introduces Agesilaos' physical disability, his lameness, and Plutarch 

uses it to reveal his inner spirit. In the first part are the qualities 

that enabled him to rise above his handicap; these are followed in the 

second part by the advantages which accrued to the development of 

his character in consequence of the handicap, advantages which others 

did not share. In the circumstancest one would think that the 

lameness was not congenital, if the testing and exposure of infants 

took place in accordance with tradition, but rather that it was the 

result of a boyhood injury of the sort any adventurous youth, such as 

Agesilaos appears to have been, might easily suffer. (See further 

below, c. 3. ) That the disability was obscured by "his fine physical 

condition" incidentally helps to explain how he could be accepted by 

his fellows and how Plutarch can concentrate on more private 

reactions, though these are also relevant in the external relationships 
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of man to man. "Patience" and "cheerfulness" enabled him not only to 

bear the affliction but to rectify the defect, to some extent. The 

cheerfulness takes two forms, 'Oplayful actions" and "verbal jesting". 

dl, \Xdl KCIC TAV CPL*\OTLPCCIV 1K5nXOTtPaV tno(CL, np6q pyj6eva ndvov pnbt 

np6ELV 6nayopedOVTOq a6TOO 6L6 ThV ycjX6TnTO. 

At this point Plutarch turns from the rather negative surmounting 

of the problems to the compensatory benefits for Agesilaos' character. 

His disability induced a positive development in his already existing 

innate quality of "desire for attainment". The noun CPLJ\OTLP(O is often 

translated as "ambition", but this is generally Inadequate for Plutarch's 

several uses of the word in Agesilaos and other Lives. It is in the 

context of the 6yG)YA that its deeper significance can be appreciated. 

An essential feature of the ritual of supervision and assessmentg part 

of the strenuous training characterized in c. 19 was the competitive 

necessity of achievement, the proving of worth through endurance and 

enterprise. (S. Hodkinson (1983) p. 248. ) While acts of heroism and 

supreme effort were not exclusive to Spartans, it was not common 

elsewhere that individual self-enrichment was so strongly discouraged 

as it was, in the tradition, at Sparta, where service to the best 

interests of the state was substituted as the ideal: ý E)EO(PLAECrr6TIj TE 

Kat noXLTLKWTdTIj 9PLq (Lak. POL IV. 5). There is in the tradition no 

sign of desire for wealth in, for example, the motivation of Lysander 

and Agesilaos. Desire for attainment, on the other handl so strongly 

inculcated in the dycayA, continued to be manifested in adult life, in the 

paramount importance for the Spartans of being known to have acted 

in Sparta's best interest (cf. c. 23: E)Er TAv npd&Lv CIOTýV, Er TL )(PAOLPOV 

9)(EL, GKonetv). Plutarch seems to have recognizedq and conveyed, this 

special nature of Spartan (PLAOTLP(a. The extraordinary competitiveness 

of Agesilaos' character is displayed in his refusal ever to make his 

disability an excuse for not participating. Plutarch seems also to have 

recognized the strength of psychosomatic interactions. Cf. Pelopidas 
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again for further evidence noted by Plutarch: OEpancufttr, 6 yevvatoq 

IKEtVOq OOKtT9 ýV (PtXOK(VbUVOq 0061 ýOY&ItOq tV TO[q 6YOULV (1.3) -a 

physical change induces a corresponding change of spirit. The last 

words of this section, 5tdI TAV y(jX6TIjTa, round it off by returning to 

the topic which introduced the subject, TýV 59 TOO GKeXour, n4pwatv. 

This reference to Agesilaos' lameness provides Plutarch with a bridge 

to the next topic, his refusal to permit a portrait to be made. 

4 Týq U POPCP14; EIK6vcx PtV OOK EYOPEV (GOT6q YdP OOK AOtXnCYEV9' 6W 

Kat dnOOVAGKG)V dnetne P4TE n, \CIGTeXV p4TE PLP1jMSV Ttva nOL4GOGE)CIL TOO 
C(SPOIT04; EWva). 

Descriptions of physical appearance became a regular part of 

biography (A. E. Wardman (1967) pp. 414-20). Here, however, the absence 

of a likeness makes a first-hand description impossible, but Plutarch 

seems not to have wished to use Agesilaos' "physical appearance as a 

guide to his moral personality" (ibid. p. 417). He has shown rather the 

effect of his physical condition on the development of his character. 

Plutarch seems to link Agesilaos' refusal with a reluctance to have his 

disability portrayed, so that while he overcame the physical effects of 

his handicap, it would appear that he felt the mental effect more 

deeply. Agesilaos' simple life-style and his (PLJ\OTLP(O would be 

incompatible with the ostentation of a statue, and more in sympathy 

with Tacitus, who at Agricola 46 dismisses the value of material images 

because of their lack of durability. Xenophon records that Agesilaos, 

preferred spiritual memorials: Tfiq 61 tpuyfiq oL)UnOTE tnotjETO IIVTIPECQ 

5tonovot3jjcvoq (Agesilaos XI. 7). Portrait statues of Lysander were set 

up at Delphi and elsewhere as part of his deification and heroizationg 

but faithful representation of features was "a thing of the future" 

(P. A. Cartledge (1987) p. 86). That a portrait of some kind was made of 

a king who died away from Sparta is suggested by Herodotos: 8q 61 6v 

IV nOXePQ TOV OoatAtov dnoOdva, T06TQ 61 erboxov OKEUdCCXVTEq IV KXCV10 

CO tOTP(OlIeVO &QýPOUGL (VI. 58.3) - but Agesilaos' body was brought 
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home to Sparta (c. 40). 

XiYETCIL 61 PLKp6q TE YEVtGOaL KOE TýV 64)LV EOKCITaTp6vnTOql 

Plutarch has explained why he has had to rely on this anonymous 

report that Agesilaos was small and unprepossessing to look at. His 

appearance becomes relevant later in the work (e. g. c. 36.9), as giving 

only a distorted reflection of his character. Here the unfavourable 

impression interrupts the list of eulogistic descriptions, establishing 

for the author a balanced attitude to his subject at the start. The use 

of quotation also allows him to remain uncommitted. 

5h 69 (Xop6Trl(; KGI T6 eLIE)upov Iv dnaVTL KCILP15 KCIC naLVVLO6Cr,, 

6YOEtV6V U KCII TPCI)(0 InjUnOTE p4TE qUVt P4TC &VEL, TOV KCIXOV KQC 

6POICOV IPOOPL(STEPOV aOT6V 6YPL y4poq nopetycv. 

Plutarch again looks back to a characteristic he had mentioned 

earlierl for the first noun here recalls- the adverb, 1XaPOq9 and the 

third recalls the phrase ncxCCOVTa Kae GKdnTOVTcx nPCSTOV tCIUT6V. These 

had been used to mark the quality that enabled Agesilaos to counteract 

the physical problems of his disability. The same two qualities, 

reinforced by a thirdp T6 ELIOUPov, are now instrumental in determining 

his reaction to the social disadvantages of his appearance. Plutarch 

ends the list with Agesilaos' avoidance of the irritability that might 

have been associated with the strains of his physical difficulties. The 

qualities listed did not assist only in the strengthening of Agesilaos' 

character, for now Plutarch extends their function by reverting to the 

social factors introduced at the end of the first chapter, in the key 

words Td BTIPOTLKdV Kat cptX6vOpcanov, and also at the start of this 

chapter, in the key word tpocrTAvp which has the same root as the 

comparative adjective used here, tPa(YPL6TEPOV. All these qualities are 

now given their additional social significance, indicating that they made 

Agesilaos a popular companion; and that this popularity remained with 

him until old age suggests the larger context of a lifetime for all the 

traits of character attributed to him in his youth. 
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6 6(; be E)Ed(PPCIGTO(; CUTOPCE, TdV 'Apy(6aljov MJP((, )GOV of C(popoL 
YAPCIVTCI YUVOrKCI PLKPdIVI 00 YdP DaC7LXCrI;, E(P(XGCXV, 6PEV, &Ud PCIOLXECEACI 
YEVVOCCE. 

The anecdote reverts to the description of Agesilaos' unimposing 

appearance. Plutarch ends the chapter with a reinforcement of the 

earlier unfavourable judgement, but because it occurs in a quotation) 

the impression of the author's impartiality is not impaired. Although 

neither author associates himself directly with the judgement, the 

ephors are represented as believing that appearance gives a useful 

indication of character. However, genuine or not, the story should not 

refer to Agesilaos, who was not born to be heir to the throne (c. l. 

above). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Alkibiades at Sparta: the disputed succession 

The first major historical event in the Life is the accession of 

Agesilaos as king, and the account which Plutarch presents may seem 

to indicate to the reader that Leotychidas was Alkiblades' son, and that 

he was therefore not the rightful successor to Agis. Thus the scene is 

set for the start of the new reign with the king and the citizens in 

harmony, for the account appears to show how, by a majority decision 

and without violating constitutional procedures, the Spartans obtained 

desired political advantagesl yet managed to maintain their traditional 

conservatism, observing to their own satisfaction, - for the moment, 

certain relevant religious and other sanctions. However, Plutarch does 

not give an explicit judgement until Comparatio 1.3, where he accuses 

Agesilaos of wrongfully seizing the kingship; the Life proceeds with 

the Spartans accepting the legitimacy of the accession. Could it be 

that Plutarch, the artist, presented the Alkibiades connection at this 

point so that the reader approached the sequel in possession of the 

same background of scandal that the Spartan judges may themselves 

have had? 

Other ancient authorities give accounts which differ in important 

details, and the truth is hardly to be found simply by comparing the 

sources' narratives and seeking to confirm or correct one by 

references to others. Since it was a controversial event when it 

happenedf the circumstances at the time at which it was resolved'must 

be considered, so that disputed statements may be assessed. ý Thus two 

problems must be separated: a historical one of possible manipulation of 

the constitution, at the time of the death of Agis, and a 

historiographical one of the possible subsequent accretion of 

"historical" evidence. Plutarch's account will be considered first, 

followed by the divergent accounts of Xenophon and Nepos- (pp. 41-45 
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below)q so that a possibly more realistic account of the events may be 

given. 

1 B0(YLXEt5OVTO4; 61 OOV 'AYL50q fiKCV 'AXKLPt65qq IK ELKEX(Oq QUydq Clq 

ACXKE6aCpOVa* KCIC yp6vov o6nca noXOv tV Tb n6XEL 6L6yG)V, CdTCOV fGYC Tt 
YUVCILKt TOO PCIGLXtG)q, TLPCICQI CFUVCZV(XL. 

The time is first set in Agis' reign, which began when Agesilaos 

was perhaps sixteen or eighteen years old. Alkibiades' visit to Sparta 

on the way back from Sicily was in the twelfth year of Agis' reign, 

when Agesilaos was approaching thirty, but the relevance to him of the 

visit is not yet made explicit. The charge of adultery is reported also 

at Alk. 23.1-2 and Lvs. 22. Plutarch here presents it directly as fact, 

and has given the statement an independent statusp but even if the 

report is true, incurring the charge is clearly not the same as 

discovery in flagranti delicto. This episode is not given in 

Thucydides, though the visit is mentioned (VI. 88.9). Study of 

Alkibiades' movements from Thuril has shown that Alkibiades was not in 

Sparta in Agis' absence (H. D. Westlake (1938) pp. 30-40), though this has 

been denied (A. Andrewes (1981) on Thuc. VIII. 12.2, accepting Hatzfeld's 

objection at Alcibiade p. 214 n. 1). The charge, possible but not certain, 

would remain unsubstantiated, even if Alkibiades was in Sparta at that 

time. 

Kat T6 YEVVnOIV IE WTýq nQL66PLOV 06K ETn YLV60KELv 6 'Aytq, 6XXI 
IE 'AXKLOL66ou yeyovtvaL. 

Plutarch has presented this denial, too, as a fact, but has still 

not indicated any link with Agesilaos' affairs. Pausanias (111.8.7) 

indicates doubt, by setting Agis' refusal to acknowledge Leotychidas 

alongside Ariston's rash rejection of Demaratos, which Herodotos 

mentions (VI. 65.3). Pausanias' prejudice in favour of Leotychidas is 

clear, for it was "malicious providence" that brought Agis' attitude to 

official attentions and remorse that made him acknowledge his son 

before he died. Pausanias blames Lysander for the failure of the 
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Spartans to consult Delphi about the interpretation of the oracle, 

indicating the expectation, in his (Pausanias') mind, that Delphi would 

have supported Leotychidas. 

2 TOOTO 69 oO ndvu 5UGK6XWq TAv TLpo(ov IVEYKEtV CPqGL AOOPLq, 6XX6 
Kal 41LOUPCCOUGaV orKOL np6q Tdq CIXCJT(bClq 'AAKtPtdbqV T6 naLbCov, ot) 
AEG)TUY(5nVf KCX, \ErV* 

Plutarch here changes to an indirect report, in which Agis' wife 

seems to have confirmed her husband's suspicion that Alkibiades was 

the father of this childl who is identified by his name, Leotychidas, 

only at the end of the sentence. Douris of Samos should not be 

assumed to have been the source for the statements made so far, 

though his account may have been used here for much of the detallf 

despite the delayed mention of his name. There is no known source 

earlier than Douris linking Alkibiades' visit with Agis' wife, and since 

Douris himself is said to have claimed descent from Alkibiades (Alk. 

32.2), his testimony Is not above suspicion. Plutarch shows himself 

capable of a rational attitude to the evidence of this Douris: 

4&OrJpLq 69 6 rdPL04; TOOTOO; tnLTP0Yq)bEt no, \, \Av 606TT)TCI TOV 
*AOnvo((av Kal TOo nePLKXeOUq KaTnYOP(3V, AV OOTE OOUKU6(6nq 

(crr6pnKEV OCT' 'Ecpopoq OCT' *APL0TOTeJ\rj4;, dXXS 0051 dX1jE)E6F-LV 
fOLKEV 

.o9 

AOCJPL4; ptv ot3v o659 6nou pnUv a6TO np6CYCCFTLV r6tov-nd0oc, 
CtG)06q KPCITECV TAV BL4YnCFLV int T4q I5XrjOCCO(;, P(5, \. \OV EOLKEV 
IVTODOCI 6CLVOGaL Tdq T4q naTP(60(; GUPCPOP45q int BLOPOXt TOV 
*Mnvatcav (Per. 28.1 and 3). 

However, Plutarch may not always have wished to exercise his critical 

faculty explicitly. Apart from the unreliability of Douriss this evidence 

is further doubly suspect, for what took place orKOLI "in the house" of 

the king, was private and unlikely to be reported outside with any 

authenticity; and besides, the Helot women might be an unreliable 

source. 

KCII IJ16VTOL KCIC T13V 'A, \KLDL(i6llV OOT6V oo3 np6r. LIPPLV CPdVaL Tt 
TLPQ(Qi nXnaLdCCLV, 6XX(I (PLXOTLPOOPCVOV DOOLACOEcOaL EnOPTLdTaq On6 TOV t& tOUTOO ycyov6TG)V. 

Alkibiades has been designated a Spartan name (A. Andrewes (1981) 
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on Thuc. VIII. 6.3; M. B. Wallace (1970) p. 197 n. ). It could have been used 

as a complimentary term of affection by a mother; the Spartan use of 

the suffix appears again in the name of the admiral Eurybiades 

(Herodotos VIII. 2) and Polybiades (Xen. HeR. V. W. 20). Douris would 

wish to enhance both his ancestor's reputation and his own aristocratic 

descent, to favour his exclusive birthright to the Samian tyranny. The 

claim is perhaps plausible, for Alkibiades is known to have fathered a 

child in Samos, and other Samians claimed similar descent (D. G. J. Shipley 

(1987) P. 124 n. 569 citing R. Kebric, (1977) In the shadow of Macedon: 

Duris of Samos (Historia Einzelschritten, 29) 2). 

3 6Ld TOOTO PtV 6A Tfiq AOKE60CPOVOq 6 *AXKLDLdbnq OnCEWc cpoPnOck 
T6V 'AYLVO 

Thucydides (VIII. 12), who records no scandal, naturally offers a 

different reason for Alkibiades' departure from Sparta. There, TQi 

-AyL6L OOT6q 6Ldq)opoq (3v refers to a quarrel which Alkibiades had with 

Agis, at the time when the Spartans were divided over a proposed 

expedition to Asia Minor to be led by Chalkideus. It was because of 

this quarrel that he suggested to his family's friend, the ephor Endios, 

that Agis should be deprived of the credit for the fruits of the 

expedition. All the ephors were persuaded, and it was as commander 

of this expedition, with a reduced fleet, that Alkibiades left Sparta. If 

the quarrel was about the expedition, it will have concerned both 

Alkiblades and others. Thucydides does not explain, - but Plutarch, with 

his sources, may have taken him to be referring the quarrel to the 

scandal. 

6U natq T6V PIV 6XXOV yp6vov OnonTOq ýV TO 'AyL6L Kal YVflGCOU 
TLPýV OOK F-Zyc nap' GOTO, VOCOIOVTt U npoanEC6V KaC 6CIKPOG)V 1nELGCV 

ut6v 6no(pAvat noWsv IVOVTCOV. 

Plutarch has Introduced his account of Agesilaos' accession 9E6 

TOO bpdpCIT04; 
9 as It were, for this reference to the legitimate son's 

prerogative is his first explicit hint that Alkiblades' visit to Sparta and 
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the charge of the seduction of the king's wife, which he is said to 

have incurred therej were relevant to the problem of the succession. 

If the dispute over the succession had broken out only when the king 

fell Ill, or if its imminence had not been suspected until then, 

Leotychidas will naturally have now sought this confirmation from the 

dying king. Clearly Leotychidas was not carrying on the contest 

alone, but that does not provide further authentication of the 

recantation, for his supporters or advisers could, even if they arrived 

after Agis' death, have fabricated his favourable answer, and arranged 

the presence of "many witnesses". The Spartans evidently disregarded 

it, though this again proves nothing. While Plutarch gives no location 

for the recantation, Xenophon says that Agis fell sick at Heraia on his 

way back from Elis and Delphi, but was still living when he ýreached 

home. Pausanias (111.8) says that Agis fell Ill as he was returning from. 

Arkadia, and that the people of Heraia in Arkadia who had witnessed 

the recantation came to Sparta to support Leotychidas. The weakness 

of his testimony here appears when he relates that Agesilaos referred 

the oracle to Leotychidas' being "no true son of Agis", whereas 

legitimacy of birth was a constitutional requirement, independent of the 

oracle (see below). What Pausanias says seems to stem from what 

Arkadian guides may have told him, anxious, perhaps, both to please a 

questioner who asked,. "Do you remember when Agis took ill here and 

recanted? " and also to enhance the part their ancestors had played in 

history. Agis' denial and recantation are not recorded by Xenophon, 

and the taleg if not genuine, may have arisen from a chance remark or 

rebuke, such as "No true son of mine would .** ft. 

The references to Alkibiades in Plutarch's tradition stem partly 

from Douris and partly from Xenophoni though he did not name 

Alkibiades. The reason for Xenophon's omission could perhaps be 

simply that It was not mentioned openly 'in the dispute; but other 

suggestions have been made, e. g. that if he knew of it, he did not 
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believe in the connection, or that he suppressed it through loyalty to 

Athens and Alkibiades, or wished to avoid introducing unsavoury or 

politically dangerous accusations which might tarnish his account of 

Agesilaos' accession (I. Bos (1947) p. 38; R. J. Littman (1969) p. 270). 

Alkibiades' name does not recur in this chapter of Plutarch's Life, 

which, together with the doubts alreadyý manifest about Alkibiades' 

reported involvement, suggests that the public dispute in Sparta may 

well have been conducted without naming him. Plutarch mayý have 

included the episode in order to enliven the start of the narrative; 

perhaps feeling the need to clarify In advance the precise identity of 

the supposed father of Timaia's child. The unreliable nature of, various 

pieces of the evidence may have been felt by him to be obvious to the 

readerl and perhaps to reinforce doubts about the account which 

followsp of the means by which Agesilaos secured the succession. The 

important historical fact, for Plutarch, is that the Spartans made 

Agesilaos their king. 

4 06 PýV 6W TEXEUT4CFOVTOq TOO "AY L 6o,; 6 Adcav6poq, 16rl 
KaTQVEVOUPQYnK6q *AOnVOCOUC KOt PýVLcrrov 1v rndPTO 5UVdPEVOq, T6V 
'Ayna(Xaov tnt TAV RQGLXC(av npolyEv, c5q oO nPOG4KOUGaV 6VTL V6OQ To 
AcG)Tuy (610. 

Plutarch marks the move forward in time by repeating the 

participial form of the phrase at the beginning of c. 1, 'Apy(6apor, 6 

ZEU&L66POU OoGLXELJGa4;, and also that of BaCYL*\CIJOVTOI; 61 o8v 'AYL6oc, at 

the beginning of this chapter. The genitive absolute closes the reign 

of Agis and starts the first topic of the Lifel the struggle for the 

accession of Agesilaos as king. Both Xenophon and Pausanias put the 

death of Agis after a journey, which suggests that the danger of death 

was at the time of his departure not thought imminent, though since he 

had already reigned for nearly thirty years, if the question of the 

succession was still open, it will inevitably have-been in the minds of 

some of those concerned. The word KOTCXVCVOUPO)(TJK(5(; 9 with its seven 

syllables one of the longest used here by Plutarch, is striking. 
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Lysander had become powerful as a result of his contribution to the 

defeat of Athens, but he had then met opposition to his policy for 

handling the victory and, it may be, looked to Agesilaos' accession as a 

means to re-establish his influence by becoming the, new king's 

adviser. Xenophon is restrained in referring to. Lysander (cf., cc. 71 8, 

20), and does not give him credit for suggesting the bid, mentioning 

only his support. 

Plutarch, besides having dealt with the suspicions concerning 

Alkibiades tE6 TOO 6PdPaTO4; f similarly records Lysander's statement 

alleging the illegitimacy of Leotychidas outside the public debate, and 

as part of a preliminary private discussion between Lysander and 

Agesilaos, where it is one of the reasons given for contesting the 

succession. It seems clear from all the sources that the challenger was 

Agesilaos and that, in public at any ratet the challenge was made 

either only when or shortly before Agis died, and took the Spartans 

by surprise. Plutarch gives no explicit judgement, but seems here to 

imply a belief that Leotychidas' possession of- the prerogative, 

expressed, as previously at c. 1, in nPOG4KOUCFaVq was accepted until this 

challenge was made. - 

5 no. \Xot U Kat T15V &Xcav noXLTIZV, bLd TAV 43PETAV TOO 'AyqGLX6OU KaC 

T6 OUVTETPdCPOCIL Kal PCTECFYnKIVOL TAC 6YCJYýq I4)LXOTLPOOVTO Kat 
ouvinPaTTOV 06TO npoWpcaq. 

Plutarch seems to have adapted Xenophon's expression of the 

grounds for the Spartans' concluding vote: 

KPCVOCFO A nd. \Lq dvEnLK*\lrIT6TEPOV EZVOL 'Ayila(XOOV KaC TO 
YtVCL KCIE Tb 6PCT6 (Agesilaos 1.5), 

and moved it to serve here as a further encouragement for Agesilaos 

in making the bid for the throne. -The active virtue would be a valid 

reason why Agesilaos attracted the support of friends, including those 

of Lysanderq whose policies and intentions were more adventurous and 

expansive, especially in Asia Minor. Their plans would be hindered, 

perhaps, if they had to manage a youthful king, as yet without 
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authority and experience, but whose supporters were expected to be 

intent on the less active policies of the opposing groups, more in 

agreement, perhaps, with those followed by the other king, Pausanias, 

after the war. Plutarch also points to the positive results of the 

unique combination of birth and upbringing which he stressed in the 

first chapter, and suggests that its popular appeal was recognized and 

appreciated among the Spartansp too. 

AV 69 AtoncCOqc, 6výp ypTjapoX6yoq, tv En6PT13 PaVTCL(5V Te naXaLOv 
6n6nXEG)q K01 60KOv nepC Tdl GErCl CFO(P6q ErV(XL KC11 nEPLTT6q. 7 06TOq OOK 
9(Pq OEPLT6V CEVOL yG)X6V YEVeGOOt Tfiq AC(KE60CPOVOq PocnXea KCIC YpqGP6V 
IV Tb UKU TOLOGTOV 6VEY(VWKEO 

Whether the seer resided in Sparta permanently or, only 

temporarily, event perhaps, brought in for this purpose, is not stated, 

but he is said to have been highly thought oft and was presumably 

well enough known there. His name seems appropriate. The formal 

public debate begins here, with a suggestion that the Spartans should 

be guided by divine sanction. Such an appeal to the approval or 

disapproval of the gods carries weight on several important occasions, 

in this and other Live& In Thucydides, tool the Spartans 

acknowledged that their reverses early in the Peloponnesian War were 

the result of divine retribution (VII. 18.2; cf. c. 30 below). Diopeithes 

refers to the lameness of the king himself, whereas in the words of the 

oracle cited here the lameness refers to the kingdom or monarchy. 

The justification for his taking the lameness personally is diminished 

by the consistent use in the oracle of the metaphor to describe Sparta 

in the phrase GeOCV 6PT(noboc.. Diopeithes' interpretation of the oracle 

points more directly at Agesilaosq and maker, Lysander's argument less 

applicable to Leotychidas, but the inaccuracy renders it vulnerable. 

Op6Cco 54, r-ndPTII, i<cifncp peydActuyor. Jo0ca, 
Pý CiOEV 6PT(no5oq OX(SaTo yGAA poatXeta- 
6nP6V YdP VOOGOC CC KOTOGY400UGLV fficXnTOL 
(POLOCOPOT6V T' tnt KOpa KuXtvb6pevov noXtpoto. 

The court was held apparently in a formal assembly of the people, 
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if Plutarch's noM\o1 59 KQ1 TOV dM\G)v no, \LT63V ... auvenpaTTOV indicates 

the involvement of ordinary Spartans in public discussion, and if 

Xenophon95 KP(VQaC1 A n6, \Lc, (Agesilaos 1.5; cf. HeA 111.3.4) marks the 

formal conclusion of the debate. This may also 'be suggested by 

Xenophon's reference to the procedure required for the appointment of 

the king's successor: 15EL PaCrL*\eCX KCIO(a-roaGaL (HeIL 111.3.1)9 as if it 

followed a regular ceremonial pattern, as In Thucydides' report of the 

Delphic instruction for the restoration of king Pleistoanax in 421, KC11 

GUG(QLq KaE)C(YTaVTO (V. 16)9 suggesting some of the possible 

ceremonial perhaps still attached to the appointment. 

The procedure adopted when previously a king's accession was 

the result of disputed legitimacy is described by Herodotos. At VI. 63.31 

over the accession of Leutychides, he speaks of the concern of all 

Spartans, perhaps in an act of the Apella (R. W. Macan, Herodotus, p. 323), 

or rather the ZKKX1ja(a (A. Andrewes (1966) P. 17 n. 3; Thuc. V. 77.1), that 

the king should have an heir: 

nov6npet EnaPTLATOL *Ap(CYTG)VL, (50, dVbpt E050KLPiOVTL 6td 
n6vTcav 6A TOV RaGL*\e4)V TOV tv rn6PTU YEVOPeV4)V, dpýV tnOL400VTO 
naEba yevtoOaL, 

and at VI. 66.1 It is the Spartiates who decide to consult Delphi: 

f5oEe EnOPTLATUOL lnetpýGOCIL T6 YPnOTAPLOV. 

Herodotos records the similar concern of the ephors over Anaxandridas: 

&M APtV TOOT6 IOTL oO neptonTIOV, YIV04; T6 UpucrUvEoq 
YCVtGOaL tE(TTIXOV. CYIJ VUV TAV PeV E)fCU; YUVarKO, tne(TE TOL 06 
TCKTEL, fEco, 6XXnv be yfipov (V. 39.2). 

At V. 40.1 a stronger combination is recorded: 

Ot ECPOPOL KCIt Ot YtPOVTEq ROUXEUG(SPEVOL9 

but the final appointment involves the whole citizen body: 

Ot tOKEbOtp6VLOL )(PEOSPEVOL TIO v6pQ IOT4GCIVTO PCICILAICI T6V 
npCGPOTaTOv KXcoptvea (V. 42.2). 

However, since Pausanias 111.5.2 refers to the Spartan court set up for 

a king's trial as consisting of the twenty-eight elders, the ephors, and 

the other kingg it Is thought that, while the Assembly may have 
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ratified the decision, the ruling on legitimacy was more probably given 

in the Gerousia (P. A. Cartledge (1987) p. 111; G. E. M. de Ste Croix (1972) 

p. 351 is undecided). Xenophon adds another comment:, 

T6 IV Tt KPCITCOTU n6XEL t5n6 TC3V. dp(CFTG)V KPL01VTO TOO 
KCXXXCGTOU ytpG)q 6ELG)GýVCIL (Agesilaos 1.5), 

but the three superlatives there surely all stress the distinction of the 

honour of being king of Sparta, rather than of any other state, and 

Xenophon should not be supposed to refer to the select group in the 

Gerousia (D. H. Kelly (1975) pp. 42f. ). It may be that the question of 

legitimacy was submitted to higher authorityg but the king would need 

to know that he could rely on the army he would be leading, as Homer 

recorded of Agamemnon (Iliad 11.73-394). Plutarch and Xenophon 

perhaps wished only to emphasize that Agesilaos had the unanimous 

support and approval of all the people. Pausaniasj the only other 

authority who gives the text of the oracle (111-8-10), has usefully drawn 

attention to the failure of the Spartans to consult the priests at Delphi 

about the interpretation of their oracle, for which he blames Lysander. 

Those in opposition to Agesilaos clearly either did not think. of it, or 

believed that they would not receive from the god the answer that 

suited them. 

8 np6q TCIOTa Adaav6poq IXEyEv 6q, El ndvu CPOPOrVTO TdV YpnGpdV OC 
EnOPTtCITGL, CPUXCXKTeOV GOTOZq ern T6v AcG)TUY(611V$ 06 ydp ct npoonTO(Cclq 
TL(; T43v nd5a P0(YLXEdOL, TIZ OE4$ 5LO(PgPELV, do\X' Ct PA YV40LOr, OV PrI51 
'HPGKXE(bnq, TOOTO TAV YGAAV EIVCIL POaLXE(ay. 

This, together with Xenophon's equivalent phrase pA npoonTOCOCIq 

TLr. Y(ACOGat (Hell IIIAIIA), seems to be the only evidence which can 

be used to determine whether the lameness was congenital or the 

result of later Injury. If it was not caused by Injury, Lysander's 

argument would be vulnerable to the objection that Agesilaos'. lameness 

was not In the same category as the example he has- given. (See c. 2, 

on nIPG)CFLV. ) Two separate issues are linked here, since illegitimacy 

and direct descent from Herakles are not mutually exclusive. Strictly, 
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the terms of the oracle would present no obstacle if the illegitimate 

sonts father was a Heraklid. Plutarch (Agis 11.3) asserts that a 

Heraklid may not have children by a wife who is dAAo5anA,;, which he 

exemplifies immediately with the case of Leonidas, who married abroad. 

This, then, does not indicate the need for both parents to be of 

Heraklid families (pace P. A. Cartledge (1987) Ch. 7, p. 96). Legitimacy 

would be a constitutional requirement: descent from Herakles is a 

narrow limit imposed by privileged families who would seek divine or 

some other sanction for it. This is the fourth. reference to the subject 

of Leotychidas' illegitimate birthl but it misrepresents the strict 

relevance of the oracle to Heraklid birthl as it is defined in, Xenophon's 

account In the phrase: Ph OOK OV TOO YiVOUr. PaMAEdGELE (Hell. III. W. 3), 

96 6' 'AyljG(Xooqq fQTJ KCIC Tdv noGEL50 KCITCXPaPTUPErV TOO AcG)TUY(50U 

TAV VOE)ECOV, tKAaX6VTCI GELGP4$ TOO OcA6POU T6V "AYLVO dn' tKE(VOU U 

nXtov ý UKa PnV4SV BLEX06VTG)V YEViCOCIL T6V AEG)TUY(bnV. 

Poseidon, as god of earthquakes, indicates his attitude by the use 

of his special powers. The indication Is not, however, a direct 

communication, but requires human interpretation, which is subject to 

query on the very point at issue. Agesilaos' use of the reference to 

Poseidon would possibly suggest the god's disapproval of the act of 

seduction; but it was open to the sceptical to comment that, by 

metonymy alone, the earthquake was a coincidental occurrence which 

forced the real father to flee the house to avoid detection. The 

witness who saw the escape is not named, but even if Alkibiades' visit 

to Sparta was considered relevant at the time of the dispute, up to 

fifteen years or more have elapsed since then. He may be supposed to 

have reported the incident and identified the man, too$ at the time of 

the earthquakel but even so, to be seen exiting from a house is far 

from being a case of flagranti crimine comprehensus, as its significance 

would become apparent only later. 

Xenophon at this point does not mention the name Agis, but only 
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"the man Leotychidas calls his father", and his version avoids the 

problem of explaining the identity of the fugitive from the earthquake, 

who is left nameless but is clearly not Agis. It is nowhere made clear 

why Agis should react In this way, whereas a guilty adultererl even if 

not superstitiousl might fear exposure, if caught in the aftermath of 

the earthquake, and would wish to escape undetected. Howeverg his 

words, T6V a6v nCITIPa, coming after the reference to Agis as 6V TO 

KGXCtq naTlpaq could nonetheless easily be mistaken by a hasty reader 

for another reference to Agis. Xenophon's text at the final point is 

corrupt: dCPO 06 YdP TOL f(PUCFE KCIt 46VII TO) Oa, \6pQ W 06 Y6P TOL 

f(PUYEV tK TO 0CAdPG) is the conjecture of Hartmann), and is not 

improved by changing TOL to TU (= GE Keller; G. E. Underhill (1906) ad 

loc. and p. 360)0 since the order of events is wrong. The end of the 

sentencep however, is not in disputep and the meaning of the whole 

should correspond to "You were born in the tenth month (5CK6TQ pT1V1 

lWvou) after the earthquake", that is, the fugitive was the father. In 

order to show that the fugitive was not the father, the length of the 

absence has to be longer than this. In Plutarch's version, therefore, 

Leotychidas was born "more than ten months after" (nXeov fl BeKa pT1v0v 

6LCX06vTcav), because Plutarch names Agis as the one driven from the 

apartment. In a similar situation, Herodotos has reported Ariston's 

calculation, according to Leutychides: 6U cupPaWpEVOC. T004; PýVo(; 

6n(Spoac, q)dq OOK 4G)UT00 PLV EZVOL (VI. 65.3). The difference in the time 

scale In the versions of Plutarch and Xenophon Is a necessary 

adjustment between the two cases, according to the interval after 

which the birth took place: to prove that the adulterer was the father$ 

nine months; to prove that Agis was not, a longer thme. The 

announcement of the decision of the court is delayed b,,, - Plutarch until 

the start of the next chapter. 

The accounts of Xenophon and Nepos may now be examined. 
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Xenophon 

A clear and simple picture is given by Xenophon in Agesilaos 1.59 

making, no reference to any debatej or why a debate was necessary, 

only to the struggle itself: 

oil; yC PAV KCIC nptv dpEaL dELOq TAq PCIGLAC(Oq 156KEL ctvaL 
'Ayq0(ACl0qj T65C TCI GTIIJEEC). tnet ydip "Ay Lq DCIGLXEOq OV 

tTEXC6TflGEV9 IPLG(IVT(Ov nept TA4; dp)(Aq AC(A)TU)((E)Q JAV 64; wAyt6o4; 
6VTOq U100, 'AynaLXdou 61 c5r, 'ApyLbdljou, i(p(voaa A n6, \Lr, 
6vEnLKXnT6TEPOV ENCIL 'AVnaCXaOV KOt TO YeVEL Kal T6 6PETt TOOTOV 
ICFTACFaTO PCIGLXea. 

This brief account leaves out moral aspects of the dispute. The 

phrase dvcnLKXnT6TEPOV ... T&5 Vf VE L would seem to imply that the two 

had been "contending for the office" simply because it was vacant, 

with no heir apparent available. Xenophon reinforces this impression 

by making Agesilaos contend strangely as "son of Archidamos" and not 

as brother of Agis. The claim that Leotychidas, who contends as f1son 

of Agis"t was disqualified on grounds of illegitimacy, is not made 

explicit. Xenophonp perhaps avoiding all mention of the details of the 

insinuations of illegitimacy, which might be damaging to Agesilaos' 

reputation, too, in this way obscures this constitutional issue, bringing 

only the two rivals' fathers into consideration. With the inclusion of 

the reference to characterg Tt 6PETt, he makes it appear that the 

contest was judged largely on personal grounds. Indeed, he has used 

the episode in Agesilaos as one of the proofs (TCKPTIP(COV) of Agesilaos' 

excellence that did not depend on the achievements of his kingship, 

TfiC, VC nPev 6PEot OL)T6V 6PETAC., but was made manifest in a majority 

decision of the Spartans themselves, by which the constitutional issue 

of finding the legitimate heir to the throne was also settled. Xenophon 

reports that the city judged Agesilaos "more deserving", as regards T6 

KPL01VTa TOO KO. \*\CCFTOU YfPGK 6EMOýVCIL, and made him king. Thus 

it was a matter of political importancel and meant that as king 

Agesilaos could count on majority support for whatever was known of 

his plans and intentions, as the man judged better qualified to 
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implement them. Xenophon's words may perhaps be regarded as close 

to the form of expression used in a public notice probably in 

circulation at the time of the accession, rather than as a full account 

of the proceedings. 

Xenophon's fuller account (HeR III. Iii. 1-4) suggests that, even if 

it was a political issuep it was conducted in other termst as a 

constitutional question of legitimate succession. Xenophon begins this 

version merely with the necessity to appoint a king (EBEL OCIOL, \10 

KOOCUTaGOM), and after this statement all details are given in the 

words of the speakers, on which Xenophon makes no further comment 

of his own to indicate his view of their validity. The two men contend, 

as in Agesilaos, without any preliminary indication of why there should 

not have been a normal succession, but now Agesilaos' claim is as 

brother of Agis. The final decision, in favour of Agesilaos, is 

expressed here in similar terms) TOLOOTC1 61 13KOOCFClaa A r16XL4; dP(POTtP(, )V 

'AynaCXaov ErXOVTO POMXea, but it is preceded by a public discussion, 

in three distinct parts. In the first, Leotychidas, U(6r. QdGK(JV "AYL604; 

CEVOLj opens the debate by upholding his prerogative, on the grounds 

that the normal rule (6 vdpo,; ) of inheritance is that the king's son 

takes precedence over his brother. Agesilaos' case against Leotychidas 

is made in the remaining two clearly defined parts, legitimacy of birth, 

and eligibility for succession as a descendant of Herakles. The 

question of legitimacy is conducted by Agesilaos himself, who claims 

that the man Leotychidas called his father had not acknowledged him, 

and cites the evidence of the earthquake and the month of the birth in 

order to set aside Leotychidas' report of his mother's testimony. The 

question of eligibility is conducted by Lysander, but it opens with the 

intervention by Diopeithesj who, supporting Leotychidas, AE(JTUY(6u 

GUVaYOPEdG)V, mentions Apollo's oracle, but quotes only the warning 

against lameness, (puXdEoa0aL TAV Y(JXAV RQaLXECaV (Hell. III. M. 3). There 

is no positive support for Leotychidas here, and if, as Lysander seems 
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to have assumed, Agesilaos has made his case for illegitimacy, and Agis 

had had no heir for the whole or the latter part of his reign, 

Diopeithes' interpretation of the oracle would now only disqualify 

Agesilaos, without validating Leotychidas' eligibility. Lysander's 

interpretation of the oracle, OnIp 'AynGLXdouj 'accords closely with the 

abstract wording: 

- OOK oroLTO T6V 0e6V TOOTO Ke, \EdeLV cpuX6Eaa()oL, PA 

npoanTa(GC1q TLq YGAEOCOL9 6W PCI*\#\OV PA OOK OV TOO YtVOUq 
PQGLXEOGELc. naVT6naGL YdP aV YCOXAV CZVOL TAV DQOLXE(ov 6n6TE PA 

ot 6cpl *HPC1KX&Uq Týq nUccjq AyOtVTO. 

Lysander, by treating the oracle as if it stated a special requirement 

of eligibility by birth, that only a true Heraklid should rule, 

invalidates the objection against Agesilaos' physical lameness, though 

without disposing of any suspicion of a physical disability other than a 

hypothetical minor accident. Only if the charge of illegitimacy, alleged 

by Agesilaos, is upheld, would his argument carry weight, and then 

only further to strengthen the disqualification of Leotychidas, for his 

claim to be a Heraklid is rejected only along with his status as Agis' 

son. Lysander says nothing to support that allegationg and if 

Agesilaos' case for Leotychidas' illegitimacy fails to persuade the 

Spartans, his eligibility, both as Agis' son and as a Heraklid, is 

restored. 

It cannot be maintained that Xenophon's account of the dispute 

represents a convincing casel that it is adequate as historical evidence 

for Leotychidas' statusp or that it records word for word the only 

discussion and the only arguments in the contest. It offers only the 

unsubstantiated assertions of the two sides, without a coherent 

structure, until at the end Xenophon reports the decision of' the 

Spartans to prefer Agesilaos. Agesilaos' charge of illegitimacy, 

intended to refute the mother's claimp is founded on claims capable of 

no real substantiation, and suffers from imprecision in not naming the 

seducer. The Introduction of the oracle by Diopeithes, said to be in 
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support of Leotychidas, fails to help him by meeting Agesilaos' charge. 

It does nothing to reinstate Leotychidas, for it ignores the fact that 

Leotychidas has already been eliminated. It provides nothing more 

than an attack on Agesilaos' case, and its attack is flawed, as Lysander 

points out. Although Lysander's contribution is based on linguistic 

accuracyg and appeals to the welfare of the state rather than that of 

an individual, it does not transform Xenophon's account as a whole into 

a convincing case against Leotychidas. By placing Lysander's 

argument last, Xenophon appears to have wished to separate it from 

the argument about illegitimacy and constitutional requirements, but 

this fails, since Lysander can deny Leotychidas the required descent 

from Herakles only by' relying on Agesilaos' allegation. There is 

perhaps a ring of braggadocio in the tale which could have been told 

to Xenophon by Agesilaos years later in explaining how he became 

king. 

Nepos 

Nepos, toop presents his account of the accession in clearly separated 

parts, giving first the Spartan rules for the inheritance of the 

monarchy, then the details of the dispute (Life of Agesilaus 1.2). In 

giving the rules, he makes a clear distinction between custom (mos) 

and prescription (non licebat). Howevert Nepos Is here explaining only 

the Spartan custom of having two kings, both descended from Herakles 

(ex progenle Herculis) but from two different familiesp those of Prokles 

and Eurysthenes, each family retaining its line of descent through the 

normal rules for next of kin, since it was not allowed to transfer 

anyone from one family's place to the other's. The rules of inheritance 

again involve the two issues, legitimate descent and descent within the 

Heraklid line. The rule, that the direct heir is the oldest son of the 

king and the next in line after him is the nearest relative, is then 

applied, as Leotychidas claims in Hellenika. 
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Nepos' account of the dispute, however, is slightly confusing. He 

first raises a doubt about Leotychidas' birth: Agis "did not 

acknowledge him at birth, but as he died said he was his own. " This, 

of course, would leave Sparta without an heir apparent from the time 

of Agis' accession until his last illness. However, Nepos' account 

involves the use of three phrases which clearly imply an underlying 

belief that Leotychidas was really the true heir of Agis: cum 

Leotychide, fratris filio; filium reliquerat Leotychidem; and cum 

Agesilao, patruo suo. His reasoned account indicates perhaps an 

Independent appraisal of the evidence available. He assigns the reason 

for the Spartans' preference for Agesilaos to the powerful support of 

Lysandert and seems to have judged that the rules of Inheritance were 

not properly followed in this case. 

Evaluation of the accounts of Xenophon, Plutarch and Nepos 

Xenophon supplies the essential components for Plutarch's account, but 

here the parts are given coherent structure, and the imprecision over 

the alleged seducer's identity has been removed by the preliminary 

account of Alkibiades' visit to Sparta, supporting evidence, however 

fictitious, for the illegitimacy charge against Leotychidas. Plutarch has 

compensated for the unfairness of this with the recantation by Agis, 

which Xenophon omitted, and which turns the reader's mind at this 

point towards Leotychidas' innocence. Plutarch follows this with the 

charge of illegitimacy made by Lysander. Diopelthes' intervention fits 

well here, for it serves not to reinstate Leotychidas, but to disqualify 

Agesilaos with the unfortunate physical interpretation of the oracle's 

abstract "lame kingdom" which Lysander can then challenge. When 

Agesilaos now refers to the earthquake and the time of the birth, he is 

strengthening, however fictitiously, Lysander's Insinuation, with new 

support for the charge of illegitimacy. 

Plutarch's order of presentation, then, improves the argumentation 
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and the rhetorical quality of the debate, although he does not provide 

extra evidence for a more complete and convincing historical 

explanation of what actually happened than Xenophon's. He does not 

name Apollo as the author of the oracle and omits to mention that 

Diopeithes was supporting Leotychidas. No 'evidence is presented to 

the court until Agesilaos refers to Poseidon's earthquake afterwards. 

Plutarch also leaves the reader with only Agesilaos' unopposed case to 

consider, freed even from the need to solve the mystery of the 

identity of the suspected real father, by having had the explanation 

given at the beginning, in the Alkibiades episode. 

The developments in the presentation of the three accounts may 

reflect differences in the authors' attitudes. When Agesilaos died, 

Xenophon seems to have wished to defend his reputation, perhaps 

against criticism that Sparta had declined during his reign, and at that 

time in his Agesilaos the defence was that his 43PCT4 had rendered him 

6ELO(; TAO; PCIOL, \C(04;. Later, when he wrote Hellenikal the criticism 

seems to have been that Sparta had somehow offended divine 

providence, and in order to meet this Xenophon now drew attention to 

the two signs of divine preferencel Apollo's oracle favouring Agesilaos, 

and Poseidon's earthquake disqualifying Leotychidas (D. H. Kelly (1975) 

pp. 46-60). Plutarch, a priest of Apollo at Delphi, omitted the god's 

name here, and so avoided associating him with the cause of Sparta's 

decline. He also avoided voicing his own judgements at this stage, for 

his version provides seeming constitutional validation for the start of 

Agesilaos' reign, with no explicit acceptance by him of its ultimate 

legality. After the death of Agis, the question of a successor was 

settled by majority decision, whatever public or private arguments and 

political considerations determined the voters' choice. The Spartans 

are represented as arranging their affairs within the constitutional 

procedures available to them at the time. Policies with majority 

support would be executed by a committed leadership, and the 
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traditional and religious formalities had apparently been preserved. 

Plutarch's reader, like the Spartansp approaches Agesilaos' reign 

without the complication of having to resolve doubts about the 

succession, and, again like the Spartansp will be enlightened later 

(c. 30). Nepos minimizes the effect of Agis' doubts and alone exposes 

the certain manipulation by Leotychides' challengers from the start. 

For a survey of events leading to the choice of Agesilaos as king 

of Sparta see Endnote 1. 
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PART TWO 

THE CHARACTER OF AGESILAOS AND OF SPARTA 

Developing a cohesive constituency 

lChapters 4-5) 



CHAPTER 4 

Courting favour among the powerful Spartans 

1 00TG) U KCIC 6L45 TOOTO PaCFLXEL)4; dnOE)EL)(0Cb; 6 'AY1JCF(J\QOq E606(; 
EZYC Kal Td YP4PaTa TOO 'AYL60q, 6q v69ov 6ncX6aaq T6v Ae(JTUY(6nV. 

The reader has expected the appointment of Agesilaos as king 

since c. 1, and so the announcement did not have to come as a 

necessary conclusion to c. 3, but could be reserved to mark at this 

point the beginning of the main theme, the story of his reign. 

Plutarch's account clearly owes much to Xenophon'sl though it is 

heavily supplemented, but by omitting Xenophon's A n6, W; and by 

replacing *Aynu(, \oOv er*\OVTO DOCFLP\eO, with the emphasis on the last 

word, by 0aaLXeL)(; 6no5etyOctq 6 'AyT1a(XaOq, he has held back the name 

of the person appointedl perhaps revealing some unease with the 

procedure, which illustrated the qualities Of CPL, \OTLP(a and (PLXOVELK(a 

ascribed to Agesilaos in c. 2. Indeed, the opening phrase draws 

attention emphatically to the manner and means of the procedure, 

without approving themp and Plutarch dissociates himself from any 

judgement about the fairness of the Spartans' decision by his use of 

(5q. The method used to determine Agis' successor as king determined 

also the inheritance of his estate. Xenophon refers to this only 

indirectly at Agesflaos IV. 5, using the sharing of his inheritance of 

Agis' wealth with poor relatives as an illustration of Agesilaos' justice 

in money matters. The exceptional wealth of Sparta's kings may be 

indicated by the large fine imposed by the ephors on Agis (Thuc. 

V. 63). 

Approximately twenty years of Agesilaos' adult life are passed 

over, although Xenophon (Agesilaos 1.5) says, "There are not wanting 

signs that even before his reign Agesilaos was deemed worthy to be 

king. " He gives no details there or in Hellenika, and Thucydides did 

not mention him. Plutarch has said only that many citizens were 

convinced of his worth. One who had training in the 6YG)YA may have 
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had military service of some sort in the Peloponnesian Warl and if, 

until the birth of Leotychidas, he was being prepared for rule, he may 

even have been given experience of at least minor command, though in 

his twenties peace with Athens removed for a time the opportunities 

for major campaigns. We cannot make assumptions here, for we do not 

know how these things were managed, but later his son, Archidamos, 

had command in the "Tearless Battle" in c. 33. 

6P(3V 51 TOOr, 6n6 PnTp6q ONECOUq InLELKEtq PtV 6VTClql (GYUPOq U 
nEvopývouq, dntVELPEV WTOtq TdI AP(GEa TOV YPnP(ST(JV9 EOVOLCKV tClUTID KCIC 
66Eov 6VTC (p06vOU KC11 6ucrpevcCaq tnt Tt KXnPOVOPCQI KOTOGKEuaC6PEVOq. 

Plutarch makes Agesilaos' first act as king a personal onel an act 

of outstanding generosity which allows scope for his Interest in 

character, moving from the active virtue of c. 31 to the quieter qualities 

here. He particularly illustrates in the first part of this chapter T6 

cptXdvOpwnov attributed to him in cAl and then re-introduceS Ta 

bnPOTLK6v in the second part. The word of seven syllables, 

KaTC1GKEuaC6PEVOq, is strikingp perhaps drawing attention to what 

Plutarch may have seen as deliberate, even fraudulent means, for the 

quieter virtues serve to achieve the same ends as the competitive 

qualitiesq the winning of influence. Plutarch has not made it clear 

whether these are the relatives of Agesilaos' or of Leotychidas' mother. 

Both views have been held. R. Flaceli6re and E. Chambry in the Bud4 

edition translate "les parents maternels du jeune homme"; B. Perrin in 

the Loeb has "his kinsmen on his mother's side"9 perhaps ambiguously. 

The proximity of PTITP64; to the name T43v AEG)TU)((6T)V9 and the usual 

understanding of the definite article to denote the natural relationship 

of the subject, Agesilaos, seem to permit either interpretation of 

Plutarch's words. Plutarch sees the generosity as tinged with 

pragmatism, an enhancement of Agesilaos' position, winning him 

good-will and credit - E1JVOLGV tOUTID KC11 66&av - instead of envy and 

hatred - 6VTt (PG6VOU KOI 6UGPEVE(Oo;. The stress on winning favour, 
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and especially on avoidance of resentment, seems to be inappropriate 

unless Plutarch wishes to refer to the relatives of Leotychidas' mother 

as the beneficiaries of Agesilaos' generosity, for Agesilaos' actions had 

not deprived his, own kinsmen. Xenophon does not mention Leotychidas 

anywhere in this context, but clearly intends to refer only to 

Agesilaos' generosity, and so would wish his own mother to be 

understood: TdI APCGECX TOrC, dn6 PnTP6C GOTO 6poy6votq PETe5(jKCV 

(Agesilaos IV. 5). The' present episode Indicates both the contrasting 

relative poverty that-existed in Sparta, and the possibility, not only of 

accumulation, but, also of alienation of propertyg though not by sale 

here. ,- We are not otherwise told anywhere what happened to 

Leotychidas and his mother. The formerg presumably deprived of full 

citizen -'qualification, now will have belonged to one of the inferior 

classesq 'perhaps the Hypomeionest if that is what Spartans who were 

not full citizens were called, though again there is little to go on, 

while the latterl herself of royal stock, may, like Kyniska (c. 20), have 

had resources of her own. 

28 51 CPIICYLv 6 
-2EVOqX3Vq 45TL ndVTCI Tt naTP(6L nELo6, jEvo(; rayue 

nXEtaTov, OaTe notetv 8 POOXOLTO, TOLOOT6v IGTL. 

Plutarch refers to Agesilaos' obedience again, moving from 

(PLOvOpcanov to T6 511POTLK6v at this pointg from private relations to 

public, and associating these with the acquisition of power. He also 

moves on from the time of the accessiong to give a prospectus of the 

Life against a relevant historical background. The passage may be 

traced to Xen. Agesilaos VIA, where Plutarch seems to have noted a 

paradox in Xenophon's statement that by means of the quieter virtues) 

such as obedience to his country in the highest degree, Agesilaos won 

in return important political influence: 

84; Tt ptv naTP(BL OOT(Jq tYPýTOj 45aTE p6XLGTa nEL06pcvoq 
iTaCPOLr, U np(50upoq ý3v dinpowcrCOTOUC. TOOC, (PCXOUr, lKtKTTITO, 

TOOq U VE GTPaTL6TCV; dpa nCLOOPtVoUq Kai CPLXOOVTClq COT& naPEtYE@ 

Plutarch's quotation is used by editors to fill a lacuna found there. 
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Xenophon is giving evidence for Agesilaos' oocpCo in a list of ý virtues: 

piety, justice, self-control etc. "Ile took part in the affairs of his 

country in such a manner that being especially obedient (. I and 

being zealous for his companions he found friends ever-ready; and, he 

made his soldiers obedient and fond of him. " Editors transfer 

Plutarch's rayue nXeraTov to fill the gap: "he won very great power". 

If this is the right place in Xenophon, Plutarch has made changes, 

putting Tt naTP(5t with neL061jCvO(; and ndVTC1 for 11dALUT0. He has also 

apparently added three words to the quotation, noLrrv 8 POIJXOLTO, and 

has thus, perhaps, changed the sense here and in the rest of, the 

chapter, for whereas Xenophon eulogizes, Plutarch seems to find 

cunning. Even in Plutarcht Agesilaos does not ever do freely "what he 

wished" - much less in Xenophon, who might, however, have said: 84; Tb 

p1v nCITPC6L OOTG)4; tYPýTO, (3(YTE p&LaTa neMpevoq nOLCrV 8 DOOXOLTO 

royue- nXeCaTovp "so that being especially obedient he won maximum 

strength to do whatever it wished". Actual consequence, not the 

natural consequence of Plutarch, here matches the following clause. 

Xenophon's meaning may be illustrated from Lak. PoL VIII. 2: 

OU KPdTLOTOL Kal , 
Onlp)(OVTaL Pdt\LGTa TC14; 6PY6(; KCIC T&S 

TanCLVOI CZVaL PCYaXjVOVTCIL K01 Tk) 6TQV KOXOVTOL TPeYOVTCq 6W 

Pý RQ6(COVTCq dnOKOOELV, VOPCCOVTCr,, ýV GOTOE KOTdPYG)GL TOO GCP66PCI 
ne(OCUOM, EtPEGOaL Kat TOOq 6XXOUq. 

The author does not specifically include the kings among Of KpdTLCFTOLP 

for he is comparing Spartans with the 6UVOT(STEPOL in other cities, that 

are not necessarily monarchies, but Lykourgos was introducing 

obedience-training by example, and Plutarch presents Agesilaos as 

exploiting the method to make himself a more powerful king. 

"What he wished" is not explained until the final sentence. 

Agesilaos' obedience to the ephors and the elders is first illustrated at 
length. Xenophon refers to Agesilaos' deference to the state on his 

recall from Asia (Agesilaos 1.36 and HeR IVAI. 3) when he sacrificed his 

own interests and made his military skills available at home (see c. 15). 
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It is in Lak-. Pol. XV. 6 that he - if it is Xenophon - talks about the 

courtesies and protocol surrounding the Spartan kings and magistrates: 

all rise when the king enters, except the ephors in their ephoric seats 

(6n6 TOV &POPLKOV U(PPOV). Clearly Plutarch has gathered scattered 

references together from Agesilaos, HeAj and Lak. PoL, If the similarity 

between the phrases is significant, tV TIO PaCYLALKIZ 06KQ matching dn6 

T15V tq)OPLKOV 6C(Ppovs and OOTTOV 4 Pd5Tlv matching PA OO5(COVTE4;. Here 

Plutarch is beginning to give an independent interpretation of reported 

facts and presenting a hostile portrait, though it is in the last section 

that the hostile interpretation is most explicit, and it' Is in explanation 

of the citation from Xenophonq whose assessment is the reverse. (See 

below. ) 

3 T(SV tcp6pov AV T6TC KCIC TOV yep6VTG)V Td PeYLGTOV IV To noALTE(Ql 
KPdTO4; p 

C)V Ot PIV IVLOUT6V 6PYOUCIL p6vov, ot U YtPOVTE4; 6Ldl PCOU 
TOtjTTjV EYOUGL TAV TLp4V, tnt TQ pA ndVTCl TOrr, PO(FLXElOCYLV tEEEVCIL 

CFUVTCIYOtVTEql (5q IV TOtq nEPE AUKOOPVOU VtVpcxnTCIL. 

With the kings and the Assembly these two groups make up the 

four sections of the full citizen body In Sparta. That the ephors, who 

held their office for one yearl and the councillors, who held theirs for 

life, together had the greatest power in the state, is an over 

simplification - some of their powers extended over the kingst but in 

command of the army the kings were supreme (Herodotos VI. 56; 

Aristotle PoL 1285a8), and their prerogatives were extended "in direct 

proportion to the kings' personal ability and willingness toýmeet" the 

military needs of the state (C. G. Thomas (1975) p. 263; A. Andrewes (1966) 

P-9). In this Life the ephors wield judicialq military and religious 

powers: they fine the king (c. 5) and an errant warrior (c. 34), recall 

Agesilaos from Asia (c. 15), order attacks on Boiotia (c. 17) and, Thebes 

(c. 28)9 assemble the allies (c. 28)t control the gymnopaidial (c. 29), 

authorize executions (c. 29). An elite council is known in the Homeric 

world: at Sparta it was elected from among sixty- year-old ýý men, in 

fierce competition for the honour (Lak. PoL X. 1-3). One, member 
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advised Agesilaos about Lysander's speech (c. 20). Plutarch omits the 

assembly here, but at c. 6 it voted for the expedition to Asia Minor, and 

at c. 30, on the advice of Agesilaos, it allowed the laws to sleep for a 

day. 

The statement that the ephors were instituted to restrain the 

power of the kings refers to a time for which there are no 

contemporary records to support the suggestion (P. A. Cartledge (1987) 

pp. 1039 125). "Were the first Ephors merely agents of the kings, as 

some claimed, or checks on themy as the majority thought? " 

(W. G. Forrest (1971) P. M. That the office was intended to support the 

kings may be suggested by the oaths exchanged by kings and ephors 

each month, pledging respectively to uphold the law and the monarchy 

(Lak. PoL (XV. 7); P. A. Cartledge (1987) p. 125). Plutarch dissociates 

Lykourgos from the Initiation of this, office (Lykourgos 7; cf. - Aristotle 

Pol. 1313a25-30), quoting Plato: OrOV U)6, \LOV 013Tt tV0C1XC TAY TOV tcp6pow 

bt5VC[PLV (Laws p. 692a)9 which may seem to imply a single concept of a 

structured pattern of reform, rather than a continuing piecemeal 

process of development to meet circumstantial needs. The limitation of 

the kings' powers, as those of the ephors grew, may rather be 

attributed to a series of reforms (M. I. Finley, (1975) pp-162-3), which left 

them privileges and duties, mainly religious, at home, and supreme 

power In the conduct of war when they were abroad on campaigns, 

though it was not always within their competence to settle the terms of 

peace. Influence based on institutional powers often extended beyond 

the specified field into general processes of decision-making behind the 

scenes, and reflected an individual's status and achievements, as well 

as inherent features such as the elective nature and tenure of office. 

Annual election of ephors could Indicate popular reaction to policies, 

whether already operating or as yet only being proposed, and bestow 

powerful support for the moment, while the short tenure prevented 

long-term programmes and growing influence. The competition among 
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elders for selection as councillors favoured men who had maintained 

leading status for a long time, acquiring experience and prestige over 

the years, along, perhaps, with cautious, conservative attitudes 

(S. Hodkinson (1983) p. 281). 

4 6L6 KCII nOTPLK4V TLva npdq OOTOOq dn6 TOO naXatoO 5LETIXOUV E606q 
Ot P0GLXC% CPLXOVELK(CIV KCIC 6La(popdv napaXopP6VOVTEq. 

There is not the detailed information needed to justify speaking 

about continuous disagreement between ephors and kings (W. G. Forrest 

(1971) p. 76), as Plutarch does, but there were occasional differences 

(see Endnote 1). Furthermorep the ephorate itself was not always of 

one mind. King Pausanias had the support only of the majority in 

disallowing Lysander's handling of the terms of peace with Athens in 

403. There were other offices, too, in Sparta's government, and the 

personal influence of a Lysander at his peak was a threat to the 

establishment and resulted from his long continued success, whether he 

was in or out of office. Plutarch attributes the two aggressive 

qualities to the earlier kings, seeming to create a contrast with what 

he says next about Agesilaos' way of handling the ephors and 

councillors, although if earlier kings had had their Xenophon to record 

this aspect of their reigns, it might not have appeared innovatory. 

The competitive element in the 6Y(JY4 and elsewhere (Lak. Pol. IV. 2) is 

stressed in cc. 1 and 2, and in c. 5 its introduction is associated with 

the constitutional reformer. Plutarch's strong words make a significant 

contrast with Agesilaos' mannerl but this would have been adequately 

achieved, perhaps, in more moderate terms. 

56 61 'Ayqa(Xaoq int TAV tvaVT(av 656Y fiXOEI KCII T6 noXEpErV KOI T6 
nPOOKPOOELY 06TOIq Maaq tGep6neuE. 

This makes explicit the move away from the competitive, inherited, 

virtues. The special combination of these with the acquired 

characteristics is consistent with Plutarch's earlier study of character 
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at the end of c. 19 particularly the final phrase, nPOGKT1106PCVO(; dn6 TA4; 

6Y(A)Yýq T6 6nPOTtK6V Kat (PLXdv0ponov. If Agesilaos experienced the full 

term of the dyoY4, his attitudes would be firmly established, and 

perhaps Plutarch justifiably assumes that they could be displayed 

convincingly. 

64J6KL(; 61 Td)(OL KCIO&EVOC, IV T(5 PC1(7L*\LK4Z 06KQ KC11 YPTjjJC1T(CCJVq 
InLOOCFL TOCq tcp6POLq dneEav(OTaTOj TOV 61 Vtq TAV YEPOUO(OV Ut 
KaTC1TaTTOPtV(JV tK6CFTQ YXCItVCIV InEpnE Kat DOOV 6PL(ITEtOV. 

Plutarch may have adapted Lak. Pol. XV. 6: KC11 f6paq U ndVTEC, 

0nav(GTaVTC1L ROOLXCE n, \Av OOK f(POPOL dn6 TIDY t(POPLKOV 6((pPWV. The 

reversal of the compliment in rising from the official seat would be a 

most impressive and significant mark of respect (P. A. Cartledge (1987) 

p. 109. Acts of generosity are recognized in Lak. Pol. XVA: under the 

Lykourgan constitution the kings, in their public mess, received double 

portions at meals, "not that they might eat enough for two, but that 

they might have the wherewithal to honour anyone whom they chose". 

Sociology now provides other evidence for this use of wealth to 

maintain or win power (M. Sahlins (1974) p. 133 and Ch. 4). Gifts in 

kind, rather than money, would be appropriate in Sparta, and the 

generosity displayed at the time of appointment to the Gerousia would 

perhaps serve long into the futurej especially in legal cases tried 

before itj the most important court at Sparta (G. E. M. de ste Croix (1972) 

pp. 132,349-54). Although in general Plutarch seems to have regarded 

the Gerousia as more important than did Thucydidesq who never 

mentions itq and Xenophon, who mentions only the gerontes, it perhaps 

had wide informal influence also, and if Agesilaos was the first Spartan 

king to practise this generosity widely, he was developing, a cohesive 

constituency in a city that already had a strong sense of unanimity In 

one political aim, the need to ensure the survival of a relatively small 

number of citizens in a relatively large geographical and demographical 

context. 
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6 tK 51 TOJT(. )V TLP(5V BOKOV KOC IJCYCIXOVELV T6 dEWPCI Tfig; IKECVG)V 

6pyýq, tX6vOavEv 011&G)V TAV tOUTOD 60VCIPLV K011 Tt POCFLXE(Qt npOCYTLOEC(; 

PtYCOOq IK Tfiq np6q 06T6V E6VOCC[q CYUYYG)POOPCVOV. 

Decision-making at Sparta is rarely open to inspection in the 

available literary evidence, and since this evidence is largely of a 

biographical nature for this period, It is, perhaps, inevitable that it is 

Agesilaos who often appears to have determined Spartan policy during 

I his reign. The power of Spartan royal patronage to which Plutarch 

has drawn attention isl however, now recognized (S. Hodkinson (1983) 

pp. 263-4; P. A. Cartledge (1987) Chs. 7 and 8). Plutarch introduces an 

explictly critical tone in attributing duplicity to Agesilaos. Analysis of 

his methods is a proper subject for the biographer, involving his 

presentation of the relevant facts of Agesilaos' career, and his 

interpretation of them in that impenetrable area of intention and 

private communication. He has, of necessity, not Just followed the 

sourcesq but has imposed his own interpretation. His character study 

may be judged by, the actions portrayed hereafter, revealing, in the 

conflict between history and rhetoricl whether modification of the 

words in the sources-has led to distortion of the truth. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Courting favour among the Spartan citizens: the danger of tyranny 

The chapter is in two distinct parts: a highly ornamented continuation 

of the analysis of Agesilaos' character begun in the previous chapter, 

and an elaborate analysis of the putative philosophical influence on the 

making of the Spartan constitution. In both parts Plutarch reveals his 

disapproval of the aspects concerned. He is proposing a causal link, 

therefore, between Agesilaos' conduct of affairs and the apparent 

decline In Sparta's fortunes. 

1 'Ev 51 Tarr, npdq TOOq 6iXXouq noX (TCAq 6PLX(Cltq tYGP6q ýV 

6PEPnT6TEPOq fl CPCXOq. TOOq PtV Y6P tyOPOOq db(KG)q OOK foXonTE, TOrq 61 

CP(XOtq Kat T& Pý 6(Kata GUWnPOTTE. 

In c. 4 Plutarch dealt with Agesilaos' private courting of relatives, 

and gave an analysis of the relationships he forged with other 

Spartans in powerful offices. He now discusses how Agesilaos acquired 

influence among ordinary citizens, thus in three groups accounting for 

all the Spartans. It is better not to translate tyOpk here as enemy: 

rather it is "political opponent", although the familiar definition of 

justice as rendering good to friends and harm to enemies springs to 

mind as the source of Plutarch's thought and phrasing. This is 

expressed by Polemarchos: A TýYVq ... A TOrq CPCXOLq TE KOC tyOpOtq 

&PEXCOC, TE Kat RX60m; dnO&Wcro, and in Socrates' subsequent query, 

T6 TOOq cp(Xouq dpa 0 nOLEEV KOC TOOq 1)(OPOOC, KOKOC.; (Plato Republic 

I. 332D. ) That discussion leads to agreement that it is never just to 

injure any man: 0060porJ ye)p 5(KCILOV O6UVCX AptV tcpdvn 8v 0. \dnTELV 

(335E). (See R. C. Cross and A. D. Woozley (1964) pp. 20-2 for criticism and 

analysis, noting the changes in terminology. ) Plutarch- does not 

present a picture of the justice of Agesilaos, but explains how he here 

made some significant modification of such principles in his treatment 

of people as supporters or opponents, so that he "renders good" to 

both, in some sense, and harm to neither. 
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Plutarch clearly uses the verb COXonTE in the above sense of TOOq 

IYOPOOq KQKOq nOLErV, to do harm to one's enemies with the effect of 

baffling their designs. There are, in what follows, two categories of 

enemies. Agesilaos' general rule would seem to be to avoid causing 

resentment by injusticel since he would not wish to antagonize his 

opponents, as others less wise might, by using even unfair means to 

defeat them. Presumably, then, if he found he could not defeat them 

fairly, the prohibition would take effect. They would then have to be 

courted differently. (See below. ) This was not always obviously or 

immediately the case in Agesilaos' behaviourp however, as in the 

dispute over the succession to the throne in c. 3, except that it was 

conducted & Tt UK10, and so, in a sense, not 66CKCJC.. See also his 

handling of revolts at c. 32. 

Friends are in three categories, of which two are mentioned. 

Friends who were not doing wrong are not directly involved, but that 

he worked with these is understandable. In the first included 

category are those friends who were doing wrong. He assisted these, 

even joining In their efforts. Thus his rule was never to refuse to 

co-operate with friends, whether they were right or wrong, ort to put 

it another way, even his wrong-doing friends were not punished, and 

so he avoided causing resentment. The treatment of Phoibidas and 

Sphodrias by Agesilaos, described in cc. 23-25, illustrates the principlet 

and Plutarch reveals his disapproval. Doing good to friends is not 

directly mentioned, but it is implied below: 065tV V13P OCTO TOV CPLALK43V 

Onoupynpftcav aloyp6v cNat. Similar terms are found in alliances 

between a dominant city and a subordinate city) where sometimes the 

subordinate ally was required to have the same friends and enemies 

and to go wherever he was led, regardless of rights and wrongs. Two 

examples are the alliances of Sparta with Athens in 404, and with 

Olynthos in 379 (Xen. HeR II. R. 20, V. Iii. 26), but at Thucydides VIII. 18, 

379 and 58 the texts of the treaties made with Persia do not include 
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such terms. At Thucydides V. 23 the Athenians and the Spartans, as 

equals, promise to come to each other's defence. 

2 KOt T004; PtV iyOpoi)q &YL5VETO PA TLP(5V KOTOPOO13VTOC;, TOOr, U 

q)C, \OUr, OOK A60VCITO tVIYELv 6POPT6vOVTOq, 13XXdt KOI 000(3v Ay6XXCTO Kat 
CFUVCEOPOPT61VG)V OOTOtql 0051V YdP q)CTO TOV (PLXLK('3V OnoupynOTCOV o(GYP6V 
EZVaL. 

Plutarch introduces another modification of the traditional form of 

the definition to show how Agesilaos behaved towards successful 

opponents, here in the first category of enemiest the opposite of TOrC. 

6' 00 6LCt(p6pOLq nTa(GOGL, mentioned below as the second category. The 

present participle shows that he did not wait for the final outcome, but 

he honoured them, "recognized their worth", as their success became 

inevitable. Thus, presumablyl in the case of successful opponents, 

those whom he had not been able to defeat fairly, he ceased to oppose 

them, congratulated them on their victory, and avoided further 

resentment. The Peace of Antalkidas comes to mind, c. 23. 

Friends in the second category are not acting unjustly, as those 

in the first categoryt but are here simply in error, mistaken. Instead 

of pointing out their faultj and causing resentmentj Agesilaos was 

delighted to have the opportunity to help them recover, and to err 

along with them: "Yes, I thought that, too! " Perhaps his treatment of 

Lysander in Asia Minor was in Plutarch's mind (c. 7): Agesilaos is said 

to have dealt with the problem indirectly, without confrontation. 

Sphodrias is very relevant here, c. 25. 

3 TOt4; 61 013 6Lo(p6poLr, nTo(GQGL nPOT04; GUV0)(06PCV0r, Kal bETIOCrOL 
aupnP6TTwv npoOOpwq UnPay6YEL Kat nPOGAYETo n6VTOq. 

In the second category of enemies are Agesilaos' opponents who 

have been defeated, presumably by fair means. On their defeat, or 

failuret he first gave them sympathyl and then, if they asked, assisted 

them, joining in their efforts wholeheartedly. If Plutarch intended in 

c-4 that Agis' estate was shared with Leotychidas' familyl Agesilaos' 

action In avoiding resentment might be put into this category, for the 
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defeat of Leotychidas was not yet accounted unjust. 

Plutarch's verb, Unpay(SyCL, summarizes what he has shown to be 

a very effective way "to curry favour" in political life, or "to maintain 

oneself as leader of the people" (LSJ)j and is suggestive of one of the 

qualities attributed to Agesilaos in C. 10 T6 611POTLK6V. The second 

phrase, npoa4YETo ndVTOr,, summarizes the achievement of Agesilaos, 

purposet to win the support of everyone and so to increase his power, 

as stated at the end of c. 4. Although Plato's Socrates avoided politics 

(Apology 32), he might have approved the treatment of enemies by 

Agesilaos, provided that absolute values were not abandoned, but he 

could not have compromised in order to win support. He might have 

queried whether the wrong-doing friends should not be re-defined as, 

more truly, enemies, and treated as such. The erring friends, on the 

other hand, should, perhaps, have been taken asideq admonished, and 

instructed (Apology 26). 

4 6P(3VTEq O3V Of EQOPOL TCtOTa KOI CPOPOOPEYOL TýV bdVaPLV tCnP((JGOV 
ObT6v, CILT(aV Onetn&TEq 6TL TOOq KOLvoOq noXCTOq t6COUq KT(ITC(L. 

Plutarch's analysis seems to fit a charge of attempted tyranny, 

not made in c. 4p though the word Wvaptv was used there, too. It is, 

perhaps, not strange that theret since the ephors were receiving the 

benefit, they were said to have been unaware that Agesilaos was 

wooing them, yet here they noticed his attempt to woo othersl and 

fined him for it. Another fine was reported (c. 2) by Theophrastos, and 

both may be illegitimate inferences easily made, but here there is a 

more serious case, suitable for notice by the ephors* That Xenophon 

does not mention it is only to be expected. More precise details are 

given at Mor. 482c which correspond to gifts described at c. 4 above. 

At Sparta slaves were mostly helots, "undoubtedly state serfs" 

(G. E. M. de ste Croix (1972) pp. 90,352-3; id. (1981) p. 149)l the common 

property of the state, which is not the required sense here. The 

influence of the family was weakened by the Lykourgan constitution, 
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and the ordinary members of all citizen classes "belonged" to the state 

because of the loyalty they were encouraged to share as 6POLOL, in 

common with everyone else (S. Hodkinson (1983) pp. 242-6); but they 

were free to transfer their political support in response to the 

essential competitive processes. That they should have been bound 

irrevocably to Agesilaos by the ties he was forging, of loyalty to him 

personally, would deprive the state of their loyalty, and inhibit the 

competition. 

5 K006nep y(3p of CPUGLKOE T6 VECKOq orOVTC[L KC11 TAV EPLVp El T(3V 6XG)V 
IECILPEOC(ri, CFTfiVOL PtV ZiV Tel o6p6vta, nadocio0at U ndVTG)V TAV Y9VEGLV 
Kal K(VnGLV 6n6 Týq np6q n6VTo n6VTG)v 6pvov(aq. 

In a clearly indicated start to the second half of the chapter, 

Plutarch issues an indictment of the deliberate weakening of the 

Lykourgan constitution, in which he explains (YO) - and goes on to 

justify - the reasons for the ephors' punishment of Agesilaos. KoOdnep 

is frequent in legal documents: "even as Plutarch has 

presented a criticism of Agesilaos indirectly ('OPTJPLK0r, ) by using the 

ephors' fine as the conclusion of the account, begun in c. 4, of the 

tenor of the reign. There, continuing the theme indicated in his key 

wordsp Plutarch referred to the king's innovatory method of pursuit of 

power, not following traditional competition as his predecessors did, of 

DOOLACtq CPLXOVELK(OV Kat 6Lo(popdiv nopoXOPO6VOVTEqt but, tnt TAV 

tVGVTCCIV 656v, exploiting his own special qualities, T6 611POTLK6V KOI 

(PLX6vOp(jnov. The ephors have now been shown to have feared the 

emergence of the excess of power which the essential Lykourgan 

virtues of T6 (PLX6TLPOV Kat cpLA6veLKOV were designed to prevent. 

The indictment, occupying the rest of the chapterl is in the form 

of an analysis of the philosophical theories which supposedly illustrate 

the structure of Spartan society, exposing the threat to the Spartan 

character as it was intended to be developed under the traditionalf 

that is the Lykourgan, constitution. That Plutarch should refer to 
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philosophy to justify his criticisms indicates their prime importance for 

him. The origin of the constitution itself is set in a context of the 

theories of the Presocratics. The source of much of this note is 

Edward Hussey (1972). It is usual to place lawgivers in the seventh 

and sixth centuries, Lykourgos in Sparta (W. G. Forrest (1971) p. 60), 

Solon in Athens. On the other hand, the Presocratics are placed in the 

sixth and fifth centuries, when they systematized their thoughts on 

cosmology and politics, exploiting the terms used in the theories of 

medicine, cookery and metallurgy. Political evolution was a necessary 

condition for their sense of awareness of questions about originst and 

an important factor in determining their terminology. Plutarch's 

suggestion of a model for the constitution is on this reckoning 

anachronistic; but perhaps it records an interesting parallel observed 

by later theorists. The name, ot (PUOLKO(l should indicate the 

materialist philosophers who concerned themselves with POOK instead of 

with the earlier cosmogony, and it strictly refers to the earliest 

enquiries of the cosmologists into the nature of things. At this point 

the answers given to the questiong What is the underlying substance 

or support of everything? included "water" (Thales) and "air" 

(Anaximenes)v suggested by wider evidence of creative processes, not 

only, as before, by knowledge of animal reproduction. The termg 

however, is here made to Include later thinkers who discovered more 

abstract laws or principles such as those concerning the "opposites 

within the unity" (Herakleitos: E. Hussey (1972) p. 41), or "Love and 

Strife" (Empedokles: ibid. p. 130), and the 6ppovCa combining things into 

compounds according to the divine, universal X6yor, and v6por, The 

latter dealt in ideasg and might rathers thereforel have been 

distinguished by a different name, such as VOPLKOC; even Aristotle's 

categories were puzzling (ibid. p. 20). 

The philosophers' metaphors, including the first two used here, 

clearly came from the names of human functions found in ordinary 
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speech, and were transferred to the functions of things by thinkers 

who would not be able to communicate their new ideas without 

borrowing the familiar words. Conversely, other words, such as 

6PPovfa and KpdGLC. 9 used of material things by Herakleitos and medical 

writers, seem to have been transferred as metaphors, in their turn, to 

human functionsq social and medical. In Homert 6PP6CELV was used of 

forming a carpenter's joints, and KPdGLr. was familiar in cookery and 

metallurgy (ibid. pp. 43,131). The theorists who discussed 

developments in city organization and administration, with associated 

political conflicts, then applied the human functions as analogies in 

their political models. Alkmaion of Kroton used KPdGLr. in expressing an 

analogy between medicine and politics (ibid. p. 74). 

Plutarch explains that the function of strife is to make things 

happen. "The working of each of the opposites is thought of as a 

continual struggle against its opposed twin" (ibid. p. 23). Without this 

struggle, nothing would happen, nothing would have been created. 

This is the motive power. For Anaximander and 'Anaximenes, the 

Unbounded surrounding the kosmos is the divinity which supplies the 

motive power for the "separating out" of opposites. It Is like the bark 

round a tree (Anaximander: ibid. pp. 18p 22), keeping the world-order in 

place, and Is, perhaps, Plutarch's T6 oOpdvta. A hendiadyS, TýV YýVCatv 

KCIC KCVIIaLV, signifies 'that reality, one thing, has two aspects, the 

creation, and the function of the created thing. Herakleitos introduces 

strife as the creator: n6, \Epo-; ndVTG)V ptv nCIT4P tOTL, n6VTCJV U POGL#\Ed(; 

(ibid. p. 49: fr 53). In a city, using Alkmaion9s analogy of KPCIGtr, 

between medicine and politics, also in Herakleitos and Empedokles, the 

various factions and-interests, the rich and the poorg are in a delicate 

balanceq and there is danger to survival If the balance is disturbed. 

Empedokles puts Love and Strife, in control of the opposites, 

responsible respectively for the formation and dissolution Of KP15CYLr, 
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(Herakleitos' 6ppov(a), in other fields, but also in households and 

larger communities. They alternate in prevalence, and it is when Love 

predominates completely that the elements form a spherical deity, pure 

mind that does nothing but think. This state of things seems to 

correspond with Plutarch's expression; "If strife and discord were 

removed, the heavens would stand still and creative movement would 

cease, because-of the universal harmony. " 

Plutarch seems to require the harmony caused by the removal of 

strife to be a stationary arrangement of all the component partso one 

with another. Herakleitos saw that In a single subject (a bow) there 

coexist opposites inextricably bound up to form a unity - flas a road 

is, upwards and downwards, one and the same thing" (ibid. pp. 41,45). 

The dppovCa of the lyre mayp pace Husseyl be the same as that of the 

bow, in that the tension between the string on the one hand, and, on 

the other hand, either the arms of the bow, when it Is ready for use, 

or the frame of the lyre, when it is in tuneq is stable. Both parts are 

always strainingg but too much tightening of the string will cause a 

breakage in either case, too little will preclude its proper functioning. 

The expression "opposites tv dppovki" in the Presocratics is taken to 

refer to their structure or the mutual arrangement of their parts, as 

Homer's 6POCELV was used of forming a carpenter's or stone-mason's 

joints in fitting the pieces together into a unit (ibid. p. 43). The 

theorists claimed that their expression explained this structure; their 

account described 6 Wyoq, the law of the universe. "The perpetual 

struggle of opposites and the Justice that balances them are 
indistinguishable" (ibid. p. 49). For Herakleitosq "Justice is strife". 

The outward appearance of unity is created from the striving parts. 

Many ýdetails of this picture are recognizable in the Sparta of the 

traditional Lykourgan constitution, though, again, this is not to say 

that it provided the model for the constitutional reform. 
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OOTG)q IEOLKEV 6 ACIKG)VLK6q VOPOUTnq OnýKKCIUPCI Týq 6PCTýq tPROXEIV 

Cb; TAv noXLTECOV T6 (ptX6TLPOV KOC TLX6VELKOVp 6EC TLVCI TOCI; 6YOOOtC. 

6LO(POPdIV KOt 6PLXXQV elvoL np6q &XýXouq PouX6pevoq- 

The similarity has been observed by Plutarch, and is not 

attributed to deliberate imitation by the lawgiver, and, as in the first 

part of the sentence Plutarch brought into consideration only the 

. removal of the element of strife from within the whole assembly of 

constituent parts, Ct T45V 6XG)v tEatpeOr;. CTj, so here he mentions only the 

introduction of the element of strife into the constitution. That the 

strife was to be citizen against citizen is indicated by EtC, TAV 

no, \LTE(av and np6q 6XXAXoUq, and the lawgiver's intention is said to 

have been the stimulation of courage. Lak. PoL IV. 2 records the link 

between strife and courage: 

6POV Ot3Vj O[q 6V PdXtOTa (PLXOVCLK(Ol tYYIVETCIL, TOOTCOV KOC 

Yopoor, dELaKPOQTOT6TOU4; YLYVOPiVOUq KCII YUPVLKOOq dy3vaq 

6ELOOCCITOT6TOUq, Iv6PLCCV, Et KCIC TOOq APOVTaq aupD6XXot E(q CPLV 

nept 43PETýq, OOTG)q 45V KOI TOOTOUq Int nXercrTov 6(PLKVCrOGOL 
Mpoyaocaq 

Courage as an individual trait is also developed in a person through 

strife, in. the form of an inner conflict with its opposite, fear. The 

removal of strife, which leaves the heavens of Plutarch stationary, 

could for cities elsewhere be regarded as desirable, but for Sparta it 

was different. The Spartans' approval of these qualities was referred 

to in cc. 11 2, (PLXOVELK6TC1T04; and ndVTa nPG)TEIJCLV (Cf. OUV dPtcrrE6ELV 

below). Ambition is again a poor rendering of T6 cptX6TLPOV In this 

context, as often in Plutarch's Lives, where it is rather the Spartan's 

"desire for significant achievement for the benefit of the state", with 

no implication of personal gain. Hereq then, the strife which creates 

the harmonious internal structure of the state also supplies its need 

for courageous citizens in its defence. It was after the acquisition of 

Messenia that the elements of competition at Spartag in the dyG)YA and 

in the determination of policies, were recorded as part of the means of 

ensuring survival, "a provocative incentive", t5neKKaupa. This metaphor, 

whether Plutarch's own or found in the Lykourgan literatureq is from 
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combustible matter, fuel, food. At Lak. PoL VII, Lykourgos prescribes 

devotion to the things that make cities free, UCUE)CPCO TOrr, n6XEOL, as 

the sole concern of the Spartans and at XI his concern is for the 

organization of the army to be superior. Agamemnon and the Greeks at 

Troy, introduced below, were in a similar situation, a wholly military 

organization for the purpose of survival amid enemies, where the 

quieter, non-competitiye virtues were not relevant to the wartime 

conditions Homer was describing in the Iliad. A. W. H. Adkins (1960) does 

not give sufficient weight to the military context of the Iliad, and so 

seems to give a chronological explanation of the change to the different 

values of the Odvssey, where it is the quieter virtues which are 

appropriate to the domestic contextj not the competitive ones of the 

Iliad. (For Aristotle's analysis see c. 33. ) 

According to the parallel of the earlier systems of Anaximander 

and Anaximenes, what the Spartans did by introducing competition and 

strife, 6La(p6PCXV Kal 6pLXXav, would be, in the community, to decide 

between opposing individuals, factions, and leaders, in order to achieve 

6miov(a, the unanimous pursuit by the best leaders of policies designed 

in the best interests of all the Spartan peers. This served incidentally 

to activate and perpetuate the military virtues in the individual. On 

the other hand, according to Empedokles' theoryq since KP600;, in the 

kosmos or the community, means that individual interests are 

subordinated to the common good, when strife predominates, it leads 

riot to 6PPovfa, but to the dissolution of KpdCFL4; or harmony, and this 

would mean the end for the Spartans of their unanimity of purpose; by 

contrast, if strife is in decline, or when Love predominates completely, 

the elements form a spherical deity, pure mind that does nothing but 

think. Agesilaos was removing strife completely, and this would lead to 

inactivity, and to the end of Sparta's means of survival. For Plutarch, 

Agesilaos puts Sparta at risk in both ways at different times. 
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TýV ydp dvOuneCKOUa(XV TQ dVCXtYKTQ YdPLV 6PYýV KCAI 6VCIVTaY(5VLOTOV 

Oba(XV OOK 6po0q 6p6votav XtYCOOCIL. 

The descriptions of this undesirable complaisance clearly indicate 

a correspondence between the Spartans and the philosophers in their 

view of 6ppov(a. The concord in each case does not follow from the 

removal of one of the conflicting elements, but is the state of 

equilibrium achieved by the continual struggle for supremacy. This 

may seem to be at variance with the 6PYEGE)OL element in the 6Y(jYA of 

c. 1, but, continuing the philosophical metaphor, In the dY(JYA, where 

both qualities, 45p)(ELV Kat dpyccyOQL, were encouraged, the conflict of 

opposites would create the required balance, or dPPov(a. The attempt 

to relate the Spartan competitive system to cosmological theories faces 

well the dilemma that in Sparta the internal harmony of policies for 

survival requires the continuation and redirection of the predominance 

of strife in order to ensure military superiority in the face of the 

enemy. 

There is, howeverf a further link between natural and political 

philosophy. Anaxagoras retained the vortex of Anaximander (ibid. 

p. 134), but put Mind as the creative and ordering power that withdrew 

once the process was under way: so Solon went abroadt leaving the 

Athenians to follow his rules in his absence, and the Spartans followed 

Lykourgos' rules for centuries, after he left the earth: he was said to 

have ensured this by committing suicide, and by having his ashes 

scattered In the sea, so that the Spartans' oath to observe his 

constitution until he should return would never be cancelled (Lyk. 29, 

31). 

TOOTO 51 6PiXEL OUVE(OpaK&CIL KOL T6V 'OPnPOV OrOVTCX( TLVEq* 

"At any rate, some people think that Homer also thought the same 

(as Lykourgos)" seems to be better here than "of course, actually" 

(LSJ). The introduction of an example from literature (Odvsser VII. 75) 

is part of the rhetorical technique followed by Plutarch to support an 
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argument. Here he has TLVC4; support their argument, but he in the 

end rejects the extreme form of the principle. 

06 Y(5P 45V T6v 'AyapIpvova notficat Ya(POVTQ TOO *06UOGIWq KOC TOO 
'AYLXV(ar, efr, Aotbop(av npoay0lfVTWV t'eKn6yxoLq enteco0t, El jjý litya 

TOt4; KOLVOU4; dlYCIE)6V Iv6PLCEV r:, IvaL TOv npdc, 6, \, \AXouq CJXOV KCII TýV 
6LOCPOpd[V TrJV dlpCCFTG)V. 

Homer is presented as if he were not recording Agamemnon's 

motive as a fact of history, but instead composing an effective fictional 

motive for his own selected didactic purpose. The didactic value stems 

from the fundamentalism seen in his poems, though denied in Plato's 

Ion. The competition was aRV 6ptUTCOELV, (Iliad VI. 208); in Sparta the 

quarrels among citizens developed their fitness to carry out agreed 

policies where virtue could be displayed competitively in securing 

SpArta's survival; it seems to have been thought possible because from 

boyhood they were noXEptKG)TtP0U4; (Lak. Pol. H. 7). 

7 TODTa pev OOV OOK aV 00TCJq TLq 6nXZ5q OUVYWP40CLEVO Of Y6P 
Oneppoxal T65V QLXOVELKtOV yaXEnol TClrq MXeat KOC PEYdXOUq KLV60VOUq 
9YOUCYOL. 

Plutarch follows the maxim P1151v 6YOvo but does not quote it. 

Political strife at Sparta is not easily traced in detail, or to the same 

extent as at Athens in the fifth century, or at Rome in the late 

republic and early empire. The danger of the excess of strife which 

destroyed cities is illustrated at c. 8. The removal of strife and the 

resulting contentment was the doctrine of Epicurus, which Plutarch 

rejected (D. A. Russell (1973) p. 679 quoting Afor. 1086C, 1107D, and 1128). 

Horace frequently expressed Epicurean ideals of dTopoE(a in connection 

with a refusal to take part in public life. He urged Maecenas in Odes 

III. viii: mitte civiles super urbe curas, and warned of violence at III. iv: 

vis consilii expers mole ruit sua. The philosophical discussion of strife 

has enabled Plutarch to express in his conclusion a lesson relevant to 

readers of his own time and place. He is more explicit elsewhere in 

recommending Greeks to serve Rome but not to seek aggrandizement 
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for themselves. At Mor. 470C he urges that they should be content 

with local power, and, at Afor. 824C, that the aim of the Greek 

statesman could be only concord. The relevant objection to 

Epicurianism is in its desired withdrawal from public life, which 

Plutarch does not advocate. 

I He also indicates his clear disapproval of the aspects both of 

Agesilaos' character, given in the first half of this chapter, and of 

excesses in the application of the principles of the traditional Spartan 

constitution, mentioned in the second half. Agesilaos' acquisition of 

excessive powersl punished by the ephors, is seen as injurious to the 

state, as is the introduction of excessive difference and conflict into 

the Spartan constitution. The removal of the competitive element 

destroyed what Plutarch thought best in Sparta, and deprived its 

policies of true 6pliov(a, substituting an unacceptable form of y6ptq. 

Like Aristotle, Plutarch does not name Lykourgos here, but speaks only 

of 6 AOKWVtK6q VOPO8eTTJ(;, avoiding direct criticism of him by name, for 

at Lyk-. 29-30 he greatly admired him. (R. A. de Laix (1974) p. 27). Here, 

too, he speaks only of of OnepRoXot TOV (PL#\OVCLKL(3V, leaving out T6 

(PLX6TLPOV9 paired with it above as introduced by the lawgiver. 

Plutarch's rejection of the extreme argumentl then, strictly refers only 

to Homer'S T& np6r, dXXAXour, CAXOV KCIC TýV 6LOWPdvt and does not 

include T6 (PLX6TLPOV. This element in the Spartan constitution is 

reserved for consideration in cc. 7 and 8. 

Plutarch's political theory, beginning to be revealed here, perhaps 

illustrates the dilemma of government, and the conflict between 

leadership and freedom. Agesilaos' developments are here criticized 

because of the means he used to introduce them, but In other respects 

are not much different in degree, extent, and Intensity from the 

necessary activity of winning support for a policy. An English judge 

in 1986 defined national interest as "what the government says it is". 

This will be seen to be the form in which Agesilaos wished to define 
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justice as the interest of Sparta, and so justify his own actions. If 

Agesilaos was in a position to impose his leadership in an innovative 

way, what needs to be considered is what national interest he should 

have used his powers to achieve. Plutarch's answer is given at 

Lykourgos 30: good order and justice, under the Spartan constitution 

of Lykourgos. Aristotle saw also the need for the state to ensure its 

survival (Pol 1265a). But if Agesilaos' policy was aimed towards 

control of others beyond the borders of Lakonia (G. L. Cawkwell (1976) 

pp. 62-84)l Aristotle would disapprove. Perhaps this is what Agesilaos 

is about? 
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PART THREE 

IHE CAMPAIGNS IN ASIA MINOR 

(Chapters 6-10) 



CHAPTER 6 

Assembling the expedition: an ill-omen 

1 Tori 51 'AynGLX6OU TAV RC[CFLACCaY VEWTI napCL*\T)(P6TOC,, dn4VyE. \, \6v 
AKOVTEr, 6(; 6 ncpcrov PCICYLXE04; noPOOKEUdCOLTO IJEYdXp TLVEr, ZE 'Aa(a(; 

CYT6X4) ACAKE5aLPOVCOUq IKPCIXEZV TAq OQX(SOOnq. 

Plutarch gives only a vague indication of the interval of time 

since the accession, but although it may be regarded as rather too 

short, it should be remembered that he has traced the development of 

Agesilaos' power well into his reign before returning to the early 

years. In Agesilaos Xenophon's phrase is 6PTL U 6VTO(; OOTOO tV TZ 

6PA (1.6), and he omits the incident which he records as the reign's 

first event in Hellenika, the affair of Kinadon, placed before the end of 

the first year of his rule (HeR. 111.111.4). Plutarch also omits this 

incident, perhaps because in Xenophon's account, although Agesilaos 

had had a share in exposing it, it was not said to have been directed 

against him personally, and it was the ephors who took all the 

counter-measures. Xenophon (only at Hell. III. iv. 1) names a Syracusan, 

Herodas, as informant. It is perhaps surprising that the Spartan 

admiral Pharax, who was operating in the area (Diod. XIV. 79.4), had not 

himself sent word. Preparations for the transport of 8,000 men by sea 

begin in Hellenika only after this episode, and would have occupied 

several months. 

26U Adoav6poq tntOupOv a30Lq Etq 'AaCav dnOOTOIXýVCIL Kat POnOAGaL 
TOtr, QC, \Otq, 00r, at)T64; PiV 6PYOVTar. KOE KUPCOW; T0v n6XE(, )v dnt, \Lnr;., 
KCIKOq U YP(SPEVOL KCIC PLOINC TOrq nPdyPaOLV lEinLnTOV On6 TG)v noXLTG)V 
KCIC dnýOVnGKOV, i3vinELCFC T6V 'AyTla(, \aov tnLotCFOaL Tt GTPCITE(QI KC11 
nponOXEPýGOIL TAq 'EXXd5oq dnG)TdTG) 6LORdVTCI KCII CP060CIVTa TAV TOO 
Dopo6pou naPaCFKEUAV. 

Plutarch has given two motives for the Asia Minor expedition: 

Spartan imperialism and the Panhellenist defence of Greece. The 

Panhellenist motive is the only one given in Xenophon's Agesilaos 1.6-8. 

He has expressed Agesilaos' intention as, first, to try to make peace, 

nELp6GOaL cIpAvnv nOLýOOM, but if the Persian wished to make war, to 
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hinder him from attacking the Greeks. This intention is then given 

emphatic expression as revengef ul and aggressive, contesting 

possession of Asia at Persian expense, and entirely Agesilaos' own 

initiative. The omission here of Lysander's part enables Xenophon to 

show that many were pleased by Agesilaos' eagerness to undertake the 

expedition, fight Persiap and protect Greece. In Hellenika, 'the initiative 

is Lysander's. He advises Agesilaos to undertake an expedition to Asia, 

confident in Greek naval superiority, and In the example of those who 

had safely accompanied Kyros. To this, howeverg Xenophon adds 

Lysander's further wish to reverse the ephors' anti-imperialist policy, 

and the proposed strategy is only to undertake the campaign (III. iv. 2), 

with no mention of peace. Lysander is mentioned here, perhaps, so 

that he may take responsibility for his false expectationsg and the 

failure of the attempted restoration of the dekarchies. That Xenophon 

was not a whole-hearted admirer of Lysander appears at HeR. I. v and 

vi, where he seems to favour Kallikratidas; at 11.1.289 where the 

significance of his victory at Aigospotamoi is not assessed; at II-Iii. 13, 

where his co-operation with the Thirty links him with their Injustices; 

and at III. v. 19, where the report of his death at Haliartos is 

uncomplimentary, marked by the flight of his troops and the Thebans' 

pursuit: 

Inet U dno0av6VToq Auadv5pou gcpcuyov ot 6XXOL np6q T6 6POqg 
15(6)KOV 1PPWP1VG)q Ot OnRarOL. 

The changes in Xenophon's accounts of Agesilaos' intentions may be 

illuminated by reference to the end of the Asia Minor campaign: in 

Agesilaos an interruption to a glorious scheme of conquest (1.36), in 

Hellenika an interruption to Agesilaos' more modest plan to detach 

tribes from the King, after the larger ambitions of Lysander had not 

been fulfilled (IV. i. 41). Xenophon the historian Is more restrained in 

his assessment of the eventual success of the campaign and so would 

not wish to give the original initiative exclusively to Agesilaos. 
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Plutarch, like Xenophon in Hellenika but not in Agesilaos, needs 

Lysander in the quarrel which takes place immediately after the arrival 

in Ephesos, and his initial influence is needed to decline as Agesilaos 

enhances his own authority. 

The literary stances of the two authors necessitate a brief 

consideration of the historical background. The expansionist activity 

of Sparta in Asia and elsewhere has been traced to Lysander 

(S. Hornblower (1983) pp. 181-90), attributing the Spartans' special 

interest in Asia Minor to the need to control the harbours in order to 

hold down mainland Greece. Lysander had been admiral in his own 

right in 407j and then, in 405 (Hell. H. 1.7)g because a second term in 

the same office was not allowed at Sparta, he was given a nominal 

admiral to allow him to go again to take command, illegally (W. G. Forrest 

(1971), p. 120), at Aigospotamoij as tnLaToAE6qO "secretary". lie had 

established a close relationship with the satrap Kyros, and built up 

Spartan naval strength, paid for by Kyros' Persian money, which had 

been vital in winning the Peloponnesian War. Lysander's subsequent 

settlement of Asia Minor had involved setting up oligarchies in the 

cities with a Spartan Harmost or garrison commander and the 

dekarchies - his friends - attested by Diodoros: 6EKC16OP)(CO(; ... 

6, \LYC1PYCoq KaTCOOT40C[q (XIV. 13). The Spartan enterprises undertaken 

not only in Asia Minor, but in northern Greecep in Sicily and in Egypt, 

with Lysander prominent in all, were eventually curtailed when in 403 

or 402 the ephors restored ancestral constitutions in the cities, and 

presumably cancelled the policy of installing harmosts which had 

become unpopular in the cities, though it is not stated whether this 

ruling was actively enforced (Xen. Hell, III. iv. 2: . 1KnEnT4)KU(Q4; U 6tdl 

TOOC, ýq)6pour, ). There was thus opposition In Sparta to the expansionist 

policy, perhaps from those who thought that it ran counter to the first 

priority of many Spartans, internal security; and the Kinadon episode 

will have emphasized the dangers, at home, though for the moment the 
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problem had receded. The ephors had proclaimed Td1q naTP(OUq 

noXLTE(O(; for the Ionian cities, according to Xenophon (HeIL III. Iv. 2), 

for whom the phrase usually indicates some form of aristocracy. 

The events leading to the expedition are given by Xenophon (Hell. 

III. i. 3ff. ). After repaying Kyros for his help against Athens by 

supporting his unsuccessful bid for the throne until his death at 

Cunaxa, the Spartans were involved again in Asia Minor In response to 

the Ionian appeal for assistance against Tissaphernest who had been 

sent by Artaxerxes to recover for Persia control of his former 

possessions there. Thibron and Derkylidas, sent out during and after 

the last years of Agis' reign, in 400 and 399-397 respectively, had 

achieved little of the intended liberation, but had not been eliminated 

by the limited resources of Tissaphernes (Diodoros XIV. 36-38). 

Although Lysander's plans had been interrupted by the ephors in 

403/2, the Spartan fleet would remain dominant until the battle off 

Knidos, and enable Sparta to continue to use the Aegean Sea for 

transporting troops. The King of Persia now agreed to Pharnabazos' 

plan to build a fleet, no doubt making a determined effort to stop 

Spartan intervention in Asia Minor, and perhaps to punish Sparta for 

helping Kyros. Pharnabazos' main concern was no doubt for the 

coastal cities of northern Anatolia where Xenophon and the remnant of 

the Ten Thousand had ended their march. It would take some time to 

build and support the fleet, and to hire and train the crews. Konon, 

the former Athenian general, who had been with Evagoras in Cyprus 

since he had escaped from Aigospotamol, was now made admiral of the 

Persian fleetq appointed by Pharnabazos (Diod. XIV. 39)t though it 

apparently was not ready in time to intercept Agesilaos, and would sail 

only in 396. 

The Spartans are represented as responding to this threat, and 

with the divergent interests involved in their political decisions 

concerning Asia Minor, it is unlikely that Lysander would make public 
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his aim to help his former friends there,, and that would explain why 

Xenophon merely appended this suggestion to the end of his list of 

motives. Plutarch may have been justified In elevating it to first 

place, and, if sop the Panhellenist gesture of the visit to Aulis would 

then be intended in part to obscure this aspect of the mission's 

purpose. 

3 dpa U TOrC, tV 'Aa((x (PCXOLq ftýCTEXXE n1pnetv Z(q AOKE50CPOVCI KOC 
OTPCITnY6V 'AVnaCXaov atTEtOOCIL. 

Secret arrangements, naturally, are mostly uncorroborated. 

Xenophon records the similar request made by the Ionian allies at Hell. 

IIA. 6 for the return of Lysander. At HeA III. iv. 7 Xenophon reports 

confusion in the cities, which were not democracies, as in the time of 

Athenian rule, nor under dekarchies, as in the time of Lysander. Some 

form of oligarchy is indicated, probably moderate (W*E. Thompson (1973) 

p. 50). Plutarch seems to be referring to this situation when he speaks 

above of the violent reaction of the citizens to the unjust rule of 

force, which would no doubt be a chance for a greater element of 

democracy - of a kind - to emerge. Even sol the leaders were no 

doubt of the same class as their predecessors, but with a less 

unpopular rule. In c. 7.3, Plutarch says the petitioners preferred to 

approach Lysander when they saw that Agesilaos was, in contrast to 

Lysander, BTIPOTLK6q. It was the extreme oligarchic element that 

Lysander had it in mind to strengthen, and it is clear from their 

requests that they were not at the moment in power in their cities. 

From 404/3, Lysander's men, who had no doubt been approved by 

Kyros, may well have been the ones who are said to have co-operated 

with him against Tissaphernes in their disputes over the -control of 

their satrapal areas (HeIL ULU), and feared the latter, when in 400 

Artaxerxes had appointed him as satrap of his own and Kyros' 

provinces. 
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4 r1CXpr: A06V OOV E6Z T6 nXfiOoq 'AynaCXaoq dveWaTO T6v n6, \EPOVO CC 
borev OOT(J TPLdKOVTCX pev AYEp6va(; Kaý aUPOOLJXOUq EnOPTLdTar., 

VE05CXPC55ELq U XOVdbaq 8LGYLXCOUq, TAV U ouppaYLKAV E1q tEOKLGYLX(OUq 

66VOPLV. 

Plutarch used the phrase tV Tý 5CKU in c. 3.7 over the succession. 

Here a similar procedure shows an appeal for the approval of the 

people before the undertaking of war. This is reminiscent of Homer 

(Iliad IL 73-75), where it was sensible for a king, Agamemnon, to invite 

his army to demonstrate their approval of a major operation in which 

the willingness of troops to follow the leader was essential. The 

harangue before going into battle is similar. Xenophon, however, 

records the proceedings of a meeting of the allies: 

6VEnTEPG)PiV(JV 51 TOV AOKE5C1LPOV(G)V Kal TOOq OUppdyOUq 
cruvay6VTG)V KOt ROUXEUOPtV(JV T( yph noLetv (Hell. III. iv. 2). 

Kings were accompanied by "advisers" for the first time when in 

418 Agis was given a commission of ten at the battle of Mantinea. It 

was not uncommon, howeverg in the case of other commanders at sea 

and on land (A. W. Gomme (1959-81) on Thuc. 11.85.1 in 429,111.69.1 in 

427, and VIII. 39.2 in 412-411). The identity and status of the 

VCO5aP(55EL(; is obscure. 700 helots were enrolled as hoplites in 

Brasidas' army in 424 (Thuc. IV. 80), and in 421, after they had 

returned from Chalkidike, the name is used, for the first time, of the 

people they joined, apparently as a frontier garrison (Thuc. V. 34.1. ). 

The fact that Brasidas' helots, now liberated, were settled together 

with colonists who already had the Status of VCObaP(SbCLr,, at Lepreon 

on the Elis border, suggests the similar helot origin of these two 

groups, but whereas the helots were given freedom after hoplite 

service, VE0501P(MELOZ were already free when they were serving (P. Oliva 

(1971) pp. 165-71). \oyd5o(; may indicate exclusive training as hoplites. 

The "Spartan" armies often contained Spartan generals, and mainly 

non-citizen and non-Spartan troops, far out-numbering the Spartiates 

(A. Andrewes (1978) p. 99). Thucydides IV. 80 describes the similar 

make-up of Brasidas' army in Thrace. Xenophon includes VE050ýJMEO; 
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in Kinadon's list of discontented (HeR. 111.3.6), placing them between 

helots and Onopr:, CovEc,, and since the ephors' enquiry about the source 

of the conspirators' arms may suggest that they knew that the 

majority were not regularly in possession of weaponsg it would give 

evidence, perhapsg if the list is in ascending order of status, that only 

OnopECo'vec, and perioikoi were, in Kinadon's words, ot p9v 64nou 

GUVTCTaYPtVOL hPOv, and fully armed. 

5 oupnP6TTOVTOq U TOO AUG(SV6POUq ndvTo npoOdpoq tWq(PCO`OlVTO, KCII, TdV 
'AynaCXciov Wncpnov fYOVTOl TOOq TpLdKOVTOl EnUPTLdTOq, 6v 6 Adoov6poq 
ýV nP8TOq, 06 bLd TAV tOUTOO BdEOIV KOIC bdvoptv pdyov, 6XXCN KOIC btel TAV 
*AVnCrLX60U CPLXC(: IV, ý) PECCOV MUEL Tfi4; OCIGLXC(Or, dya06v bLonEnpdyOOL 
TýV GTPCITnVCOV IKECVnV. 

The vote will have authorized the pay for troops until they could 

live by plundering enemy territory in Asia Minor. In Xenophon (He1L 

III. iv. 3) the Lakedaimonians give provisions for six months. Plutarch 

shows Agesilaos' consistent attitude to friendship, in that Lysander's 

personal influence reinforced his official status and recognition by 

repute, to make him the closest and most senior adviser. The debt of 

gratitude may have been among Agesilaos' feelings, or it may be the 

conjecture of the authorg who perhaps stresses the obligations of 

friendship in readiness for the coming quarrel. Having procured the 

kingship, Agesilaos would need to have command in a military campaign 

arranged, too, in order to make something of it. Xenophon uses the 

same verb in his phrase TaOTC1 6LonPaEdi1Evov (HeR III. iv. 5) in 

Tissaphernes' speech urging Agesilaos to arrange the armistice with 

him. Plutarch seems to take a word and use it in a different context 

while it is in his mind. The powers of the Spartan kings have been 

newly assessed (P. Cloch4, (1949); W. G. Forrest (1971) p. 76 and passim; 

C. G. Thomasq (1974) pp. 257-70; P. A. Cartledgeg (1987) pp. 99ff. ). It seems 

still to be true that the power of any king depended in the first place 

on his duty to lead the Spartan army in war, and In the next place on 
how competently he did this. The reputation and experience Agesilaos 
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obtained would be the foundation on which he was to build his special 

influence and authority in other fields, such as policy-making, within 

the limitations nevertheless of certain specified restrictions operating 

through the ephorate, council and assembly, unless he could 

out-manoeuvre them. 

6 60POLCOPtVnq U Tfiq 6UVdPECOC etq rEpaLGT6Y, C)OT6q CIq AOJ\(5C1 
KaTEX06V PETel TOV CPCXG)V Kal VUKTEPEdOaq, f6oEe KCITO TOOq OnvouC clnEtv 

TLVa nP6q OOT6v* 

The harbour at the southern end of Eubola is a convenient 

departure point for Asia Minor and for the regular base at Ephesos, 

via the Aegean islands, and, being at the extremity of the safe home 

waters, a suitable assembly point for a naval expedition whose units 

made their own way there from other parts of Greece. Aullsq on the 

mainland of Greece, opposite Chalkis in Euboia, was a less exposed 

assembly point, used for Agamemnon's Trojan expedition in Homer, but 

it was not available to Agesilaos. Spartan relations with Thebes had 

begun to deteriorate soon after the Peloponnesian Warl because 

controversy had arisen over the booty at Dekeleia (Xen. Hell. III. v. 5) 

and the treatment of Athens (IIA1.19). The Thebans had helped the 

Athenian exiles in 404-403 at Phyle, had harboured them In Thebes, and 

had refused to contribute troops for the Elis expedition in 401 andp 

more recently, for Agesilaos' present Asia Minor campaign (Xen. He1L 

iii. v. 5). 

Xenophon has no reference to this dream in Hellenika, and in 

Agesilaos no reference at all to Aulis before the departure for Asia 

Minor; at HeR. III. iv. 3 Agesilaos makes the v1sItq In imitation of 

Agamemnon, with the sacrifice in mind as the original purpose. 

Plutarch gives no initial reason for Agesilaos to go and spend the 

night there. Since he preferred to include the dream, he had to 

suppress the initial intention. Only after the dream is there a purpose 

in the visit, according to Plutarch. Dreams lend themselves as 
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ornaments - for the dreamer in the original propaganda, or for the 

author in the later record, though for the historian they are another 

instance of evidence which cannot be substantiated: only the dreamer 

knows what, if anything, was in the dream, and no one can prove a 

fabricated dream false. Dreams are a recognized vehicle for divine 

communication, and may be used, like oracles, to reveal or deny 

support for actiont and it may be Plutarch's intention to portray this 

here. Greater verisimilitude might have been secured by placing the 

dream at Geraistos, for a planned visit involving sacrifice seems the 

more likely, and the spread of news of the intention would explain the 

timely arrival of the Boiotians, as in- Xenophon's account. It is not 

entirely possible to read Agesilaos' mind in going to Aulis, whether he 

wished to impress the Thebans, announce to the rest of -Greece the 

scale of his ambitions, frighten Persia or stress the Panhellenist 

purpose, obscuring Lysander's aims. Agesilaos was not alone in 

wishing to pay respect to heroes by making a visit to Homeric places - 

Alexander visited Troy. Agamemnon had sacrificed to Artemis to obtain 

a favourable wind at Aulis, and it would be blameworthy not to do the 

same, particularly if the wind was later to be adverse. Yet Xenophon 

has not exploited the episode, concluding it only with Agesilaos' anger, 

presumably directed$ but not explicitly, against Thebes., It may be that 

he realized that there was a bad omen here for the expedition, which 

is surely the point for Plutarch, compounded by the suggestion in the 

dream of divine motivation. 

7 'of) Pa(YLXECI AaKE5atPOVCG)V, ' 45TL PIV 06fttr, TfiC, OEX, \d5oq 6poO 

oupn6aTj(, - dnE5ECyE)Tj OTPaTrly6C, A nPdTEPOV 'AyapePVWV KCIC (71) VCJV PET' 
IKEtVOV, tvvoetr, 64nouftv- Inel U TOV PtV (16TOV i5pyetq tKE(VQ, TOrq 59 

COT01c. no, \EpErq, dn6 61 TOV QOTOV Tdncov 6ppOq Int T6v ndXEPOV, EtK6r, 
IOTL KCIE 000a( GE Tfi OCID OUO(OV fiV IKEtVOq 1VTOGO(A 060C[q WnXeuom 

The address begins with the first three-and-a-half feet of a 

dactylic hexameter, with diaeresis in second and fourth feet, which 

lends dignity to the communication, and honours the recipient. The 
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modern reader will think of Agesilaos, the first narrator of the dream, 

as the author of the verse, or suppose it to have been a quotation 

recollected in the dream from other oracular utterances. Agesilaos is 

further honoured in the recounting of this version by being linked to 

the literary hero, Agamemnon, more objectively than if it had been 

presenied as his own wish to imitate the performance of the sacrifice. 

The triplet is again a formal feature in the expressionj with alliteration 

and anaphora. adding to the formality. 

8 6pa U ncA)q 6nýXOE T6V 'AynaCXaov 6 Tfiq K6PIJq OWYLOOPdqI flV 6 

naTýP faq)aEE nELGOECq TOtq P6VTEOLV. 

Plutarch names neither Artemis, the deityp nor the victim, 

Iphigeneia. Homer has Kalchas as the prophet at Aulis and at Troyt 

but does not name Iphigeneia, though Aeschylus does (Agamemnon 389). 

A similar situation arises before Leuktra, when Pelopidas dreams that 

he is commanded to sacrifice napOevov EavOO, If he wishes to win 

victory (Pelopidas 21-22). Human sacrifice is thought to explain marks 

on childrens' skeletons found at Knossost which caused excitement in 

the Finlay Library of the B. S. A. in 1986, dated to the fifteenth century 

BC (S. Wall, BSA 1986), but the report by the Lesbian philosophert 

Phanias, of sacrifices before Salamis (Themistokles 13), seems not to 

have convinced Plutarch, and is not mentioned by Herodotos. 

6XX9 dvaOT&q KOC 5LnYnG6PCVOq TOrq CPCXOLq Td (POVeVTCI TAV P9V OE6V 
&Pq TLP4GCLV Orq EtK6q &FTL YO(PELV OC6V OaGaV, 00 PLP40COOOL be TAV 
6n60ELOV TOO T6TE CFTPCITTIYOCI. 

Once Agesilaos has told of his dream, the story can enter the 

stream of tradition and be passed down as can any other event, such 

as his immediate intention to honour the goddess, observed and related 

by the friends. Presumably a king's priestly office would give him the 

authority and experience to make this decision, without the necessity 

of consulting an interpreter. 
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9 K(Xt KC(TC)CYTgWU(; fXCI(POV tKiXEUGEV dn6PEaoOCIL T6V taUTOO PdVTLV, ot))f 
C)uncp EWOEL TOOTo nOLCtV 6 6n6 T(3v BOLQT8V TCTaYPýVOq. 

Agesilaos is portrayed as more civilized than Agamemnon, as was 

Pelopidas, who sacrificed a chestnut filly. His seer is present but 

rather than consult him, Agesilaos directs him about the procedure fie 

is to follow. One would expect the use of a shrine to be regulated and 

controlled by the authorities of the place, such as those who quickly 

appeared in Sophocles' Oedipus Coloneus (117) to protect their shrine, 

in order to avoid the undesirable consequences of the deity's 

displeasure caused by inadvertent or deliberate misunderstanding of 

local ritual. Rather than have his own man officiatingo Agesilaos might 

have employed the official custodian of the siteg if he was available, 

but, of course, relations with Thebes precluded that. This is a typical 

situation for tragic history (F. W. Walbank (1955) pp. 4-14, and (1960) 

pp. 216-34), when a necessary religious function cannot for religious 

reasons be performed properly. The outcome may be expected to be 

serious, both for the expedition, because of the unfulfilled ritual, and 

for the Spartans, because of the sacrilege. 

10 6KO600VTEC OOV Ot BOWTdPyat np6q 6pyAv fnepWav OnqptTGq, 
6nayopE6OVTEq T15 'AyllCFL#\dQ PA Odetv nClPd TOOr. V611OUq Kat Td ndTPtCl 
BOLCJT6V. 

This version of the intervention of the Doiotians may have come 

from local tradition. At this time the Boiotian Confederacy managed 

common interests through eleven officers, the Boiotarchs, four of whom 

were elected by Thebes, the most powerful state In the league, and the 

rest distributed for election among the lesser cities or groups of cities. 

(J. Buckler (1980) p. 23; J. A. O. Larsen (1955) pp. 40-50). Anger is usually 

not accounted a good guide for action, but here$ clearly, it is 

righteous anger, and the decisive intervention of the Boiotians in an 

affair of this kind reveals their great determination to demonstrate 

their independence. Plutarch, as a Boiotian and a priest of Delphi) 

would be sensitive about the violation of the territory and the sanctity 
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of the shrine, and he stresses the Boictarchs' concern for local laws 

and customs, omitted by Xenophon. The Corinthian War was to begin 

in Agesilaos' absence. 

01 61 KCIE TQOTa 6n4YYCLXOV KGE Td PnP(a 5LtPPtwav W TOO OWPOO. 

Xenophon says horsemen were sentp which may indicate that they 

came from a distance, perhaps from Thebes. They first Issued a verbal 

warning, and then "threw the victims from the altarg already offered - 

Orq MTUYOV (EpOtq TE0UPeVOLq"q as if part of the sacrifice was 

considered to have been completed (HeA III. iv. 3). Plutarch perhaps 

indicated by the omission of the participle that he wished it to be 

considered that the interruption had come before the completion of the 

sacrifice and it was therefore not valid. 

11 yaXen0q, 03V EYCOV 6 'Ayna(Xaoq dntnXEL, TOtC, TE OTIOCI(otr, 
6LOPYLOPIVOC KaC yEyovOq 60acXnLq 6L() T6V otov6v, (bq dTEXOV 06TID TOV 
np6&ecav VEVnCFOPtVG)V KCIE Tfiq CFTPCITECCIC Int T6 npocAKOV OOK 6(PL&OPtVnq. 

Agesilaos evidently wished to do something about it but could not 

enforce his will, with only his few friends there. He, too, is portrayed 

as clearly regarding the sacrifice as incomplete. The reader's 

expectations are thus prepared for a lack of complete success at the 

end of the expedition, and the judgement of the final result of the 

whole Asia Minor episode should eventually take this passage into 

account. 
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CHAPTER 7 

A question of protocol 

Plutarch devotes this chapter and the next to the description of a 

quarrel between Agesilaos and Lysander. Several features seem to cast 

doubt on the authenticity of the available accounts of the quarrel. 

Clashes of personality are used to explain events in other Lives, 

notably in Alexander, but here there are signs of possible major 

political issues in the background, for at this time, Lysander was likely 

to have been investigating the restoration of his friends to power in 

the cities. The winning of Spithridates described in c. 8 could also be 

interpreted more meaningfully as a deliberately planned diplomatic 

enterprise, rather than the chance solution to the breach of a 

friendship. The wider issue of conflict in Spartan societyl or, as 

Aristotle put it (Pol. 130601-3), the dishonourable treatment of men of 

virtue, specifically Lysander, by those with more honourable status, 

specifically the kings, also comes into question, if his evidence for it 

lies to any extent in the personal terms used in the record of a 

political dispute. (See M. I. Finley (1975) pp. 168-70. ) Detailed 

interpretation and comparison of the accounts given in Plutarch and 

Xenophon indicate that certainty in this instance is far from possible, 

but further reason for doubt comes from the attempted and presumably 

successful major destruction of Lysander's character after his death, 

which may suggest that, at that later time, Agesilaos or his friends 

found or invented damaging evidence of aggrandizement in this earlier 

episode (see c. 20). If it is true that character is displayed by actions, 

it is these which are the proper study to engage in, rather than the 

personal terms used in the record. 

Since Xenophon had only recently joined this force, he perhaps 

witnessed the episodep but from a distance. After his arrival, there 

had been some explaining to do about the earlier behaviour of Kyros' 
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former troops, before the intimate friendship began with Agesilaos. 

Lysander's departure to the Hellespont, perhaps on a mission which 

was kept secret, may have given rise to speculation among the thirty 

about a rift, and Xenophon's personal element may have resulted from 

their jealous talk; or it may have been the later discrediting of 

Lysander that coloured Xenophon's view (see on c. 6). lie first 

describes the governments in the cities while Agesilaos was at Ephesos 

as "in a state of confusion", CYUVTETC[PaYPeVCJV (HeIL III. tv. 7): "It was not 

a democracy as in the time of Athenian ruleg nor dekarchyl as in the 

time of Lysander. " This would seem to indicate a political dimension in 

the disputes. The new overlords had taken over after, perhaps long 

after, 403/402 (D. H. Kelly (1975) pp. 71ff. )q and there were now likely to 

be claims for repossession of confiscated property and redress of 

alleged injustices committed in the intervening years under their 

regime, which would be achieved by the restoration of Lysander's 

friends to power. In the light of the reason given by Lysander for 

his coming to Asia Minor, the petitioners will mainly have been his 

supporters, the former extreme oligarchs in a political rather than 

aristocratic sense, for a definition of their class is difficult to establish 

(D. M. Lewis (1977) p. 116). Yet at Agesilaos 1.37 Xenophon seeks praise 

for Agesilaos on the ground that he brought constitutional harmony 

and prosperity to the cities that had suffered from factional strife 

since the end of the Athenian empirel and had achieved this without 

banishment and death. This suggests that there was a settlement of 

the differences in the cities on Agesilaos' terms, and a settlementq too, 

of the differences in Spartan policies, which had been divided between 

support for the extreme oligarchies which Lysander desired to 

reinstate and support for the more moderate and stable regimes 

desired by his opponents. If Lysander was now convinced that 

resistance to the extremists would prevail, he would wish usefully to 

employ his experience and influence elsewhere before the expiry of his 
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year of office, which would seem to be wise. At Xen. Hell. III. iv. 13 

Agesilaos makes his first military expedition to the north, reaching 

Daskylion, near the Hellespont, presumably using intelligence provided 

by Spithridates. Although Xenophon's account, which Plutarch broadly 

follows, may yet be thought largely acceptable, a more coherent design 

at the highest level may have been withheld from him at this early 

stage in his service with the Spartan expedition, when he perhaps had 

access only to less privileged and less reliable informers. 

1 'Enet 69 fiKEV Eb; "EcpeGOV9 EOOOC, (5&(G)PCI PeVCI KOC 60VOPL4; ýV 

Inay0hq Kat Papera nept TdV AJOCIVbPOVI 6YXOU (POLTIOVTOq tnt TdC Odpaq 
W(ITOTE Kat n6VT(Jv naPC(KOXOUOOOVT(OV Kai Oeponeu6VTG)V IKEtVOV, (5q 6VOpa 
PIV Kal GYAPa Tfiq OTPaTnVCOq T6V *AVnaCXaov dVTCI 6td T6V VdPOV, fpyQ 51 
KOPLOV 6n6VT(JV Kai 6uv6pevov Kal np6TTOVTa n(SVTa T6V AOGOV6POV. 

Ephesos had been made a Spartan base long before. Plutarch 

describes it at Lysander 3 as a city well disposed to Sparta when 

Lysander arrived as admiral with his fleet towards the end of the 

Peloponnesian War, but says that it was then poor and, since it was 

the Persian headquartersp it was adopting Persian customs. Lysander 

made it his base and transformed it into a busy and prosperous port, 

with shipbuilding facilities, and this will have brought him the 

undoubted popularity referred to in this chapter. The area of the 

three rivers, Maiandros, Kaý; strios and Hermos, is depicted on coins of 

a series of Ionian tetradrachms in the earliest preserved Greek map 

(A. E. M. Johnston (1967) pp. 92-3; PLIX). In an area renowned for 

competent cartographers (ibid. p. 93)t travellers were not entirely 

dependent on guides, for the engravers will have worked from existing 

sketches. 

Plutarch suggests that Agesilaos was displeased with the high 

regard and power enjoyed by Lysanderl though at Lvsander 23 he 

refers more pointedly to Lysander's excessive (PLXOTLP(O. He has not 

explained here the reason for Lysander's prominencet which he gave at 

LLysander 23 as tK nOXXfiq Tfiq npdOBCV 6PLXCOr,. However, Agesilaos will 
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have been at the outset perfectly aware of Lysander's long-standing 

associations with his friends in the cities, since he no doubt knew his 

purpose in visiting Asia Minor again. Despite Xenophon's use of ndVTcr, 

at Hell. III. iv. 7, the sort of person who would consult at this level 

would be largely the wealthy and aristocratic (see above and c. 6), and 

it was only to be expected that they would welcome the opportunity to 

renew contact with him, knowing by their past experience how to get 

on with him and confident that he was familiar with the problems that 

they faced from his former experience. Lysander was also the older 

man, of course. 

Although Xenophon's attitude to Lysander is often restrained (see 

on c. 6), his account of the episode begins without personal animosity 

(Hell. III. iv. 7). He points out that because Lysander was already 

known, people asked him to obtain from Agesilaos (nap' *AyT1aLX6ou) 

what they wanted: he was not asked to grant it in his own right. It 

was the crowd of petitioners regularly attending on him that presented 

the problem: (3GTe 6 ptv 'Ayna(, \ao(; (15L(STTIq tq)QCVETO, 6 61 Adaav5poc, 

RaGLXEt5c,. There is no suggestion that this exclusive consultation was 

encouraged by Lysander, but it annoyed first the rest of the advisers, 

and then Agesilaos himselft only later: 6TL PtV Ot3V EP11VE KC11 T6V 

'AyTlaCXOOV TOOTa 166XG)CFCV GOTEPOV. It was thus, for Xenophon, the 

situation (TOCJTa) that enraged Agesilaos, while in the first place the 

other Spartiates had been motivated by jealousy (On6 TOO CPO(3VOU) of 

Lysander personally. However, when they complained to Agesilaos, he 

remained concerned only with the situation, and dealt with the errant 

petitioners. 

Plutarch has augmented Xenophon's description of the situation 

with rhetorical amplificatio, using a stronger expression for M&Iirz, 

enlarging on PaaLXEd-;, and adding "(only? ) because the law says so" - 

as if it seemed to the petitioners that, if Lysander cared to, he could 

change that, too! With 6q, he has put these words into the minds of 
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those mentioned immediately before, the petitioners, as the explanation 

of why they consulted Lysander, although in reality they already hadj 

in their previous acquaintance with him, more positive reasons for 

going to Lysander and no reason to insult Agesilaos, The words 

comparing apparent status in Xenophon's account express the complaint 

made to Agesilaos by Lysander's opponents, but Plutarch has presented 

them as the thoughts of the petitioners. 

How Plutarch's account moves from Xenophon's may be tabulated 

as follows: 

Xenophon 

6yXoq ýKOXOOOCL 
(C)(YTE) DQGLXC6q 14MCVETO 

Ot UXOL OOK IG(YG)V 
(G)(; ) napdvopa nOLO(q 

IPTIVE KOE T6V 'AVna(Xoov 

statement 
Spartans' view of petitioners' 
action 
Spartans' reaction 
Spartans' complaint against 
Lysander 
Agesilaos' reaction to 
petitioners 

Plutarch 

ndVTG)V OcpancU6VTCJV 
(60 KOPLOV &ndVTG)V 

pVnPOVE60VTCq npocetyov 
yaXcnaq E(pepov 
OnnpeTat 6VTCq 

'AyTla(, \aoc, ICPOýCtTO 

statement 
petitioners' view of Lysander 
petitioners' reaction 
Spartans' reaction 
Spartans' complaint against 
Lysander 
Agesilaos' reaction to 
Lysander 

Xenophon describes only the Spartans' subjective view of 

Lysander, which was a prejudiced view because they were being 

disadvantaged, while Plutarch describes the scene 'OJJTJPLKOC, 
9 so that 

the root of the problem can be seen by the reader objectively in the 

petitioners' exclusive consultation of Lysander; the Spartans' subjective 

reaction comes later. The change is brought about by replacing 45GTE 

with k, so that the consequence clause becomes a causal clause, in 

which Plutarch explains how Lysander came to be involved in the 

activities which gave offence. In the endp while Xenophon's Agesilaos, 

like the Spartans, reacts to the petitioners' behaviour, Plutarch's 
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Agesilaos reacts to Lysander, and does so for his own reason, fearing 

to forfeit the chance of any glorious achievement. The effect of 

Plutarch's changes is not only to enliven the narrative but to give the 

impression that the issue here is primarily personal rivalry, an 

impression he has given even more strongly at Lvsandez- 23, where the 

Spartiates play no part at all. 

2 065CEC Y6P 6CLV6TEPOC 0651 (PODEP(STEPOC, tKE(VOU T8V C(q TAV 'AG(OV 
6nOGTOXiVT(JV tYtVETO GTPCITnY8V, 0661 PE(COVQ TOOq (PCXOUq TLC 6VýP 6XXOq 
E6EPYtTIjGCV 0061 KQKeX TIjXLKOt3Ta TOOC ty0pobc, ino(rjacv. 3 15V IET L 
nPOO(P6TG)V 6VTG)V 01 6YOpcinot pVnPOVEOOVTEq. 

Plutarch interrupts the account of the quarrel to give, in his own 

words, the reasons for Lysander's prominent position, based on 

Lysander's record in Ionia over a longer time, and expressed in terms 

like those of Plato's Republic I, already used at c. 5. Plutarch refers to 

things as "recent", in that Lysander's dekarchies had been set up less 

than ten years ago, well within the memories of the petitioners now 

present. The views just presented, together with what follows, dispose 

the reader's mind to suppose that the complaints of the TPL6KOVTO 

about Lysander will be justified. 

6XXL)q U T6V PtV 'Ayqo(Xaov dq)CXý Kol XtTdV ZV TQrq 6PLXCOLq Kat 
bnPOTLK6V 6PC)VTCqp tKC(V(4) U TAV OOTAV 6po(G)q oýpo6pdTnTO KOC TPOYOTnTO 
KQt OpoyuXov(oY nopoOoovo OnenMTOV 06TO noVT6noaL K01 p6v4) npoactyov. 

These attributes are in keeping with Plutarch's earlier character 

study of Agesilaos in cc. 1,2, where clearly he, as well as the Spartans, 

approved of them, but here the oligarchs' view of the same qualities is 

not complimentary. Not only was he not impressive in his bearing: his 

attitude to people rendered him less well-disposed to Lysander's 

aristocratic friends. By Spartan standards their view of Agesilaos 

would be offensive to his supporters, whose attitude is indicated in the 

scornful vocabulary which follows the contrasting assessment of 

Lysander's qualities. The verb OntntnTOV, "fell down", is used of 
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cringing suppliants (t)non(nTOVTC1 KQC E)E61JCVOV MOr. 540d) and fawning 

flatterers, and the verb npooeyca is used by Xenophon In a Persian 

context (Cvr. V. v. 40) for "pay court to", attend on. Plutarch 

(L. vsander 18) provides further illumination in quoting Douris of Samos 

as saying that Lysander was the first Greek in whose honour Greek 

cities erected altars and offered sacrifices as though he were a god. 

The Samians decreed that their festival in honour of Hera should be 

called the Lysandreia (D. G. J. Shipley (1987) pp. 133-4, citing 

Homann-Wedeking, 'Samos 1964', Archaologische Anzelger (1965), p. 440). 

Resentment of Lysander's pomposity is made to seem more Justified, in 

Plutarch's account, by reversing the clauses, so that the petitioners' 

attendance on Lysanderg which in Xenophon makes Agesilaos appear 

humble, becomes the consequence of his humble appearance, expressed 

in exaggerated terms. 

4 1K U TOdTOu nPOTOV PeV OC XotnoC EnOPTLdTaL yoXEn3c, f(pcpov 
OnnPITCXL Auo6vbpou paXXov A 06POOUXOL fýGGLXiWq 6VTEqo 

Plutarch does not distinguish any of the twenty-nine of the 

TPLdKOVTa who may have associated themselves with Lysander, but 

implies that they were all still loyal to Agesilaos. They were evidently 

not thought of as attending separately on Agesilaos and Lysander; 

when meeting together no doubt they would be conscious of the 

differences in their status. 

Enr:. LTa 61 013T6c. 6 'Ayna(. \(: xoq, Et KOI Pý CPOOVEP(54; AV p7151 4)(E)ETO 
TOtq TLPOPIVOtqp dXX6 CPLXdTtpOq IOV o(p65PQ KCII CPLX6vetKOq tCPODEETO PAI 
K61V tViVKG)a( TL \aljnp6v of npd&CL4;, TOLITo Aucrdvbpou YeVTITCIL 6td T4V 
66&ov. 

Taken literallyl this dissociates Agesilaos' feelings completely from 

those of envy expressed at the start of the chapter. Since he was 

aware of the others' dissatisfaction with Lysander's behaviourf he had 

no reason for envy, or to be other than confident of support for his 

own position. The quarrel is still a personal one, but instead of envy, 
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which Xenophon, too, attributes only to the Spartiates, the adjectives 

used, QLA6TtP04; 8V acp6bpa Kal CPLX6vEtKOr,, are forms of the words that 

characterized Agesilaos at c. 5.5 and elsewhere, introduced again here to 

indicate the ground for his challenge. The first, CPL, \6TtPOq, means 

"ambitious" in the sense of "desiring the achievements to be his own", 

not "desiring recognition of his achievements". The second is 

QL, \6VCLK04;, with which Plutarch represents the anger (Nilve) assigned 

to Agesilaos by Xenophon (HeR III. iv. 7), expressing Agesilaos' readiness 

to assert himself competitively. Only now does Xenophon introduce the 

personal dimension of the quarrel, and shows it on Lysander's side, 

with the phrase RCIPeCaq U Cpep&)V Tt dTLIICQ. In Plutarch, howeverg it is 

the reaction of Agesilaos that is personal, and, like that of the 

Spartiates, directed against Lysander. 

5 nP(STOV elVTtKPOUE TCI[q CFUPPOUX(aLq OL)TO0p KCII npdo; 8r, &CtVOr, 

Icrnou56KEL pdXtaTo npdEctq IOV Ya(PCLV KOC nopapcXOv, ETEPCK npd IKCCV(JV 

fnpoTTcv- 6 fnetTCX TOV ZVTUyyav6VTG)V KCIC 5copev(jv oaq arGOOLTO 

Aua6vbpQ PdXLaTCi ncnOL06Toq, 6np6KTOUC, dntncpne- 7 KCXC nr;. pC T6q 
KP(GeLq 6PO(G)q Orq tKEZVOq InnpE6COL, TOOTOUq MEL nXeov EYOVTOq 

6ncXOctV, KCII TOCJVCIVTCOV 00r, q)CIVEPO(; YI! VOLTo npo0upoOpEvoq 6(pE, \ctv, 

yaXEn6v ýV Pý KCII CnPLG)OAVCIL. 

The metaphor, from boxing, suggests a vigorous reponse. 

Xenophon directs the retaliatory action only towards the petitioners 

supported by Lysander, whereas Plutarch suggests a personal reaction 

against Lysander, and, again using amplificatio to give details where 

Xenophon only summarizes, he mentions the rejectiont first, of his 

advice and enterprises, theng of petitions, and finallyg of legal cases, 

too. These were not vital military decisions, while the truce lasted, 

and in private matters, perhaps, inconsistency of policy and its 

consequences would be less serious. "People came and asked" - came 

to ask - contradicts the earlier statement that they went exclusively to 

Lysander, p6vQ npocrEtYov, but is consistent with Xenophon's statement 

that Lysander was asked only to present their petitions to Agesilaos. 
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8 YtVopýVWV U TOtJT(. )V 01) KCITO Ttj)(IjV9 &MV OrOV eK nOPCXGKEUAC, Kal 
6paWq, alcMpEVOr, TýV QtTCoV 6 AOMVE)p0r, 013K 6nCKP6nTCTo np6q TOOq 

(PCXOUq, 6W IXEVEV 6q 5L9 06T6V 45TLpROLVTO, Kot nopEKdXEL OeponedELV 

t6VTaq T6V POOLXtO Kat TOOq POXXOV 06TOD 6UVOPIVOUq. 

For 00 KaTd TdYnV Perrin has "not casually"; the Bud4 editor has 

"pas Veffet du hasard". The required sense, however, is "not at 

random", in order to contrast with the following "purposely, 

uniformly". Deliberately prepared conduct of cases would be more 

likely to succeed, than if he acted on the spur of the moment. 

Consistency was necessary so that Lysander would eventually see what 

was happening and "perceive that he was responsible". Lysander's 

remarks constitute a full confession and an attempt to restore 

Agesilaos' position in the regard of the petitioners, and is more than 

Xenophon records at HeA III. iv. 8, where Lysander, having put a stop 

to his own audiences, admits that his support is a handicap. Plutarch 

gives the impression that Lysander did not take offence, but was 

making a genuine effort to show, by his specific reference to the title 

of king and the reality of the king's power, that he accepted Agesilaos' 

superior position. There has been at this stage, apparently, no 

aggressive confrontationp but, although there are faults on both sides, 

the pendulum is swinging away from Agesilaos. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Differences settled: Spithridates arrives 

I* 0(; 013V TOOTO npdTTELV KaC XeVELV t56KEL Q06voy tKECVQ 

PnYaV(SPEVOq, CTL POXXOV OOTOO K006woGOM PouWpevoq 'AVnafXaoq dne5ELEc 

KPE05a(TnV KCIC npoaECnev, 6q XeVETOL, noXX0v 6KOU6VT(jv- NOV o3v 
0epanEUftWCFaV 06TOL 6nt6VTEq T6V IP6V KPEO60CTnV. 

Plutarch now builds up a considerable rift between the two mený 

with Agesilaos imputing to Lysander deliberate provocation, which can 

be supported from his account only by supposing that the confession 

in c. 7 was Insincere. In Xenophon there is no further humiliation by 

Agesilaos, only the expression of Lysander's distress: Pape(ac U cpepov 

Tfi dTtP(Ql, which Plutarchp or his sourcef may have taken as a 

reference to a further disgrace. The appointment of the king's carver 

in real life may have been, in origin, for regular protection against 

poisoning. Here it is presented-as an insult or a piece of humour, yet 

Plutarch himself has explained the regular nature of the appointment: 

AOKEbClLp6VLOL U KPE(#)ba(TCI(; CZYOV 00 TOO(; TU)(6VTO(;, 
TOOq nP(STOUq 6V6POq* (5OTC K01 Adcavbpov On' 'AynaLXdOU TOO 
POGLA&W, IV *AOCQI KPE06C1(TnV &05CLYOýVOL Wor. 644b). 

In his account in Lvsander 23, Plutarch records the continuing respect 

of the people for Lysander, and suggests that he continued to receive 

attention, which annoyed Agesilaos. He -then details further insulting 

treatment by Agesilaos, and the new humiliation which serves the 

important purpose of motivating that work's climax, Lysander's 

attempted revenge in Sparta later. 

Agesilaos' hostility to Lysander continues with the insulting 

remark in the dialogue which Plutarch, using an anonymous source, 

here introduces in public, noM\3v dKou6VTCJVq although in Xenophon the 

dialogue follows immediately on Lysander's original distress, and begins 

in an interview instigated by Lysander, - apparently in private: 

npooeXO& e? ncv (Hell. III. iv. 9). Humour may be intended again here by 

Plutarch, but it was not so in Lvsander, orov IcPURPCC(jv, and Agesilaos' 

behaviour is presented at the start of the dialogue in a less favourable 
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light than the repentant Lysander was in at the end of the previous 

chapter. 

2 6yWpevoc, o8v 6 Adoav6poq, XIVEL np6q, aOT6v* 'HLbCLC, 6Pa CFa(P1Z(; j 
'AvflG(XaC, (p(Xouq MITTOOV. NA A(9, f(P11, T004; V' tPOO PErCOV 60VOCOOL 
OOUXOPtVOU(Z. KCIC 6 AtJoav5poq, 'AMv roGK, E(Pr), TC113Ta ooC X1XCKTaL 
OtXTtOV ý tpot nýnPOKTM. 

Xenophon's dialogue begins only at this pointl immediately 

bringing to the surface a more personal$ reproving element In the 

dispute. In all the versions of his, speech Lysander manages both to 

concede Agesilaos' success and yet accuse him of disloyalty. Agesilaos' 

response is short but it is sufficient to correct Lysander's universal 

statement, and diverts the accusation to Lysander, casting doubt on 

his friendship. This suggests that the source for the dialogue was 

well disposed to Agesilaos, and that is confirmed by a supplementary 

statement in Xenophon which puts Agesilaos in an even more favourable 

light: TOOC, be YC aLIEOVTC14; El pA InL(YTOCPqV dVTLTLP5V, OIGYUVOCPT)V 6V. 

Plutarch has included this at Lvsander 23 (TO04; 61 OLIEOVTOC, TAV tPýV 

66VOPLV Kal PCTeYELV OOTýq 5CKQLov), but he omits it here, although the 

omission weakens the motivation for Lysander's generous statement of 

approval. Lysander has already taken action with the petitioners to 

restore Agesilaos' authority in c. 7, and now he confesses his error to 

Agesilaos in person. He has been taken to be making a comparison 

between his own unwise assistance in arranging the accession of 

Agesilaos and Agesilaos' more discerning humiliation of Lysander (J. 

Smits (1939) pp. 221-2, following a comment of Breitenbach (1884), on the 

parallel passage in Xenophon (HeIL III. iv. 9): *AXV rCG)I; Kat pOX, \ov 

CtK6TCI oL) nOLErq A ty6 EnPCITTOV). It has been rightly argued that this 

is to misunderstand Xenophon, for Agesilaos could not have taken 

Lysander's words to refer to his assistance over the accession without 

further explanation (I. Bos (1947) p. 64). Rather, then, Xenophon 

presents a comparison between the reasonableness of two actions, one, 

the verbal confrontation by which Agesilaos has here re-established his 
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position, and the other, the seemingly arrogant behaviour of Lysander 

manifested in the gatherings of the petitioners. Plutarch represents 

this more clearly by changing the first verb: "What you have said ... 

what I have done". 

50(; 51 Pot TLV(3 T6ELV KCIC y6pov, EvE)cx pý Xun(3v IGOPOC GOL 
)(PACFL1104;. 

Lysander seems to be magnanimous In defeat - contrary to the 

character already drawn by Plutarch - and so earns the reader's 

sympathy, which in the earliest part of the narrative he was presented 

as not deserving. He acknowledges his subordinate position, and at 

the same time restores Agesilaos' status as commander. 

3 IK TOIJTOu nlpnCTCIL PtV t(Pl 4EAX4crnOVTOVj KCIC EnLOPL56TIIV, (5V6PG 
nIpuTjv, dn6 TA(; coopvaOdCou Y6PC)q PETd YPIIIICiTG)V OU)fV(3V KOI 6LOKOUCOV 
(nnIcav Ayayc nP6q T6V 'AVnaCXoov. 

Three significant aspects remain unexplained here: that such an 

important enterprise should develop casually from an argument; that 

after their quarrel there should be mutual trust for such a Mission; 

that there should be no more precise briefing about what Lysander's 

mission was intended to achieve. Xenophon credits Agesilaos with the 

initiative (HeR III. iv. 10), again indicating the predilection of his 

source. Yet Lysander's superior knowledge of the satrapies would 

suggest that he was more likely, to have been Involved in originating 

the plan. Although Xenophon (Hell. IIIAM) puts the quarrel after the 

truce with Tissaphernes had been agreed, and maker, Lysander's 

expedition result from the quarrelg it may be that the forthcoming 

campaign in the north had already been in their minds, and the 

gathering of intelligence was a necessary preliminary, By placing the 

name of Spithridates prominently first, Plutarch highlights the 

achievement, though without indicating, how it was done. This part of 

the episode reveals the value for Agesilaos of having acted as he did, 

and leaves him with immediate, tangible success - and the credit is 
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given to him. Valuable benefits accrued from the excursion, for money 

was vital for obtaining supplies in friendly territories, and cavalry was 

a major deficiency in the Spartan force in Asiaý but Plutarch, unlike 

Xenophon, makes no mention of the more important benefit, the 

information that Agesilaos was able to obtain about Pharnabazos and 

his country, and no doubt other Intelligence concerning routes and 

defending forces. 

OOK EX11YE U TA(; 6PYýq, diUd POPeCK (PePG)V 45n T6V Xotn6v yp6vov 
tRoO, \cucv 5n(OC, TOV 6uerv orKCA)V TAV OGCFLJ\E(aV dcpd\6pevo(; ctr, ptoov 
dnautv dno5o(n EnapTLdTCIL(;. 4 KC11 t66KCt pEyd, \lnv i5v dncpy6aa(70ot 
KCVnGLV 1K TaOTnq Tfiq 6La(POPdq, Et pý np6TEPOV tTCXCdTnGEV Etq BoLcaT(OV 
CITPOTEOGQq. 

Although he has made amends, Lysander is here presented in an 

unfavourable light. Plutarch has used an abridged version of 

Lysander's continuation of his anger mentioned at Lysander 23-4, and 

seems to have provided a strange conclusion for an episode which 

turned out advantageous to both men, an opportunity for Lysander to 

redeem himself by performing a useful service, and for Agesilaos to 

establish his commanding position. Xenophon ends the episode happily 

with the delight of Agesilaos on the arrival of Spithridates: M& U6 

'AynaCXaoq 4009 TV Tt nPdEEL (Hell. III. iv. 10)9 a delight which would be 

equally suitable for the success of a properly planned mission. The 

reason for this and other variations between the three versions lies, 

perhaps, in the apparent literary intentions of the respective authors. 

Xenophon at the start limited the personal animosity between the two 

men, particularly before the dialogue, and in the end found nothing to 

criticize Agesilaos for$ but evidently wished rather to illustrate his 

sense of fairness. In L. vsander, Plutarch was concerned to motivate 

Lysander's plan to reform the monarchy on his return to Greece. 

Here, since Plutarch was to present both men at fault in the conclusion 

of this chaptert he has included Agesilaos' unnecessary insults, has 

retained Lysander's persisting resentment, but has omitted to mention 
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the practice of rewarding loyal friendsp which would have brought 

some mitigation of Agesilaos' conduct. Each author's account fulfills 

his apparent literary purpose, but Lysander was still in favour and 

acceptable at Sparta, for he was given command in the campaign that 

led to his death at Haliartos, and at his death the Spartans paid him 

many honours (Lvsander 30). Plutarch does not mention either the end 

of his year of office or his departure from Asia Minor. 

Plutarch's wording, incorporating a reminiscence of Xenophonps 

phrase from the start of the dialoguet Papýoq U q)eP4)v (HelL, III. Iv. 9), 

suggests violent revolution, but at c. 20.4 IV TO 64PQ would indicate 

legitimate constitutional methods of reform. Lysander was killed at 

Haliartos in the autumn battle, having returned from Asia Minor in the 

spring. The "plot", which is not mentioned by Xenophonq was 

"discovered" after his death (Diodoros XIV. 13.8) but as with all 

conspiracies, secrecy means that little reliable Information is available 

and most of it comes from the, winning side's point of view. In 

Diodoros' account, the late Lysander's house was being searched for 

some documents, and a speech was discovered, written for him by the 

rhetorician, Kleon of Halikarnassos, which Lysander had intended - he 

does not say how this intention was known - to deliver in the 

assembly (np64; Tet nX4011). The similar, but not identical, version given 

by Plutarch at Lysander 30 is attributed to Ephoros. - The speech 

outlined a plan to reform the monarchy, removing the exclusive 

prerogative of the two royal houses so as to make all Spartans eligible. 

If Lysander intended to attempt, his reform by this means, it was 

hardly a conspiracy, and there was a need for some reform 

(P. A. Cartledge (1987) p. 407). King Pausanias is said to have written on 

the Spartan constitution (Aristotle PoL 1301b, 1333b; E. David (1979) 

94-116, P. A. Cartledge (1987) 163), and Lysander may have wished to 

respond to this or he may have provoked Pausanias to make a 

response. Also in doubt is the subversive reason given forýLysander's 
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visit to the oracle of Ammon in 403 (Diodoros XIV. 13.5), the details of 

which would be known only from what the parties directly concerned 

were prepared to say in public. It has been suggested that he was 

engaged in diplomacy concerning Egypt rather than In purely religious 

matters (S. Hornblower (1983) p. 190). A more appropriateý time for 

change in the monarchy was before Agesilaos' reign begang and the 

later hostile tradition, which is, perhaps, more likely to have originated 

with King Pausanias, would incorporate much gossip. (For the royal 

lines of Sparta see W. G. Forrest (1971) pp. 19-22; C. G. Thomas (1974) 

pp. 257-70; J. F. Lazenby (1985) pp. 64ff. For full Spartan citizens see 

S. Hodkinson (1983) p. 241. Lak. Pol. V. 3 assumes their existence before 

the Lykourgan reform: AUKOOPYOC, TOMY nopaXOP& TOOC, I: nOPTLdTcxq. ) 

5 OOTGN; at (ptX6TLWOL PdGCLq tV To% noXLTE(aLq, Td 6YOV PA 
(PuXoE6pcvaL, TOO 6Ya0OO PCECOV T6 KOK& EYOUGL. 

Some value is, of course, recognized in the quality of (PLXOTLP(CI, 

but also the harm that comes - from excess. This is the moral of the 

quarrel. Plutarch has already warned that the associated quality, 

excessive competition, endangers the statef at the end of c. 5: at y6p 

OnEppoXat TOV CPLXOVEtKL(3V yoXenal Tarq n6XCGL. The two qualites were 

attributed to Agesilaos in c. 2. and were mentioned together in c. 5 as 

incentives to virtue introduced by the lawgiver. Each has now been 

recognized as a dangerous excess in the character of Agesilaos, who is 

here about to be criticized also for ineptitude. Although Plutarch 

criticizes Agesilaos and Lysander in this way, there is no immediate 

consequence detrimental to Sparta, but the reader's expectations have 

been pointed in that direction. 

6 KCd YdP Et AdOaV6POC, AV CPOPTLK6r,, 6cnr:, p AV, 6ncpp6XXG)V Tfi 
CP LAOT LP CQI T6V KCILPdVj OOK Ayv6e t 64nouftv *Ayij(j(), aoq, tTtPCIV 
6pcpnTOTIPOV Inav6pOG)aLV 03GOV dv6p6q &56Eou Kal (PLXOT(jJOU 
nX9ppcXOOVTOq. 

The Bud4 translators have "insupportable", and Perrin has 

"troublesome"; rather Lysander was "overbearing", as Menelcrates is in 
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c. 21: 

TOD 69 CaTPOO MEVEKpdTOU(;, Inct KCITCITUY6V EV TLGtV 
6nEVvoaplvotq Oepanc(OLq ZEOq InEKXýGq, (POPTLK(3q TOOTO ypOP&OU Tt 
npoaG)vup (Qt. 

Plutarch may have intended T6V KaLOV, not In a temporal sense, but 

with its moral meaning, "what is proper and right", which develops 

from "the seasonal". Agesilaos' inability to recognize it is an important 

failing again later (see cc. 28,36,37,39). The metaphor from music - 

striking a false note - gives "erring". At Lysander 23 Plutarch 

criticizes Agesilaos also for his ingratitude to Lysander, EOEPVtTTIV 

MPO KOI q)C. \Ov, recalling perhaps that he had procured for him the 

kingship and the Asian command (cf. c. 6). 

6W COLKC TOOTO ndOet PITE tKEtVOq 6PYOVTOq t&OUGCOV YVOVat P4TC 
06TOq 6YVOLCIV IVEVKCtV OUV60OUq 

Plutarch seems to recall Aristotle's answer (NE VII. 2-3) to the 

Socratic doctrine that knowledge of the good precludes doing anything 

else, that a man does wrong only through ignorance:, "A man can, from 

a variety of causes, fail to apply knowledge which he has". (See 

R. C. Cross and A. D. Woozley (1964) pp. 54-5. ) If Lysander had recognized 

Agesilaos' superior authority in office, he could not have failed to 

restrain his desire for achievement, but ndOoq distorted his perception, 

just as it distorted Agesilaos' knowledge of a better way ýof dealing 

with him, making him intolerant of his friend's "failure to recognize 

him". Plutarch has already defined the ndOo-; as OnePP&MAW Tt 

QLXOTLPCQ T6V KOLPdv, and it is now attributed to Agesilaos) too, but he 

has also indicated his belief that the 6Y(aY6 encouraged this quality. 

Clearly the Spartans had failed to acquire the means to control excess 

of it. 

Conclusio 

That these disagreements would be discussed and settled only in 

public, particularly in the light of Xenophon's hint of a private 
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interview, and that they should have been allowed to be decided by 

such reparteel may be doubted. Neverthelessq although Lysander's 

expedition may have been planned, if there was a quarrel, it may well 

have been as Xenophon has it. Plutarch has large ly accepted 

Xenophon's acc ount, but he maker. close-up enlargements of parts of 

the canvas so that readers see for themselves things as they were - 

IV6PYCLO. He abandons Xenophon's one-sided assessment favouring 

Agesilaos, although he does not transfer to Agesilaos the simple 

explanationg the jealousy of the Spartiates, specifically denying it in 

c. 7, C1 KOI Pý (PBOVCPdr, AV. It would not fit his character here, though 

at Lysander 23 he reacted On6 CP06VOU Tfiý; TLPý4; to the continued 

attentions paid to Lysander by the petitioners. In Xenophon, Lysander 

is alone at fault, but he redeems himself by accepting service as a 

subordinateg while Agesilaos is slow to take offencel more balanced in 

his treatment of people, and pleased with the exploit in the end. 

Xenophon makes no reference to Lysander's proposed constitutional 

reform, except, inadvertently perhaps, when at He1L III. iv. 7p in what 

may have been a function of the subconscious, he juxtaposed the two 

words, Mcav5por, PaGLJ\C6(;. 

Plutarch has read Xenophon's account carefully here, and has 

thoughtfully formed his own impression, drawing the conclusion that 

the two men shared a common fault, TOOTO n6E)CL, the limitation by 

QLXOTtP(a of their powers of perception and tolerance. The Spartan 

6Y(jYA is not known to have included the study of philosophy as such, 

but Spartans visited Delphi, and if they took note of Apollo's 

injunction, prI51v 6yav, that might have been guidance enough. The 

writings of Aristotle, advocating the mean, which were available to 

Plutarch, were not available, of course, to these men in the early part 

of the fourth century. However, Aristotle himself criticized the 

Spartan constitution on similar grounds, its concentration on military 

virtue (PoL 1333b19; 1333b4l-1334a2). Plutarch's didactic purpose is 
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necessarily relevant to his own age, as already mentioned in c. 5 above, 

but he presents it in the Spartan context. He has made of the quarrel 

a criticism of QLAOTLII(a and (PLXOVELK(oj having attributed excess of 

these qualities to Agesilaos in c. 7, QL*\6TLPO(; 8Y o(p65PCI KCIC QLX6VELKOr,. 

This is a significant effort on the part of Plutarch in interpreting his 

source independently to contribute to his analysis of Spartan society. 

He has not managed to rid himself of the method of the ancient 

historical writers of using the personal element in order to explain the 

causes of events, but his analysis has revealed the more rational issue, 

the danger to Sparta of two qualities deliberately developed in its 

citizens, without adequate safeguards against excess. This is indicated 

here in the failure of Lysander and Agesilaos to recognize or respond 

to T6V KatPdvl and reveals the Spartans' lack of training in intellectual 

discrimination. Plutarch uses the same key word in making the point 

at cc. 28,36,379 39. 

Plutarch punctuates the whole work by inserting this sort of 

analysis where it will make a significant impact - here it marks the 

point at which Agesilaos takes full and sole control of affairs. Ile is 

about to embark on accomplishing the second of the two objectives of 

his mission - the military campaign apparently without Lysander. 

The conclusion of the first - the restoration of oligarchies in the 

cities, in which Lysander was especially interested - is not recorded, 

but its abandonment may, perhaps, be assumed from the rejection of 

the petitions of the oligarchs, which may indicate the true origin of 

the whole incident. 
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CHAPTER 9 

The first campaign: recruiting of cavalr 

There are unsatisfactory aspects in Xenophon's account of the events 

described here. He seems to have used a source at the subordinate 

command levelq including an eye-witness account or official report In 

detail of a distant cavalry engagement, but some of his information may 

ultimately derive perhaps from Agesilaos himself, not necessarily more 

reliable. It is possible that the changes made by Plutarch were an 

attempt to make greater sense of what he read in Xenophon, and the 

areas of change contained real difficultiesq even if the changes made 

only suggest where further imterpretation is necessary. 

Xenophon obscures the fact that he has left unexplained Agesilaos' 

reason for turning north. This seems to have puzzled Plutarch. Ills 

searches In Xenophon revealed a suggestion of deception and he used 

this as the motive. He seems to have seen a need for further 

motivation, and supplied it with q)tJ\OTLj1(a, which, if restricted to the 

normal essential quality of a man of action and not exaggerated to 

excess, could be a valid interpretation in the circumstances. The 

restriction is necessaryp because Agesilaos acted with approprIate 

discretion in not attacking Tissaphernes, though this raises the 

question of the reality of the expectations of the expedition: perhaps a 

new policy was formulated involving the northern border tribes. 

Deception of this kind would have been appropriately credited by 

Xenophon and by Plutarch as a successful device for Agesilaos to use 

in extricating himself from a tight corner, but not as a means for 

afflicting harm on the enemy he was intending to destroy. Here 

Plutarch has used his interpretation with partial, though not complete, 

success, to improve understanding where Xenophon had drawn a veil. 
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1 'Ene t be TLGGOCPePV1j(; ZV 6PYt PtV ý000nfttq T6V 'Ayna(Xoov 
InOLýCJCXTO anov5dq, 6q Tdlq n6XELq abTO T6q 'EXXqv(6oq d(PAOOVTOq 

OOTOv6pouq ROGLXeG)q, GCFTEPOV U nELGOC1q CYCLV 50VOPtV CKOVhV tEAVEVKC 

T6v n6XEpov, 6opcvoc, 6 'AVna(Xooq W&CITO. 

Having landed at Ephesos (c. 7.1)9 Agesilaos' immediate Persian 

contact was with Tissaphernes, the satrap or governor with 

headquarters at Sardis but private residential estates in Karia, across 

the river Maiandros to the south. Tissaphernes had been appointed to 

be supreme commander in Asia Minor (Xen. Hell. IIIJ. 3 and ii. 13), and to 

recover the King of Persiaos possessions in Asia Minor, following the 

end of Kyros' bid for the throne (see c. 6). The task of collecting 

tribute from Athens' Ionian cities had much earlier been assigned by 

the King to Tissaphernes (Thuc. VIII. 5; Xen. Hell. Li. 9), but they had 

revolted from him (Xen. Anabasis I. 1) and then in 401 had risen with 

Kyros against the King. They now remained independent, having called 

on Sparta, the late Kyros' former ally, for support against 

Tissaphernes (S. Hornblower (1983) P. 185). 

Perhaps Plutarch has exaggerated in giving fear as Tissaphernes' 

reason for making the treaty with Agesilaos, retailing the hostile Greek 

view of the eastern character (Herodotos IX. 122, Aristotle PoL 1327b, 

Hippokrates de Aer. 12,16,24, and Isokrates IV. 150-51). It appears 

from all the accounts that reports of the new Spartan expedition either 

had not come in time for Tissaphernes' preparations for defence to be 

completed, or were not acted upon until after its arrival. That 

Tissaphernes should immediately concede all that Sparta wanted - and 

without first consulting the King - seems unlikely. He is presented 

here with enhanced status of autonomy, perhaps to benefit that of 

Agesilaos. Xenophon reports Tissaphernes rather to have expected to 

obtain independence for the cities from the Kingp and to have violated 

his oath by asking him instead for reinforcements. However, if, as has 

been thought (D. H. Kelly (1975) pp. 25,80), Xenophon's digression on the 

Eleian War (Ilell. 111.2.21-31) has obscured the timing of the transfer of 
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command from Derkylidas to Agesilaos, Tissaphernes' consultations with 

the King were already in progress, having been started under his 

truce with Derkylidas. Since Derkylidas had undertaken to report the 

proposed settlement to Sparta, the dispatch of Agesilaos may have 

developed in part from this consultation, rather than only from 

Herodas' information. Agesilaos would have been bound by Derkylidas' 

truce, though he may have renewed or confirmed it. 

Plutarch has not mentioned Tissaphernes' secret request for help 

from the King, but he has connected the declaration of war with the 

increased strength now available to him. He does not say specifically 

that Tissaphernes anticipated the ending of the truce, though this may 

be implied by the omission of any reference to its expiry, but there is 

a suggestion that the declaration reverses the promise of autonomy for 

the cities. Any one of these features would involve the, perjury with 

whichý Tissaphernes is charged in Xenophon, but Plutarch's account 

seems to indicate a wish at this point to minimize it. No doubt 

Tissaphernes' report to the King would have asked for a decision about 

the cities' autonomy and at the same time for reinforcements9 if, he was 

to be required to refuse it, and'this may not have constituted a 

breach of the truce (H. D. Westlake (1981) p. 265). The arrival of 

reinforcements and the -declaration of war indicate that the King's 

rejection of the proposal had now reached Tissaphernes, and that 

would end the truce. 

That war should begin with a Persian aggressive initiative, even 

if it was perhaps only a bluff, is inconsistent with the propaganda of 

Agesilaos' visit to Aulis, which should rather have entailed Greek 

aggression, unless Agesilaos had in mind even then not a full-scale war 

on the Kingj but only the limited aim of liberating the Greek cities. 

The scale of the operation should be recognized at the start: it was 

not the full might of Persia that was immediately involved, any more 

than Agesilaos' force represented the full might of Greece. The King 
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had other affairs in his vast empire to attend to, including his especial 

pre-occupation with an independent Egypt (J. M. Cook 1962) pp. 137,140; 

D. M. Lewis (1977) pp. 141-2), which now had an alliance with Sparta 

(Diodoros XIV. 79.4). A border incident or a piratical raid would be 

nearer the truth from the Persian point of view: at any rate, one to be 

dealt with mainly by local resources. So far, the Spartan efforts 

under Thibron and his successorl Derkylidas, suffered from inadequate 

finance (H. D. Westlake (1981) p. 259) and had achieved no permanent 

results before Agesilaos arrived. Xenophon seems to indicate the 

reality, in reporting stalemate resulting in a truce (Hell. III. H. 18-20). 

Plutarch explains Agesilaos' delight with Tissaphernes' 

announcement, as if he had only now received an excuse for war. 

Xenophon uses the opportunity to bring out the contrast between 

Agesilaos' confidence in trusting the goodwill of the gods and the 

nervousness of the rest of the Spartans; Agesilaos receives the news 

(PCIL6P(ý To npoo6nQ (see below on q)=6N) and expresses his gratitude 

(OPLv) to Tissaphernes for putting the gods on the Greek side 

through his violation of his oath (Hell. III. iv. 119 Agesilaos 1.13). 

Plutarch has omitted the details which in Xenophon explain Agesilaos' 

reaction, and has recorded only the show of confidencel T6 EOOUIjOV 

(c. 2), subsequently providing his own, different, explanation for it. 

2 nP0060KCQ Y6P 4V PCYdXll TAC. CrrPOTECC(C; l K01 bEtVdV AYEtTO TOOq PtV 
GOV SEV0qX3VTL PUPCOW; AKELV tnt 06. \CXTTC)V, 6(76KLr, tP0UX4()TjGaV 00TOt 
TOGOUT& Lq PCX(JLXe(I VEVLKnK6TClqj OOTOD bt ACIKEbCILPOVC(JV 6PYOVTOq 

hYOUPtVWV Yjq Kal GaXdaanq pn6tv fpyov 6ELov PV4Pnq q)aVIVCIL npdq TOOq 
'E, \, \Tlvor,. 

The pessimism expressed after the interruption of the sacrifice at 

Aulis (c. 6) has been banished. Plutarch's explanation of Agesilaos' joy 

differs from the gratitude for Tissaphernes' alienation of the gods in 

Xenophon's account. He refers to Agesilaos' large expectations and to 

his thought of the danger that he might suffer from unfavourable 

comparison with Xenophon's success with the Ten Thousand. Here, 
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then, Plutarch portrays Agesilaos as again motivated by (PLJ\OTLP(O, as 

he displays a spirit of competitiveness, confidence, and optimism, 

despite having not long ago accepted a truce instead of taking the 

opportunity for immediate battle. Xenophon presents Agesilaos as a 

man who did not violate his oath, and valued the help and approval of 

the gods, -though this does not necessarily prove him a religious man, 

for in the context he is responding pragmatically as the resourceful 

general, first, to the threat of the declaration of war if he did not 

depart from -Asia and, next, to its immediate impactq the depressive 

effect on the Lakedalmonians, now beginning to think themselves an 

inferior force. Agesilaos, as presented by Xenophon, knew the means 

to restore the spirits of anxious troops, and considered the appeal to 

the favour of the gods to be an effective one, in the expectation that 

the men would believe that the gods were on their side, whether or 

not he believed this himself. Xenophon had made almost the same point 

in a speech to his men (Anabasis 111.2). 

The two portraits are, of course, not incompatible, but represent 

the divergent interests and approaches of the two authors at this 

point. On the one handq in Plutarcht we have the moral character of 

Agesilaos, and on the other hand, in Xenophon, we have his military 

character. Plutarch is interested in motivation, and therefore attempts 

to penetrate the secret thoughts in Agesilaos' mind, while Xenophon, as 

a more practical manýof action, is content here to record what is seen 

and heard. Xenophon's interest is in the qualities of a good general, 

especially in repairing deficiencies in his force (V. J. Gray (1979) p. 188). 

The vocabularies of the two authors correspond to this difference, for 

the subjective dwevo(; and ýYCtTO contrast with the objective cpcxt6pý) 

and tKeXCUGEV. With the first pairg Plutarch records Agesilaos' Inner, 

invisible, feelingsl and the record may be true, but- cannot be proved: 

the second pair, Xenophon's, was there for all to observel, but perhaps 

revealed nothing about the real inner feelings of the man, as opposed 
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to the outward, possibly cleverly feigned, appearance. It is especially 

significant for his methodology that Plutarch should have discarded, at 

a point like this, Xenophon's use of q)aL5p6(;, which "is favoured" [by 

Plutarch] "in such emotional scenes, but normally of the encouraging 

commanders" (C. B. R. Pelling (1988) p. 232). Plutarch's substitution of 

601'Evoq for Xenophon's q)CXL6P(Z confirms his present interest in the 

interpretation of Agesilaos' mind. 

Agesilaos' rhetorical comparison with Xenophon's Ten Thousand, 

which, is presented to the disadvantage of Xenophon, is understandably 

absent from Xenophon himself. It suits the rhetorical development of 

Agesilaos' argument wells buts as a motive for a military commander, it 

is inconsistent with the rational approach and the high value put on 

the lives of men attributed by Plutarch elsewhere to Agesilaos (cc. 16, 

17). It, may have been introduced here from the stock of exercises for 

students in the schools of rhetoric; or it may have occurred to 

Plutarch as he used Xenophon as a source. Its form is that of a 

compendious comparison: the scornful reference to the large number of 

troops available to Xenophon, TOO(; CYOV _ZCVO(P6VTL PuP(Ouq, omitting the 

quality of the leadership, is contrasted with a complimentary reference 

to his own powerful leadership, 00TOD 51 AOKEE)CILPOVC(A)V (5PYOVT04; 

ýYOUP&CJV YA1; Kal Oa, \daaTjr,, omitting the smaller number of his troops. 

Theý claims are exaggerated, especially, on the one hand, in the 

conventional, all-inclusive polar expresssion, Yft KaC Oa, \dacyTlq, like 

terra marique, for the extent of the Spartan hegemony, even after 

Sparta's defeat of Athens in 404, and, on the other hand, in 6061KLC, 

tOouXAOqaaY aOT01 TOCaUTdKLq RaGLXe0 VEVLKqKdTaq, for the achievements 

of the Ten Thousand. The exaggeration is in keeping with what 

Plutarch has already ý said of Agesilaos' character, and shows him to be 

light-hearted and cavalier in making favourable assessments of Greek 

superiority. over Persia at this time, andt of course, it represents an 

encouraging thought to give to the troops. In mainland Greece, Sparta 
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was soon to be challenged in the Corinthian War, and while Agesilaos 

had crossed the Aegean unopposed, the report (c. 6) of the building of 

a Persian fleet remained as a challenge still threatening for the future. 

Xenophon's anecdote about resourcefulness in the face of the 

Spartiates' depression can readily be imagined to have been taken from 

Agesilaos' own repertoire or his diarist's, but the suspicion arises here 

that he has not penetrated to the true elucidation of Agesilaos' 

strategy. It would appear that Xenophon's account of these events$ 

whatever his source, was designed to obscure the reality of Agesilaos' 

refusal of an immediate meeting with the enemy. His words led 

Plutarch to speak of Agesilaos' confident expectations. Plutarch was 

misled, perhaps because of the traditionalg hostile judgement of 

Tissaphernes, and perhaps by a desire to moralize on his contempt for 

the gods. Nevertheless, Agesilaos was in Asia Minor for action, and his 

avoidance of it here needs explanation. If Plutarch had wished to 

excuse Agesilaos' postponement of action immediately on arrival, he 

could have credited him with discretion in not rushing into battle too 

soon, and with discounting the advantage of surprise. Similarly now, 

it would appear unwise for Agesilaos to have attacked the enemy, now 

more fully prepared, on unfavourable ground. Plutarch's discussion of 

a grand achievement is therefore appropriate as an explanation of 

Agesilaos' confidence in the face of the declaration of wars and the 

campaign in Phrygia, which he in fact chooses, also meets the 

requirement of wise and circumspect action which will damage the 

enemy, 

In Xenophon, by contrast, the perceived requirement was for 

action against Tissaphernes, manifesting confidence in the support of 

the gods: yet Agesilaos does not choose to meet him. This is all the 

more surprising, since at Agesilaos 1.10-12 Xenophon claims it as an 

achievement that Agesilaos has shown Tissaphernes to be a perjurer, 

not to be trusted, and has claimed it as a deliberate ployq nP(STrI 
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nPdiE L r,. Here is an early use of the terminology of the stratagem 

(Aristotle NE 1.1.4: ndua no, \EPLKA npdUr, ejn6 TAV CYTPCITIIYLKAV Te)(VIIV; 

E. L. Wheeler (1988) p. 2), but Agesilaos could not have foreseen the 

outcome, and at Hell. III. iv. 5 the initiative for the truce was 

Tissaphernes'. Plutarch was perhaps wise to ignore the ploy here, 

though he clearly recognized this quality in Agesilaos' generalship. 

3 cOOO(; o8v (5puv6pevo(; dn6TIO 6LKOCQI TAv Ttcyawepvouc, tntOPK(OV, 
InUCLEev c5r, tnt Kap(av npodEG)v. tKEE U TAV 60VCIPLY TOO POP06POU 
0UVQ0POCGaVTOqj 6POq Etq O)PUY(aV lVtPOAC. 

Plutarch has not used the word "perjury"l until nowl and he does 

not explain it at this point. There is an oxymoronic element in 6n6T1U 

E)LKaCQi, "meeting Tissaphernes' perjury with a justifiable deception". 

Deception was acceptable as a virtue in a general, once war was being 

waged (cf. below and Xen. Agesilaos 1.17). Indeed it was one of the 

chief qualifications for success (E. L. Wheeler (1988) pp. 25-49) from 

Homer on, employed even by Zeus: 

ýft U Ot KCIT6 OUP6V 6PCGTn q)a(VCTO DOUXA, 
ntPtPaL tn' 'ATPCC6U *AyaptPVOVL O6XOV OVELPOV 

(Iliad 11.5-6). 

In contrast Tissaphernes' deception was unacceptablef regarded as 

perpetrated before the war had started, and, of course, while 

Tissaphernes had bound himself to the treaty by oathl Agesilaos had 

not sworn to go to Karia. In Xenophon's Hellenika, however, the first 

mention of deception is Agesilaos' fear that he may be deceived by 

Tissaphernes (tEonaTdOOOL III. iv. 5), as he immediately is, but Agesilaos, 

surpassing of Tissaphernest as it were in his own specialism (cf. 

Anabasis 11.5), deception, was given prominence at Agesilaos 1.17 (nat6a 

6nibctEE T6v TLGGO(PePVTIV Tt dn6TO). At Hellenik-a III. iv. 11-12 Xenophon 

does not mention deception as part of Agesilaos' plan, which involved 

arranging not only for supplies to be available in the south, but also 

for troops, significantly from the northq to meet him at Ephesos, 
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though he did not wait for them thereq and they eventually met him on 

the march, after he had set out towards Phrygia. When he gives 

Tissaphernes' grounds for expecting Karia to be invaded, Xenophon 

does not mention the announcement of Agesilaos' intentions, but 

records his two independent considerations, that Karian terrain was 

unsuited to cavalryt and that his own residence was there. lie 

decided, thereforeq that an invasion of Karia would be attractive to an 

army, like Agesilaos', deficient in cavalryq and would offer Agesilaos a 

chance of revenge for the deception over the truce. Only when he 

found that the enemy forces had been deployed there, did Agesilaos 

turn in the opposite direction (TdVaVTCO 6noaTptwq at Hell. III. iv. 12; 

6VTtaTPtwa(; at Agesilaos 1.16). Furthermore, Xenophon's reference to 

deception by Agesilaos comes only after the reduction of cities and the 

capture*of booty - and only in Agesilaos. It is there, along with a 

reference to Agesilaos' generous treatment of his friends during the 

campaign, as proof of sound generalship once war had been declared, 

but deception is not said to have been in the original plan. At the 

start of the second campaignp when Xenophon attributes to 

Tissaphernes the thought (Hell. III. iv. 21) that Agesilaos was wanting to 

deceive him again, and so indicates that he was misled before, too, it 

was not specifically by a trick that he was misled. These references 

to deception may have suggested to Plutarch a satisfying dramatic 

effect, which is important for his analysis of Agesilaos' character as a 

man able to exploit a situation to his own advantage. However, 

whether this deception by Agesilaos was deliberate and planned is open 

to doubt. Nepos makes Tissaphernes himself responsible for the wrong 

forecast of Agesilaos' intentionsl and although his authority itself 

carries insufficient weight, his insight is here clearly compatible with 

Xenophon's account (Agesilaus 3). The stress on Agesilaos' intention to 

deceive seems to be Plutarch's. 
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4 Kat n6*\Etl; PtV ErXC OUYVdq KQ1 YPnPdTG)V dqG&G)v tKUPCEUGCVp 
tntE)ELKVCJPCVO(; TOrC, QC, \OL4; 45TL T6 PtV CrIELCF(3PCVOV 65LKEtV TOV OEOV 
1CFTL KCITC(TPOVCCVP tV 59 To napaXoy(CECOOL TOOq noXEp(ouq oO p6VOV T6 
5(KOLOVI 6AXd1 Kat 56&a nOXXA Kal T6 PEG' ý50VAq KEP6a(VELV EVEOTt. 

The cities taken are not named or defined in importance, but they 

were evidently rich. Plutarch has given fewer details even than 

Xenophon, but has mentioned the main achievement of the campaign, 

the rich booty. He was more interested in drawing his moralizing 

conclusion that Agesilaos' piety and generalship were rewarded. 

Plutarch always seems wholehearted in his approval of Agesilaos as a 

soldier. 

This sentence Is clearly inspired by Xenophon's Agesilaos 1.17, 

where Agesilaos' generalship is praised first:, CrTPOTIIYLK(3V 013V Kot TOOTO 

166KEL btanpdEOGOOL, and praise for the treatment of friends follows in 

a separate sentence: (PPOV(PGK U Kat TOOC CPCXOUq tVTOOOCI f6oEc 

n, \OUT(aC1L. Xenophon's eulogizing becomes Plutarch's moralizing. The 

friends are made the recipients of guidance in both areas, and the 

guidance is exclusively moral. The two areasq however, are still quite 

distinct and the friends accordingly may be seen as two distinct 

groups. The moral about violation of a treaty is especially relevant to 

the Greeks and Persians in the cities of Ionia, while the qualities 

Agesilaos had displayed as a successful general provide an example for 

the TPLdKOVTO, the Spartiate advisers, to follow. At c. 7, npdl; TOOC, 

(PC, \Ouq and at c. 6, tnLOUWOV ... OOTJOýGaL TOrC, (P(, \OL4;, refer to friends 

in Asia Minor, but IJE: Tel TOV (P(Xciv at c. 12 refers to the advisers: both 

senses are available. Chiefly, of course, the biographer's moralizing is 

intended for the reader, but, in Homeric fashion, it is presented within 

the literary context. 

Plutarch now reveals more clearly his view of the nature of a 

general's use of deception. The verb used heret nopaXoyCCEGOOL, 

presents difficulties if it is taken as "cheat" or "reason falsely". 

Thucydides' similar phrase, TOO 51 noXtIJOU T6v napdXoyov (1.78), 
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suggests "exploit the element of the unexpected". In this context, 

therefore, for Plutarchq deception by Agesilaos involves exploiting the 

element of surprise, as he explains to Nectanabis at c. 38: at y(3p 6n(5TC)t 

T6 nopd6o&ov tn6yoUGL. Agesilaos simply did not do what Tissaphernes 

had indicated that he expected him to do. 

5 TOt4; 5e InncCJGLV IXCITTG)OEtq KQI TOV tEp(Zv dX60G)v WVtVTG)Vq 

&vo)((jpAcra(; etq "E(pecov (nnLK6V CFUVAYC, TOC4; eCin6potq npoetn(Sv, cl pý 
POOXOVTCIL CFTPCITCOECOaL, napaGYEtV fKaGTOV rnnov dvO9 tOUTOO KCIt dVbPO. 

Xenophon neatly avoids mentioning this defeat in Agesilaos by 

using the phrase 0061 IV T4 4)PUYCQI MOVoTO CYTPCITCOEGE)aL 6Ld TAV 

4)apvao6Cou inne(ov, and for it Plutarch has therefore returned to the 

narrative of events in Hellenika, but he hýs enhanced its importance 

by omitting other details of the engagement, which in Xenophon 

involves only Agesilaos' scouts and an equal number of Persians (Hell. 

III. tv. 13). 

Plutarch, like Xenophon, who has (5#\000 YCYVCTaL TdI (Epd (Hell. 

III. iv. 15), is interested in recording omens and signs. He implies that 

Agesilaos took serious note of them here, but he gives no overt clue to 

his own attitude, as he did after the episode at Aulis (c. 6). The Xoo6r, 

is frequently the lobe of the liver which was an important part of the 

sacrificial animal for the purpose of divination. In Homers in the 

similar case of sacrifice, only perfect specimens were selected as 

victims: animals "ought to be without blemish" (OCD s. v. Sacrifice). 

Though this refers evidently to outward perfection, it is clear that 

missing parts of the victim would vitiate a sacrifice. Since extispicy 

involved the interpretation of colour, size, shapes and markings of vital 

organs, total absence of inner parts, besides precluding observation, 

would also be unfavourably interpreted. 

Agesilaos clearly needed to call on wealthy men for the supply of 

cavalry, as was regular practice, but herej apparently knowing their 

reluctance and unsuitability, he used their wealth and influence to find 
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and equip more efficient substitutes; but most important of all, 

perhaps, he enforced prompt action by the threat of personal service 

if the substitute was not provided. The age of these wealthy people 

would also have to be taken into account, but the surface meaning of 

the edict suggests the threat of conscription at any age, though in the 

end Agesilaos seems clearly to have wanted to avoid having men who 

may not have been the most physically fit, one of the reasons to wish 

personally, "to avoid military service". Certainly unwilling campaigners 

would not have added to the efficiency of Agesilaos' force, but if the 

horse has been provided, the rider may be drawn from the less 

wealthy citizens, and finding , the recruit is part of the price of 

exemption to be paid by the rich man. 

6 KOI CFUVtPCXLVE Tý) *AVnCLX6Q TayO naXXoO(; KOC nOXEPLK004; IYELV 
tnnctq dVTl 6etX(3v 6nXLTC)V. CZPLOOOOVTO Ydp Of PA POUX6PEVOL 
CrrPCITCOEGOaL TOOq PouXopevouq aTPOlTEdEOGCIL, Of U PA PouX6pEVOL 
(nnEdELV TObq POUXOPiVOUq tnnedetv. ] 

The verb tPLOO00VTO is not used at this point of the rich men by 

Xenophon, who has 6CYTLr, nape)(OLTo rnnov Kcil 6nka KCIC 15VE)PO 66KLPOV. 

By choosing it, Plutarch shows that in his opinion they "were hiring" 

(Imperfect tense) mercenaries for Agesilaos. However, both Xenophon 

and Plutarch have made it clear that Agesilaos was at this point 

raising cavalry, but Plutarch - or someone else - has added that he 

obtained them &VT1 6etx0v 6nXLT8V. There is confusion here, for the 

choice is not between cavalry and infantry, since the perceived need 

was for cavalry alone. Agesilaos was of course neither recruiting 

infantry nor transforming existing infantry into cavalry, a 

transformation which would be neither quick nor simple - worthless 

hoplites are not likely to become warlike horsemen very readily. The 

phrase 6VTE BetWv 6n, \LTOV must therefore be considered dubious. It 

is clearly a contrived antithesis with no, \epLKOOq innetq, which perhaps 

originated as a result of taking dnoOavotJjjr;, vov rather than CTIT061 to be 

qualified by npoWpo,; in Xenophon, who makes it clear, at Hell. III. iv. 15 
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and Agesilaos 1.24, that the rich man eagerly finds a substitute for 

himself who will risk his life, serving presumably as a mercenary with 

equipment supplied by the beneficiary, not by Agesilaos. Plutarch has 

not made explicit the distinction between willing and unwilling service, 

and it is not stated in the following sentence, iPLOE)OOVTO ... fnnE0ELV, 

although it was worth stating. Here, another distinction is made, 

between CrTPQTEdEG0aL and tnnc6cLv, as if the rich man would have made 

a feeble infantryman, and could avoid serving personally by 

contributing a willing cavalryman. There seems to be too limited an 

understanding on the part of Plutarch of the word OTPaTEOCCOOL In 

Xenophon (Hell. III. iv. 15; Agesilaos 1.24), as meaning "serving as 

infantryman" rather than "taking part in the campaign", and, 

accordingly, the sentence 'tPLGOODVTO ... 
(nnEdeLv was deleted by 

Sintenis (Teubner (1873-5)). Criticism may also be made on stylistic 

grounds of the clumsy sentence and clumsy thinking. In Apophtheg. 

Lakon. 12 (Afor. 209b) the sentence is wanting, which may suggest that 

it was not Plutarch's, but all these objections would be-met by omitting 

6VTt BELXOv 6nXLTOv and reading only: 

Kal ouvePaLVE T(Z 'AynGLXd(, J TOYO noXXoOq KOC noXEPLKOOq f)(ELV J 
(nnetq. tJJtGE)ODVTO YdP Of Pý POUXdPCVOL CrrPoTEJEO0OL TOOq DOUXOpIVour 

OTPOTEOECIOM 

or better, with Cobet: 

Kat OUVIDaLVE TO 'AYTICFL, \6Q TaYO no, \XoOq Kat noXEPLK00(; 9YELV 
(nnctq. 1PLG900VT0 YOP 0C PA DOUX6PCVOL CFTPCITEOEGOOL TOOq POUXOPeVOUq 
(nnedELV. 

If Plutarch wrote'this, the point, he is making is that the substitutes 

were improving themselves socially, financially, and In service 

conditions, while the rich, giving the correct meaning to aTPOTCOECYOCIL, 

avoided going on the campaign. This sentence also offers some 

explanation of noXEPLK00rj which is helpful. There are two Homeric 

parallels in which the words KOK61; and 6EL, \64; may have suggested to 

the writer the phrase 6VTC 6CLX0v 6n, \LTO&V: 
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yv(Lcr, o EmLO' 6q 0' Ayep6vG)v KCXK6q 6q Tt VU Xa0V 
h5s 6(; K' ICE)X6(; ElOaL (Iliad H. 365-6), 

and 9VO1 6 TE 5ELX6q 6VAP 6q T1 6XKLPOq I&E(po&On 
(Iliad XIII. 278). 

Perhaps 6VTE 6ELX0V 6n, \LTOV glossed Plutarch's noXcPLKOO(; (nnerr, It 

may have been Plutarch himself who misunderstood Xenophon in this 

way: or it may be a gloss on what Plutarch wrote. Again, the text may 

combine glosses, explaining noJ\cpLKOOr, (nneEq with 6VT1 6EL, \6v 6n, \LTOV 

and then explaining that with the following sentence. Cobet's reading 

gives the required sense. 

7 Wt Y(5P T43Y 'Ayop1pvova nOLfiGOL KaXO(;, 6TL 04XCLCXV rnnov dyaeAv 
XOPG)V KaK6V 6V5PQ KOI nXOOCLOV 6nAXXQ&C Týq aTPQTECOq. 

The thought is not recorded by Xenophon. An example is drawn 

from literature to support an argument - Plutarch's argument, for 

Xenophon credits Agesilaos only with the efficient means (OUVT(5pWq 

nPdITTEGOaL) of raising cavalrymen of approved ability (&bPa 56KLPOV). 

It is consistent with the interpretation of the text offered above that 

Plutarch had the parallel of Agamemnon again in mind, over the raising 

of cavalry and the unserviceable rich man freed from undertaking the 

expedition: 

TAV 'AyaptpVOVL 53KO 'AyYLGL615nq 'Ey1ncoXoq 

545p', No pA ot EnotOl W 'Wov hvEp6cocay 
(Iliad XXIII. 296). 

8 Inct be KC. \EdCFCIVTOq OOTOD TOOq atypaX(STOUq 6nO5OOVTEq tnfnpaaKOV 
ot XotcpuponO, \cxt. 

There is another anecdote about separating naked prisoners and 

their clothes, in which the general offers to his allies the choice of 

taking the one or the other as their share of the booty. The allies 

take the clothing, being the more valuable at first sight, but the 

slaves are sold more profitably later. Here the sale and the display of 

effeminate bodies are combined into a single event intended to 

strengthen the morale of Agesilaos' troops. At this point, Xenophon 

records how Agesilaos benefits his friends by allowing them to take 

ID 
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goods without paying until they have received a higher price later in 

a better market, and making sure that they are told where plunder is 

available. The one author commendS T6 (PLXdv0p(jnov, the other, T6 

511[JOTLK6v and T6 ýYEWOVLK&. 

06TOL piv, cZncv, otq p6YEGOE, TCIGTOI 61 OnIp bv p6yEGGE. 

As in the other version of the anecdote, the clothes are regarded 

as the more valuable rewards. Here the low value of the men is not, 

for Agesilaos' purpose, in their saleability, but in their fighting 

qualities. The vendors of booty may not have obtained the best price 

for the slaves, in the circumstances of the sale imposed by Agesilaos. 

Plutarch frequently ends an anecdote with direct speech. Here 

IXap6Tqq has been displayed by Agesilaos (c. 2). 

On the proposed Karian expeditiong see Endnote 2. 
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CHAPTER 10 

The campaign against Tissaphernes 

At the centre of this chapter are the succession of Tithraustes and the 

execution of Tissaphernes. On either side are two campaignst one to 

Lydia, which includes the Battle of Sardis, and one to Phrygiat which 

is continued in the following chapters. The account of the second of 

these campaigns begins with the appointment of Agesilaos as commander 

of both land and sea forces. 

1 KaLPOO 61 6VTO(; abOL(; tppClo\CTV EIr, TAv no, \clj(ov, npoeCncv ctr, 
Au5(av dn6ECLV, OOKtTt WEU66PEVOq IVTC100a T6v Ttoomepvnv- 6XV tKCtVOr, 
IOUT6V IETjn6TTjCFC, 6td TAV EpnpraGev dn6Tll'V 6nLGT0V To 'AyllGL*\6Q, Kat 
VCJV YOOV COT& dtpFOOCIL Tfiq KopCaq vop(CG)v, o5aTjq 6ua(nnou, noo\O T45 
tnnLKO XELn6pevov. 

The first campaign, in Lydiaq is given in a straightforward 

narrative and bears some resemblance to the campaign of 396t as 

regards deception and plundering activity. Plutarch presents a second 

deception of Tissaphernes, this time by his own misjudgement of 

Agesilaos' plans. In Xenophon's accounts, too, at HeIL III. iv. 21 and 

Agesilaos 1.29, Tissaphernes attributes to Agesilaos an intention to 

deceive him again, which leads him to defend Karia as before. 

Plutarch's phrases, OOKiTL q; eu66pevo(; and btel TAV fpnpooftv dndTTIV, 

here clearly imply Agesilaos' previous deception. The strategic 

considerations given by Xenophon that led Tissaphernes to his decision 

to defend Karia in 396, but ignored then by Plutarch, are now 

introduced here. There, Tissaphernes was2 of course, being made to 

respond only to Agesilaos' deceptive announcement: here, he deceives 

himself by his own reasoning. The argument was more relevant before 

the cavalry Agesilaos had started with had been augmented at Ephesos, 

but the Persian advantage in cavalry was not greatly affected, as 

indicated below, and by Xenophon: 

TOOI; PIV 5ý tnntaq lUEaVTO ot ntPCFaL Well. III. iv. 24). 

However, it is again to the north that Agesilaos wentp though for other 
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reasons, which Plutarch does not mention: to prepare his troops 

physically and mentally for the fighting. It seems that because the 

source, Xenophon, was not considered to have given a satisfactory 

explanation for Agesilaos' decision and subsequent movement to the 

north, delaying the positive business of the mission, Plutarch has 

provided an explanation derived from Tissaphernes' own thoughts, 

including the double deception. 

2 Inct 51, (5q npoernEv, 6 'AVnaCAaoq AKEV Ctq T6 nept EdpbELq nC6(OV9 
hVGVK6CCTO KaT45 anou5Av IKEtOEV Oa RonOcCv 6 TLOOO(P1PVnq6 KOC Tb NnQ 
6LEEeXa6vcav 5LtQOCLpe noXXOOq TOV ? KT6KTWq T6 ne6Cov nopOOOVTOV. 

Plutarch has represented Xenophon's location, though he has not 

used either of Xenophon's less precise phrases, the first, tnt Tdl 

Kp6TLOTO TJr, Wpoq, expressing Agesilaos' announced destinationg the 

second, Clq TdV EOP&OV& T6nov, used when he invaded (Hell. 111.20 and 

21). At Agesilaos 1.33, it was only after the battle that Agesilaos ýycv 

Int r-6p5ELq9 plundering the area around the city. Plutarch has 

assumed that Tissaphernes was with the army in Karia, and has made it 

clear that the Persian cavalry now arrived in advance of the Persian 

infantry, still able to exploit its advantage, even over Agesilaos' 

enlarged squadrons. The compound verb's prefix, &6-1 perhaps 

suggests a ride over the plain before reaching and attacking Agesilaos' 

plunderers, described by Xenophon as scattered e1r, dpnoyAv over the 

area (Hell. III. iv 22). It was for the purpose of plunder, and for the 

physical and mental preparation of the troops for combat, that this 

area was chosen by Agesilaos, according to Xenophon. No indication is 

given of further objectives. 

3 1vvoAaaq o3v 6 'AyT1aCXaoq; 15TL TOCr, no, \EpCOLC, o6nca ndpECFTL T6 
nEC6v, ObT45 R Týq 6UV6PEIDq o651v 6neaTLV, fancuaE 6tayG)vCaoaOat. KOt 
TOtq PtV (nncOaLV 6VOPCEOq T6 neXTOGTLK6v, tt\QOVCLV tKtJ\EUGCV (Sq 
T6YLGTC1 KOC npoaO6M\ELV TOCI; 1VOVT(O0;, CXOT64; 61 EOOOq TOOr, 6nXCTOC, 
tnýVE. 

In Plutarch's brief account the Battle of Sardis was fought by 

Agesilaos, as Xenophon says, in order to take advantage of the 
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opportunity presented unexpectedly by the division of the enemy 

cavalry from the infantry, whereas Diodoros describes a premeditated 

engagement involving an ambush (XIV. 80.2). Plutarch is not concerned 

with details of the fighting, and the episode is therefore treated here 

separately (see Endnote 3). He is concerned with Agesilaos' 

generalship and the final result of the incident, and concentrates on 

the successful management of the Greek forces. His use of the aorist 

participle seems to imply an act of thought at a lookout position on 

higher ground. Xenophon has four verbs of perception in the passage, 

the visual KaTLE)6VTEr, and (5q CZ50V of the Persians, when they sighted 

the Greek marauders on the plain and the arrival of their relief forcet 

and, of Agesilaos, ata06Pcvoq and YLYVCSCYKG)Vt denoting less visual 

perception, perhaps the receipt of reports of the killing of those 

marauders and the absence of Persian infantry. Plutarch uses direct 

narrative, AVaYK6CETO, BL&POELPCp for the Persian movements, retaining 

only Agesilaos' mental perception of the absence of the Persian 

infantry, which determined his next action. Whereas Xenophon has 

presented both leaders' responses to perceptions, Plutarch has 

highlighted only Agesilaos' more inspired act of military analysis. 

Clearly the wish to take advantage of the absence of Persian infantry 

was soundo but in this case a victory could hardly be decisive, and 

therefore 5L01YG)VCGaGE)aL, "decide a contest", may be too strong a word. 

The well-known tombstone of Flavinus, standard bearer in the ala 

Petriana, now in Hexham Abbey (I. A. Richmond (1951) p. 72; cf. p. 198), 

apparently showing an infantryman attacking a cavalryman from below, 

suggests that a force that is wholly cavalry is vulnerable to 

determined infantry opposition, as at Xen. Hell. IVAR. 5, where the 

Thessalians turned back, VOIJ(GCIVTEr, OOK tV KaXQ EZVoL np6r, T01% 

6nXCTOq (nnopayctv, and even more so to a mixed force such as this 

(J. K. Anderson (1974) p. 51). If this phrase represents Plutarch's 

conflation of Xenophon's detailed acount of the separate engagement of 
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units, TýV Cpd, \Qyya, TdI 6eKCI d(P9 ýOTJC,, TOCq neXTOCFTaCr,, TOrC, (nnEOOtv and 

naVT6q TOO aTPOITC0P0TO(;, then it should not be taken as evidence of 

innovatory tactics. The hoplites would no doubt occupy ground won 

by the mixed force, and deal with wounded and unhorsed cavalrymen 

left behind. 

4 yEVOPiVII(; 61 TponAC, TOV POPPdPG)V, inaKOXOU()6CFCIVTEq Ot 'E, \XilvE(; 
UOPOV T6 CYTPCXT6nEbOV Kat noXXoOq &vetXov. 

The capture of a camp is a feature common to all the accounts of 

the "Battle of Sardis", but there is no evidence to show where this 

camp was, or whether it was a temporary base or a permanent part of 

the defences of Sardis. Plutarch, like Xenophon, gives the impression 

that Agesilaos won a great victory. 

5 IK TOOTTIC, Tfir, pdyTl(; OL) p6vov OnWev COTO% 45YCLV KCIC (PtPELV 
65EOq TAV 0Q(7LXeG)q Y(SPCIV, 6XX(N KCIC 6CKnV tnL6Etv TLC7G0(PePVnV 6L66VTO, 

POYOnP6V &6pa KCIt TO YtVCL T(ZV *EXXAv(av 6ncYUCJTCITOV. 

The interference experienced up to this point by Agesilaos had 

been from Persian cavalry, and this would continue to be the main 

source of danger to plunderers. Consequently even the modest 

success achieved in this engagement had significant value for the 

limited activities that Agesilaos was immediately engaged in now. A 

direct assault on the city of Sardis would be very differentl for the 

massive hills east and west would provide impregnable refuge for 

long-term defenders. 

The Oxyrhynchos Historian (XII) records three days of plundering 

around Sardis, followed by a march through the mountains that divided 

Lydia and Phrygia, to the plain of the River Maiandros, the further 

march intended being abandoned because of unfavourable sacrifices (cf. 

Diod. XIV. 80.5). A glance at a map suggests that Agesilaos may 

possibly have been exploring a route through Karia to the Persian fleet 

base in the south, turning back on finding the difficulties too great. 

Anderson (1974) p. 28, notes: "By conquering Caria, Agesilaos would 
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have deprived the Persian fleet of a base for the invasion of the 

Aegean", but he does not make the link on p. 53. The Spartan naval 

base at Rhodes was now in the hands of Konon (Diodoros XIV. 79.4-7; 

Hellenika Oxyrhvnchia X. 1), and the appointment of Agesilaos as naval 

commander may indicate a long-term plan for operations south of the 

Maiandros. Until the new Spartan fleet was ready, operations would 

continue in the north. (Cf. Diodoros XIV. 79.3; Xen. HeA III. iv. 29. ) 

That Xenophon has omitted this march indicates his selective method, 

or that of his source, and it has been suggested that the reason for 

the omission was the lack of positive results from the march, which he 

may have wished to obscure (J. K. Anderson (1974) p. 53). Nevertheless, 

both Plutarch and Xenophon attach great importance to the results of 

the victory at Sardis, linking it with the punishment of Tissaphernes 

by the King. For Plutarch it is a proper payment for his deception of 

Agesilaos and his hostility towards the Greeks of Asia Minor, which has 

earned him condemnation as 1JOYO11P6v 6v5PO, following Xenophon's claim 

at Agesilaos 1.10-12 that it was Agesilaos' nP(STn np(3Etr, to have revealed 

him as ZnCOPKov. This description may be based also on the seizure by 

Tissaphernes of the Greek generals of the Ten Thousand (Xen. Anabasis 

11-5) and his prolonged efforts to recover the Ionian cities, rather than 

of a maliciously prejudiced tradition" (H. D. Westlake (1981) p. 277): he may 

have suffered by contrast with Xenophon's more generous portraits of 

Kyros and Pharnabazos. 

6 gneptpe y6p EMG)q 6 PaGLXcOq TtOpodaTnv In' GOT6v, 8q IKE(VOU P& 
TýV KECPCIXAV dneTEPE, T6V 5' 'Ayna(, \aov ýEiou E)LCI#\U(76PEVOV dnonXErv 

OrKC15ES Kal YP4PaTa 6L6OOq OOTO npocenep4jEv. 76 61 TAq PIV E(PAVnq 
Nn T4v n6Xtv EZVat KUPCCIV, C16T6q bt nXOUT(C(JV TOOq (YTPOTt(STaq 45COOOL 

paXXov A nXOUTOV OOT6q* KOC 6XXG)q VC PIVTOL vop(Cetv 'EXXnVOq KOX6V 06 
6(5pa Xapo6veLvi 6XX(5 X6(pupa nop(5 TOv noXEpfcav. 

The severe penalty for Tissaphernes' apparently minor defeat is 

here - not thought inappropriate in the Persian monarchy. The timing, 

however, is confused, for if the execution was a punishment for the 

defeat, it cannot have been carried out immediately, as Xenophon 
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implies (HeIL III. iv. 25) and as Plutarch's EOOI(jq suggests, and at 

Agesilaos 1.33-4 Xenophon indicates an interval before the execution. 

The King, however, may have held him responsible for the larger 

failure to stop the Spartan intervention in Asia Minor (II. D. Westlake 

(1981) p. 270), and according to Diodorosq Kyros' mother, Parysatis, had 

now persuaded the King to avenge her son's death, for which she 

blamed his long-standing rival (Diodoros XIV. 80.6). Plans for the 

succession of Tithraustes have been assumed to have been already 

made, perhaps at the further instigation of Pharnabazos, to whose 

satrapy Agesilaos' marauders had earlier been diverted (H. D. Westlake 

(1981) p. 272), but if the King had approved the reinforcements that 

Tissaphernes had received, the plans may have been contingent upon 

the military outcome. Information about decisions of the King's 

advisers is not readily available. The interval will have been occupied 

by Agesilaos in the further operations mentioned above. 

The victory is enhanced by the suggested modification of the 

King's earlier decision refusing any negotiation on autonomy which had 

presumably been communicated to Tissaphernes before he declared war 

(c. 9; Xen. Hell. 111.4.11). 6LOXU06PEVOV is not in Xenophon, but even he 

allows that the victory in the battle of Sardis had not been decisive 

for the major issue of the status of the Greek cities in Asia Minor, and 

had no influence on the King's terms. In Hellenika, the offer of money 

is separated by Agesilaos' refusal of it from Tithraustes' demand for 

the recognition of the King's right to tributel and the money is given 

to encourage him to transfer his activity to Pharnabazos' satrapy. 

Money and booty were no doubt now among Agesilaos' prime objectivest 

and Plutarch draws a moral from his refusal of this offerg illustrating 

the Spartans' lack of interest in private wealth, and the Greeks' 

preference for booty rather than gifts, which presumably stems frorn 

the imposition of termst to which the seizure by force was not subject- 

Money from the same people had, however, been acceptable to the 
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Spartans of the fifth century, both in peacetime and as allies in war. 

8 6POC, 69 T(Z TtE)PaOGTU Yap(CECOaL POUX6PCVOqj 6TL T6V KOLV6V IYOP6V 
'EXX4vov ITETLP(SPnTo TLCrCrQýOIPVnV, PET4YaYCV Ctq 4)PUYCOV T6 CFTPdTCUPCII 
X006V I(P66Lov nap' GOTOO TpL6KOVTa T6XOVTa. 

Plutarch continues to enhance the results of the battle. The 

phrase KOLVdV ty0p& seems to replace Xenophon's KOC tY6 TOV 06V 

EYOPOV TETLPdPTIPCIL (Hefl. III. iv. 26), which links Agesilaos and 

Tithraustes against both Tissaphernes and Pharnabazos, in a different 

sense of common foe. Agesilaos would wish, perhaps in the light of 

Spithridates' intelligence, to exploit the rivalry between the King's 

servants. He was also ready to move on to Pharnabazos' province, 

where Spithridates' local knowledge would be useful, having already 

completed the plundering of the Sardis area. Agesilaos here accepts 

the second offer of money on different terms, money for provisions on 

his journeyl associated with Tithraustes' request for a favour, to which 

he can respond with dignity. 

9 KCIt KC109 656v i3v CYKUTdXIIV UYETOIL noPCI T& orKOL TEXOV KCXEOOUGQV 
GOT& 6pyEtv 6PO Kal TOO VaUTLKOO. 

This device has been described as a simple code using a 

dispatch-roll wound round a standard staff so that what was written 

across the joins could now be read (Lys. 19; Apollonius of Rhodes in 

Athenaeus 451d). If it is not a reference to the message itself rather 

than the material it was written on, there seems to be a better 

explanation of the security value, if it consisted of a stick whose 

broken end matches that of its pair already in the possession of the 

recipientq who may have brought several with him from home. 

Otherwise, it may have been notched as an aide m6moire for an oral 

message (S. West (1988) pp. 42-7). 

The unified command by land and sea perhaps indicates that 

Sparta had realized that decisive action in the circumstances could not 

be expected on land alone. However, it was clearly necessary to have 
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an admiral appointed for the fleet separately, but since he was to be 

under Agesilaos' supreme command, he would be carrying out the 

single policy. The instruction in Xenophon is "to exercise command 

and appoint an admiral": 

6P)(CLV Kal TOO VGUTLKOG 6n(jq YLYV(SOKOL KCIC KaTOOT40000at 
V06aPYOV 6VTtVa GOT6q POOXOLTO (Hell. III. iv. 27). 

TOOTO p6vq) nCiVTG)V OnýpEev 'AyTIGL, \dQ. 10 Kal PeYLCFTO(; JJ& ýV 
6POXOYOUPtV(Jq KCII TOV T6TE C(SVT(A)V tnLq)CIVICrTQTOC,, 6C, ErpllKt nOU KOI 
Oe6nopnor, 

Theopompos is quoted for reports of both favourable and 

unfavourable comments on Agesilaos (cc-31,32,33). Plutarch has, 

perhaps, improved on, but not quotedl Xenophon's assessment of 

Agesilaos at Agesilaos 1.36, which is linked with the expectation of a 

campaign of conquest, prevented by the order to return home. 

11 T6TE U TOO VOUTLKOO KCITCICIT4CFClq 45PYOVTo nacrav6pov 6PaPTEtV 
E50EEV9 6Tt npeOPUTePG)V Kat (PPOVLPCJTep(jv nop6VT(JV 00 CYKEWdPEVOq T6 TJq 
naTP(60(;, dMO TAV OtKEL6TT)Ta TLPA OV KOII Tb YUVaLKC YOPLCdpEV04;, fiq 
66EXcp6q ýv 6 necaav6poq, IKECvQ nopt&)KE TýV VOUaPYCOV. 

The appointment of a relative had the advantages of a known 

character, a socially acceptable background and the expectation of 

freedom from rivalry or treachery. Xenophon mentions that a united 

command gives strength and efficiency - and reports the building of 

triremes (Hell III. iv. 27). Peisander is reported by Diodoros (XIV. 83) to 

have died fighting bravely in the battle of Knidos and the criticism of 

the appointment seems unjust. Xenophon comments with a mixture of 

compliment and mild criticism: 

ne(oav6pov U T13V Tý4; YUVCILK6q 66EMP6V VOd0PYOV KOTe(MICE0 
(PLX6TLPOV PtV KOC tPPWPtVOV TAV tvuy4v, dnetp6TEPOY U TOO 
naPOaKEUdCCGOQL (5(; 5Et (Hell. III. iv. 29). 

This is not the only case of the appointment of a relative. There is 

another, highly successful, related nominee, Teleutlas, at c. 21. Plutarch 

follows Xenophon but adds the interpretation of Agesilaos' mind, taking 

the opportunity to repeat the strong sense of family already mentioned 

at c. 4. Nevertheless, the comment on the disregard of the interests of 
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Sparta draws attention to a contradiction with what Agesilaos will later 

be seen to maintain as a principle of paramount importance (cc. 23ff. ). 
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PART FOUR 

DIPLOMACY IN ASIA MINOR 

(Chapters 11-15) 



CHAPTER 11 

The influence of personal relationships 

The chapter is one of the longest in this Life. Agesilaos plunders 

successfully and wins the friendship of the Paphlagonian king, but 

these events seem to serve mainly to introduce the character study in 

the latter part of the chapter. Its length suggests its importance for 

Plutarch, though it consists almost entirely of his own interpretation of 

his reading of Xenophon. 

1 AOT6q 59 T6V GTPaT6V KCITOOT40aq Etq ThV On6 4)apvoOdCQ TETQYPgVqV 
)((Spav, o6 p6vov 1v 6q)06VOLq 5LAye n6oty, 6W Kal YP4POTa auvýye noNX6- 

Plutarch resumes from c. 10.8, now naming Pharnabazos but not the 

province, thus continuing the personal element involved in the rivalry 

between the satrapies, and in the favour Agesilaos had done 

Tithraustes. One aspect of Agesilaos' activity here is the procuring of 

money and provisions for the winter season: another aspect, the 

damage to Pharnabazos' territory, is not mentioned. No doubt the 

money would be required for the new fleet, among other things. After 

this summary account, Plutarch moves quickly on to the affair of 

Kotys. 

Kai npoe, \06v 6YPL rb(pXcxyovCoq npoonydyETO TdV PUGLXta TOV 
rluTXay6vwv KdTUV, ZnLOUPA(YaVTa Týq (PLX(Oq 06TOO 50 dPCTAV Kai n(CFTLY. 
26 59 EnLOPL5dTnq, (5q dnOGTdq TOO (DQPVOPdCOU T6 nP(3TOV ýXft np6q T6V 
'Ayna(Xaov, 6et cruvanE54pCL Kai OUVECFTPdTEUEV a6T4$. 

Plutarch will have found that Xenophon illustrated Agesilaos' 

trustworthiness with Kotys' confident (nLUTEOGO(Z) entry into his camp 

to make the alliance (Agesilaos 111.2-4), but he does not repeat 

Xenophon's statement that Kotys' motivation was a quarrel he had had 

with the King. The area, in the north of Asia Minor, was familiar to 

Xenophon and the veterans of Kyros' expedition still with the Spartans 

now. It constitutes the hinterland of some of the Greek colonies on 

the southern shore of the Euxine, and also lies between Pharnabazos' 
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Daskyleion and more Greek colonies beyond the Halys. The existence of 

a power friendly to Sparta in this area would further the 

implementation of Spartan hegemony in mainland Greece by establishing 

control over the lines of communication with Asia Minor (S. Hornblower 

(1983) p. 185; S. Perlman (1964) pp. 76-7,81). Agesilaos' policy 

concerning relations with peoples in the area now has a different 

purpose: TOO d(PLOT6vat TL 10voq dn6 PQGLXeWq (Xen. HeA IV. 1.2). 

Whereas Spithridates was detached from Pharnabazos and remained with 

Agesilaos on campaign, Kotys is also detached, but he stays in his 

province with an agreed change of loyalty. News of this would add to 

the determination of the opponents of Sparta to prosecute the war in 

Greece, and that would lead to the recall of Agesilaos. Here, Plutarch 

gives personal, not political, motivation. Personality may have counted, 

as when Lysander's financial arrangement with Kyros was not passed 

on to his successor, Kallikratidasq in 407, though a change of Spartan 

policy is there also a possible reasong if Kallikratidas planned to 

reconcile the Greek states and oppose Persian intervention (LYsander 

VI). 

K(5, \, \LCFTOV UCOV PtV 1E)((A)V, MEYOOdTTIV, o6 naL66q 6VTOq 4pa 'AynaCXaoq, 
KCIXhV 6Z KCiC GUYCITtpa napOevov tv ýXLKCQI y6pou. 3 TOJTnV Enctat YýPOL 
T6v K6Tuv 6 'Ayqa(Xaoq- 

Plutarch did not give details of Spithridates' movements and 

family in c. 8. He gives them now, where they are relevant to the 

diplomacy. Xenophon, however, gave those details when Lysander's 

mission was completed, and now (Hell. IV. 1.1) tells that it was on 

Spithridates' suggestion that Agesilaos had gone to Paphlagonia. It is 

Spithridates' actions that eventually allow Plutarch to introduce the 

chapter's main purpose, the character study of Agesilaos. The 

superlative KdkXLCYTOY attached to uf6v indicates where the interest lies 

for Plutarch. This aspect of character attributed to Agesilaos has been 

discussed above (see c. 2), and is continued at the end of this chapter. 
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Xenophon is here concerned with the marriageable daughter: TOOTOU peV 

q"GL TýV OuVaTePa OOTO KaXX(ova CýVaL (Hell. IV. i. 6). What age Plutarch 

had in mind for a Persian bride is not known, and in the absence of 

birth certificates precise ages are not to be pressed. Xenophon's 

statement (Agesilaos IIIA) that Pharnabazos was negotiating a marriage 

with the King's daughter, and wished to take Spithridates' daughter 

without marrying her, has apparently been taken as an indication that 

she was of marriageable age. Spartan practice is not precisely known, 

for Plutarch (Lyk. 15.4) merely describes Spartan brides as 00 PLKPdl(; 

oW 66pouq npoq ydpov, dM\1 [KCXI] dKjJaCO6GOq Kat nEnE(pouq. In 

Xenophon's Oikonomikos (111.13), when Kritoboulos was asked by 

Socrates: 'EyTlpa(; U (IOTAv narba VeCIV PdXLGTCX; he agreed that he 

married her as a child, while at VII. 5, Ischomachos, thought to 

represent Xenophon himself and introduced as Ka*\d(; TE KdyaO6q &4P, 

announced that his bride was fourteen: fl ETTJ p1v o0no neVTEKOC5EKO 

vevovuta ýXOE np6(; tpý. The bride's age is said to be twelve in the 

Law of Gortyn 12.17-19 (D. M. MacDowell (1986) p. 73). 

Plutarch's sustained emphasis on personality is a departure from 

Xenophon (Hell. IUA), who here gives a political interpretation of 

motivation. He points out that Otys (not Kotys) had refused a summons 

from the King, which suited Agesilaos, who wanted "to win some nation 

away from the Persian King". The proposed marriage cements the 

anti- Pharnabazos alliance. Xenophon also makes more of a romance out 

of the marriage proposal, although after Agesilaos had ordered a 

trireme to fetch the girl) he set off for Daskyleion without waiting for 

the arrival of the ship and the completion of the marriage proceedings. 

However, Xenophon is also illustrating Agesilaos' personality. He uses 

an elaborate structure of dialogue to portray the persuasive talent of 

Agesilaos, asl by subtle coercion, he makes Otys believe that the 

marriage would be in his own interest (V. J. Gray (1981) pp. 321-34). 

Plutarch freely adapts, completing the marriage (not recorded by 
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Xenophon) in seven words. 

KOt Xoß(3V nOp' GÜTOÜ YLXCOU(; tnnctg KC2i 5tayLXCour, ncXTCGTär, OOGL(; 
ÖVEYC: )pilGEV EI(; CDPUVCCKV, K(II KOK(3(; gno(EL TAV (POPVOßCiCOU Y(SPCIV, OÜY 
ÜnoljiVOVT0r, OÜÖ9 nLCrT£tJOVTO(; TOIC, 9PÜPCICYLV, MM IYWV ÖEC Tö n, \ErOTCO 

CFÜV 9GUTO TCV TLPCQV KCXt äyonll-rC)v ZEEY(: )PEL K(Xe üngq)cuyEv, (5, \ÄOTE 
äXXoy6aE Tfig YC5p(M; PE0L5pu6pEvog. 

Xenophon presents the offer to arrange the marriage as a mark of 

gratitude for the 1,000 horsemen and the 2,000 peltasts that 

Spithridates had already persuaded Otys to leave for Agesilaos. 

Plutarch reverses the order by making the receipt of the troops a 

conclusion of the arrangement. In the tradition represented by the 

Oxyrhynchos Historian the troops are sent after the departure of 

Agesilaos (XXII; I. A. F. Bruce (1967) p. 144), and this may have influenced 

Plutarch, although the marriage is not mentioned in the broken text. 

In Plutarch's narrative the marriage leads directly to the 

reinforcements, bringing him rapidly to the important opportunity for 

his moralizing in the second half of the chapter, after the departure of 

Spithridates. 

Plutarch exaggerates the value of the furnishings in Xenophon's 

listp which explicitly says that it did not contain an extraordinary 

amount of baggage for Pharnabazos to have with him: 

noW PIV tKn6PQTa KaC 6XXO 6ý OrCI OOPV006COU KT4PaTa, npi3(; 
51 TOOTOLq GKE6q noW Kal 6nOCOVLO GKEuocp6pa (HeR IV. 1.24). 

However, the Oxyrhynchos Historian records silver and gold stored at 

Daskylelon, and the dispatch of Agesilaos' valuable booty by sea to the 

region of Kyzikos (XXII). Plutarch's interpretation of the motive for 

Pharnabazos' movements brings forward the information contained later 

in Xenophon's episode (Hell. IVA. 20), where Pharnabazos is said to be 

encamped about 160 stadia (18.5 miles = 29.5 km. ) away, with valuable 

possessions. 

Xenophon tells that Agesilaos went to Daskyleionq where 

Pharnabazos' palace was situated, and ravaged the abundant stores in 
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the surrounding villages during his winter stay there, implying the 

absence of Pharnabazos from the palace, though he does not say that 

Agesilaos occupied it. According to Xenophon (Hell. IVA. 17), 

Pharnabazos was in the vicinity for part of the time at least, for he 

surprised Agesilaos' marauders in a damaging encounter with his 

cavalry before the successful attack on the Persians encamped in the 

village of Kaue. The soldiers were 

"getting their provisions in disdainful and careless fashion, 
when Pharnabazos came upon themp scattered as they were over 
the plain, with two scythe-bearing chariots (dPPQTa PtV ty(JV 500 
5pEnavTI(p6pa) and about four hundred horsemen". 

The 700 Greeks who assembled themselves were dispersed by a charge 

and 100 were struck down, while the rest fled to the protection of 

Agesilaos' hoplites nearby. It is interesting, and perhaps relevant to 

the battle of Sardis, to note the scale of the sort of engagement that 

Xenophon was prepared to record here, andq of courseq that he was 

willing to record this setback, too, which Plutarch omits. 

PýYPL o6 napa(puXdEaq OOT6V 6 EnLOPL5dTnq Kat napoXoRav 'HPLnn(bov 

T6V EnaPTLdTnV EXCKOE T6 uTpaT6ne5OV Kat TOV YPTIP6TG)V 6ndVT(JV tKp6TnGEV. 

The details given of this seizure may usefully indicate that the 

scale of booty captured in the camp mentioned in the battle of Sardis 

was really modest by comparison. 

4 EvOa 5A nLKP6C. 15V 6 'HpLnnt5aq tEETaGTAq TOV xXangVTG)V KaC TOOq 
Pap06pouc, e(VaYK6CG)V dnOT(OcaOaLq KaC ndVT9 tQOP65V KCIC 5LEPEUV6pCVOqj 
nap(SEUVE T6V EnLOPLE)dTTJV, (SaTE dnEXOeEv E606C. Ctr. l: 6P5ELr. PET6 TG)V 
rb(pXaV6v(jv. 

This personal scrutiny is not in Xenophon's account$ which seems 

to present an unusual case only because the collection of booty by 

non-Greeks was being made subject to normal Spartan supervision of 

what was r egarded as state property. However, self-enrichment was no 

doubt one of Spithridates' objectives in joining Agesilaos, and that he 

was likely regularly to be deprived of this expectation may have been 
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a sufficient reason for his departure. Xenophon says also that he 

went off to Ariaios in Sardis because "he too had revolted from the 

King", which suggests that Spithridates was looking for the best 

connection to secure his long-term ambitions, and protection against 

reprisals by Pharnabazos. Plutarch's description of the departure is 

more brief, and so more dramatic and sudden than Xenophon's: 

tKEiVOL PgVT0t TCXÜTG naG6VT£g OÖK JVEYKCXV9 ÖX X9 (ýý 
Ö5LKIJEWVTEr, Kat ÖTLPCIGO9VT£r, VUKTÖr, CUOKEUCICF6PEVOL ýYOVTO 

änL6VT£g Etg E6PÖELg npbc, *ApLatov (HelL IV. i. 27). 

5 TOOTO XeYETaL Tý) 'AyTIaL, \dQ YEVICOM ndVTG)V 6vtop6TCATOV. 4YOCTO 

pIv ydp dv5pa VevvaCov 6nopEpXnK6q TdV EnLGPL5(iTnV KaC GOV OOTO 
56VOPLV OOK 6X(VnVg hCFY6VETO 59 Tý 6LOPOXt Tfiq PLKPOXOY(Oq K01 
avc, \EUE)EPtar'. 

Plutarch first stresses the loss of both the man and the force, 

and also the damage done to the reputation of Sparta, reserving the 

boy for the next sentence. At Hell. IV. i. 28 Xenophon is more 

restrained, and gives only a concise list of the three names, 

Spithridates, Megabates and the Paphlagonians, his one reference to 

the incident, before proceeding to the meeting with Pharnabazos: 

'AylrlCFL*\6q) PeV 5A Tq(; 
dnoXeCWE(ANZ Toll rnLE)PL66TOU KaC TOO 

MEYQPdTOU Kal TOV rbq)xcty6vG)v o6blv lytVETO POPdTEPOV tV Tý 
CFTPCITE C91. 

In Agesilaos he omits this departure of Spithridates from the narrative 

in his first chapter, and also from the tribute to Agesilaos' control of 

his affections in the fifth chapter, on which Plutarch's account is 

clearly based. Part of Agesilaos' annoyance will also have been that 

the deprivation of the Paphlagonians of their reward will have offended 

their king, Kotys, too, with consequences for his allegiance. \eyE: T(XL 

may serve not to indicate a changed source at this point, but perhaps 

to prepare for the transfer of the focus of attention away from 

straightforward observation of external activities, towards the more 

difficult analysis of inner feelings, a process which is completed 

immediately in the opening phrase of the next sentence. 
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6 )(G)PIr, U T8V Zpq)QV6V TOdT(JV 9KVLCEV 016T6V 00 PETPCG)q 6 TOO nOL56q 
EPGN; tVEOTOVP&OC,, EI KOC n6vu nc(p6VT04; CXOTOO TC) (PLXOVCK4) YP6PEVOr, 
tnELPEITO VEWW8C, (3nop6)(EO0OL npc34; TAV tnLOUP(aV. 7 KaC nOTE TOO 
MEVaD&Ou nPOOL6VTOq (5q 6onauopeVOU KCIE (PLX400VTOq WKXLVEV. 

This is one of the areas where evidence cannot be easily 

corroborated, yet exploration of the landscape of the mind is a 

legitimate concern for the biographer. Modern biography has the 

advantage of letters and diaries (G. Lytton Stracheyo Eminent 

Victorians); Robert Graves', I, Claudius, and M. Yourcenar's, Memoirs of 

Hadrianp are psychological novels using a variety of sources. An 

element of fiction is inevitable in such attempts to reconstruct, from 

fragments of the record, a continuous narrative of a lifetime occupying 

a few pages. Their concern is also "to identify the real personality 

behind the public persona", and it is said that, by contrast, Plutarch's 

19 viewpoint is highly evaluative and "character-centred" (C. Gill (1983) 

pp. 471-3). However, here, perhaps untypically, Plutarch attempts an 

equally difficult re-creation of Agesilaos' feelings and motivation, 

constructed from his recorded actions. His venture anticiptes, on a 

small scale, the modern aims, methods, and achievements. He marks the 

movement in his interest with a reference to the visible antecedents, as 

if to persuade the reader that the following account of Agesilaos' 

feelings is on the same level of reality as his visual perceptions. 

Xenophon makes no mention of the subject at Hell. III. iv. 10, where 

he introduces Megabates only as the son of Spithridates without 

naming him, and later in Hellenika names him only at his departure, 

without detailing the distress this caused (IV. i. 28). He describes the 

relationship, not in the narrative context of Agesilaos I, but when he 

comes to illustrate Agesilaos' control of affections in the list of his 

virtues (V. 4). Xenophon makes it clear that Agesilaos was faced with a 

form of greeting from Megabates that merely followed the Persian 

custom (tnL)((A)PCOU 6VTOC, TOr,, nepuaLq q)tXECV 00q aV TLP80tv), and yet 

"struggled with all his might" to avoid being kissed. The af f ront to 
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the young man, which was no doubt potentially diplomatic as well as 

personal, though presented only as the latter, was later recognised by 

Agesilaos, and he tried to rectify his mistake with the request that 

Megabates should show his respect (TLP(5V) to - him again, though he 

insisted that it should not involve the kiss in future. 

The formal "diplomatic" or friendly kiss in the Middle East and 

elsewhere at the present time passes without commentq but Agesilaos 

seems to indicate that among the Spartans it represented a 

demonstration of an unacceptable relationship. That there was indeed 

a risk of criticism for homosexualityt which Agesilaos, or Xenophon on 

his behalf, would wish to avoid, is indicated by the Oxyrhynchos 

Historiang who, having described Megabates as VtOV 6VTO KOt Ka, \6v, 

suggests that Agesilaos accepted the friendship of SpithridateS PdALGTO1 

PIV EVEKa TOO PEtPO1K(OU (XXI). For Xenophon, too, for whom Agesilaos' 

innocence was paramount, even the acceptance of this greeting was too 

much for anyone to see. Once a kiss had been attempted in public, 

Agesilaos was vulnerable to criticism. A mere disclaimer, that he was 

not tpaaTk, might not satisfy the critics, and would also miss the 

point. Instead, at Agesilaos VA Xenophon establishes that there is 

nothing admirable in restraint where there is no desire (TO P9V Y(3p 6V 

pA tnE06prjo--v 6n1YCGE)0L 6vop(, ')nLVOV 6V TLr, QOICTJ EIVOL), and so, to 

illustrate Agesilaos' control of his affections, he admits that there was 

some affection, but only of the sort acceptable among Spartans, which 

he expresses in the philosophical form of the desire for the greatest 

good: tPOGUVTC1, (3onEP 45V TOO KOAXCUTOU h G(PO5POTdTq (PdGtq IPOCOECTI. 

Megabates' greeting was intended to demonstrate only what was 

appropriate to the friendly relations that Agesilaos clearly wanted to 

maintain with the defector from Pharnabazos, but the physical 

demonstration of the relationship would provide an opportunity for 

improper gratification, which Agesilaos was resisting successfully. 

Whatever happened at the time, Xenophon in Agesilaos is making a 
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character portrait, and dramatically shows Agesilaos to have been at 

risk in real life in order to portray his powers of resistance and 

establish his innocence. Refusal of the greeting proves for Xenophon 

the strength not of the desire but of the self restraint. The threat to 

Agesilaos' reputation not only occurred on the occasion in real life at 

the time, but also was potentially likely to be repeated in any later 

interpretation of what Xenophon has here presented in fulfilling his 

literary purpose, and Xenophon will have felt bound to meet it. lie has 

done this in rounding the passage off with further remarks which 

confirm his convictions about Agesilaos' character, and he reveals that 

he has had access to special knowledge which confirms the absence of 

any evidence of scandal. 

Plutarch evidently did not wish to exonerate Agesilaos before he 

had made his moral point, and therefore there is a difference in his 

treatment of the episode. He may have had other evidence, although 

he does not mention his source, but he follows Xenophon so closely 

here as to suggest dependence. fie records the initial fact of refusalt 

with WKJ\Lvcv, as unequivocally as Xenophon, but he uses a more 

dramatic expression for the struggle than Xenophon's 5LOIJ6)(CCFOOL dVdI 

KpdTOq T6 Pý QLXnBAVOL, presenting the resistance as an internal 

struggle. Plutarch's variations and additions therefore indicate a 

significant element of interpretation on his part, and there can be no 

further substantiating evidence. Xenophon presents, in his 

non-chronological list of the virtues of Agesilaos, what was probably 

one of his first meetings with Megabates, but Plutarch mentions it in 

retrospect at the moment of their parting, suggesting the emotional 

context of a relationship which had developed over a period of time. 

6 1AVnaCXaoq npooenOLErTO OOUP(3CCLV 6 TL 5ý naWv OOT6V 6 
MCYOOdTnq dn6 CFT6pQTOq 06 QLXO(PPOVOtTO. 

The subtle addition of pretencel perhaps Plutarch's own 

interpretation, imputes to Agesilaos more knowledge than he displayed 
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of the boy's reason for distress, and suggests the wish to portray him 

as really deeply emotionally involved. Indeed, Plutarch suggests that 

Agesilaos wants the offer of a kiss to be renewed, whereas in 

Xenophon, although he initiates the negotiation, he asks only about the 

undemonstrative TtPCIV. 

8 Inel KCII VCJV aV COOL GOL neLcrOctq IKEEVOq tVT6q CPLX4POTOqo 43MM 
6nG)q oOOtq OOK 6nO5CL#\L6crELC,. 

The friend in Plutarch urges a more positive response; the 

question in Xenophon, Et CPL, \4GVLj implies no urging (Agesilaos V. 5). 

Xenophon's version at this point refers to a discussion, not of whether 

the friend is to try to persuade Megabates, but only of what response 

Agesilaos is willing to commit himself to making. 

9 OÜ5'Vt g(Pllg 5£t (ÖCLVÖV coni. Reiske) nECOELV dpÜr, 9KEiV0V1 gyä yCip 
POL ÖOK(3 TAVOV TÖV pdyav Täv nEpt TOO (PLÄdPOTOC, ÖÖLOV dIV PdYCCOOL 
n(JXLV fi rldVTO ÖCCI TEOZOPCIL YPUa(CX POL YEV9CYE)CXL. 

The conclusion of the dialogue in Xenophon's account is that 

Agesilaos would agree that the boy should be approached and a proper 

form of greeting arranged, but that no commitment to kissing was to 

be used to persuade him: the "battle" clearly is in resisting temptation 

when Megabates offers his greeting. The oath, 01) TC5 OW, uses the 

Lakonian dual of 6 Ock, "the twin gods"9 the Dioskourl, twin brothers 

of Helen, who had cults in Lakedaimon, and who were associated with 

the dual kingship at Sparta, stemming from the two sons of 

Aristodemos, Eurysthenes and Prokles. This oath, and the rejection of 

the possibility of becoming "fairest, strongest, and fleetest of men", 

suggest a touch of humour -a fairy-tale reward for a kiss, which 

Plutarch has omitted. The second oath - 6PVUIIL ndVTClq OCOOr, ý pAV - 

seems to be more serious, and to reflect the political consequences of 

the breakdown of relations with Spithridates on the matter of 

cementing the friendship, appropriately measured in terms of gold 

(YPUG15 YevecOat), since booty was clearly one of the main aims of the 
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expedition: Agesilaos would rather forego both benefits than accept the 

kiss. 

In Plutarch's account, the reading 0135tv, 9(pTi, 5eLv6v gives the 

sense: "Persuade him to greet me, but I shall again win the fight 

against kissing. " Plutarch does not necessarily wish to repeat 

Xenophon's sense, however. 065tv, Ev), be[: "Do not persuade him", 

suggests that Agesilaos prefers to fight a private battle against 

wanting the greeting. 

10 TOLOOTOr, PeV ýV TOO MCY006TOu nop(5VTOr,, dne, \06VTOr, YE PýV OGT(A) 

nEPLK00q EaYev, 6q yoXEn6v elnetv el ndXLV 03 PETORCIXOPeVOU KOi 
(PaVtVTOq IVEKCIPTIPnOE Pý q)LXnOAVaL. 

Plutarchq having incorporated into the description of the 

departure of the Paphlagonians Xenophon's account of an earlier 

meeting nearer the time of their arrival, now returns to the time of the 

departure. While Xenophon ends with a claim to authenticityl Plutarch 

ends with a device of rhetoric: to conjecture from what is known in 

one set of circumstances to what might be the case in other 

circumstances. He conjectures that Agesilaos might not do so well on a 

future occasion in resisting the strong emotions which have been 

attributed to him at Megabates' departure (EKVLCEV COT& 06 IJCTPC(Jr. 6 

TOO nCILE)6(; EPG)(; ). Where Xenophon's notice established Agesilaos' 

strength in resisting emotional involvement, Plutarch is interested in 

the continuing strength of Agesilaos' affection. Both authors make 

Agesilaos think hard and long in silence when attempting to rectify his 

mistake in handling the affair. In Xenophon's account, Agesilaos was 

perhaps working out how to structure a greeting which would allow 

expression of Megabates' traditional respect while preserving Agesilaos' 

dignity and integrity, but in Plutarch's account, the silence seems to 

represent Agesilaos' inner struggle against his desire to respond 

emotionally to the emotional greeting. The outcome is therefore 

different in the two cases. The greeting without the kiss, in 
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Xenophon, represents a completely unemotional involvement. The 

required reading in Plutarch may therefore be the more positive one, 

perhaps to suggest that what Agesilaos would enjoy would be to 

experience the bitter-sweet struggle (65LOV 6V PdYEGGQL nd, \LV). 0OUV, 

f(PT1,5ELv6v nr(OCLV OPOC, IKEZVOV: "It is not dangerous for you to 

persuade him: I can handle it. " If there is any ambiguity of meaning 

in Plutarch's words, this may well suit his theme and methodp but 

there is no doubt that he represents Agesilaos as likely to experience 

uncontrollable emotion, if Megabates returns. Agesilaos' moral 

reputation is untarnished in the accounts of both authors. In 

Plutarch's version victory is not yet assured and the inner struggle is 

intense. 
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CHAPTER 12 

PWPLOG6Vq 

The parallel accounts of Xenophon and Plutarch provide an opportunity 

to compare two different moral approaches to the meeting of Agesilaos 

and. Pharnabazos. V. J. Gray (1981) rightly points out Xenophon's 

purpose of portraying the political wisdom and diplomatic skills of 

Agesilaos, which he displayed in tempting Pharnabazos with the offer 

of independence, if he will come over to serve the interests of the 

Spartans in their struggle with the Persian King. However, his own 

words indicate a more vital purpose, too. By introducing and 

concluding Hell. IVA with references to Agesilaos' wish to detach as 

many nations as possible from the King, he indicates how important lie 

regarded it that the diplomacy should be seen to succeed. At IU. 15 

Otys appears to have been won: IK TOIJTOU 5E&LdC, 66VTE4; Kat J\006VTECj 

but at IVA. 37 Pharnabazos does not commit himselfq although Xenophon 

leads the reader to suppose that Sparta had gained two valued friends 

and allies, by reporting that Agesilaos kept his promisesq immediately 

in leaving Pharnabazos' territory, and later in befriending his son. 

These successes were all the more important to Xenophon because they 

appear as the climax to the Asian expedition, which has to be 

abandoned immediately afterwards (11611. IV. 2.1). Plutarch, apparently 

not convinced by these diplomatic achievements, has not stressed their 

successful outcome, and has given the campaign a different climax. His 

account asserts the superiority of Agesilaos' Greek culture and credits 

Pharnabazos with recognition that this is so. 

Differences appear in details, too. Plutarch has Agesilaos refuse 

to repay Pharnabazos' earlier services to Sparta without his 

commitment to abandon the King, while in Xenophon Agesilaos will, by 

withdrawing his army, concede his initial principle concerning his 

treatment of the King's subjects as enemies. Plutarch presents him as 
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true to the Panhellenist, anti-Persian, cause he professed to be 

serving, while Xenophon presents a simplistic pragmatism, the 

guarantee of autonomous possession of wealth and power, in exchange 

for an option to serve the interests of the Spartan cause. Plutarch 

describes a realistic offer, which will be fulfilled if Pharnabazos should 

realize his newly found potential for honourable friendship with Greece 

as a free man, and, like a Greek, value nothing more than freedom, so 

completing the development of his characters which starts when he 

reveals his sense of shame over the furnishing of the meeting-place. 

1 METdI TOCJTCI 4)OPV60OC04; E(r. WYOUr, CIOTID OUVC, \OCrV AUXTIOC9 Kat 

OUVAV(3YEV 6PýPOTIPOLq OV Etvoq 6 KuCLKnV6q 'AnoXXoq4vnq. 

Plutarch gives Pharnabazos the initiative in wanting the meeting, 

evidently to obtain justice from the Spartans, whereas in Xenophon 

Apollophanes of Kyzikos first mentioned to Agesilaos the offer to bring 

Pharnabazos to him to discuss friendly relations, though he mayo of 

coursel already have been in touch with Pharnabazos, since he said 

that he thought he could arrange the meeting with him. In selecting 

the point at which to begin the dialogue, the authors have given their 

own focus, for while Xenophon continues to present Agesilaos' friendly 

initiative based on his offer to help Pharnabazos establish his own 

independent empire among the King's subjects: 

Apty cruppd)(OLC, YP(SPE; VOV CILI&ELV JJA TAV ROMAN(; dXX6 TAV 

COUTOO dPY4VI TOOq VOV 6PO506XOUq COL KCITCICFTPET6pEvov, (3GTe GoOq 

OnnK6ouq EZVaL (Hell. IVA. 36)t 

Plutarch, having put Pharnabazos' complaint in a brief reported 

speech, has made any relief from ravaging depend on his first proving 

himself friend and ally of the Greeks, and reveals the uncompromising 

sense of the superiority of Greek freedom over Persian slavery which 

seems to be uppermost in his mind here. He implies that Apollophanes 

was equally the Eevor, of both sides, though Xenophon makes the link 

with Agesilaos the more recent. That Kyzikos should have a Spartan 
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Etvoq indicates the far-ranging contacts of Spartans in general, and of 

Agesilaos in particular, who had not, of course, had a very long time 

as king before leaving Sparta in which to establish new connections. 

Spartan contacts can be traced back to the 420s (D. M. Lewis (1977) 

p. 30), although information will have been accumulating at least since 

Aristagoras' interview with Kleomenes (Herodotus V. 49), and 

Pharnabazos had used the diplomatic services of an exile from Kyzikos, 

Timagoras, at Thucydides VIII. 5. Spithridates, with whom Xenophon 

had earlier clashed (Anab. VI. 5) may have instigated the relationship 

(I. Bos (1947) p. 86), for it was from Kyzikos, 40 miles west of 

Daskyleion, that he was brought by Lysander. Kyzikos had also been 

a base for the combined operations of Pharnabazos and the Spartan, 

Mindaros (Xen. Hell. M. 11). 

2 np6TEPOq 61 PET6 TOV cp(Xwv 6 'AyqaCXooq IX06V Etq T6 yop(ov, On6 
aKtO TtvL n6aq O1jGT)(; POE)E(O(; KaTOýQWV tOUT6v, tVTODOa nEpLIPCVE T6V 

OopvOaCov. 

The friends are no doubt the advisers. Plutarch, having 

mentioned the appointment of TPt6KOVTC1 PtV AVCp6VOq KCIC GUIJDOOXOUC, 

EnapTL6TOq at c. 61 records Agesilaos' visit to Aulis IJCT6 TOV (P(, \C, )v at 

c. 61 and refers to the Spartiates' status as GOPROUXOL OOOL, \e(jq at c. 7. 

These were at times, perhaps, not all acting together, but Xenophon 

has them all here with Agesilaos, of nept OOT6V TpLdKOVTa (HeIL IV. 1.30), 

awaiting Pharnabazos. However, in the quarrel, at c. 7, when Lysander 

explained his position nP64; TOOr, (P(*\OUr,, the words stood for his 

friends, the petitioners. 

An outdoor site would give neither side any advantage, would be 

less of a security risk to the foreigners and would open the 

negotiations to the observation of all those present, rather than keep 

them secret indoors: Pharnabazos, according to Xenophon (Hell. IV. i. 25), 

was concealing his encampments. It also allows the simplicity of 
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Agesilaos' usual life- style to determine the absence of elaborate 

furnishing of the scene, since he was the first to arrive. That he 

imposed this on Pharnabazos, as he did later on Tachos in Egypt 

(c. 36), seems likely to have been a deliberate intention in order both to 

avoid charges of being corrupted by service overseas (c. 19) and, more 

immediatelyq to discomfort foreigners who were reputed to live in 

luxury (IVTPU(PýGaL Xen. Hell. IV. 1.30). 

36 59 (5c, lnýAev, OnopEoXnplv(jv CIOTO KG)5((JV TE PCIXGKG)V Kat nOLKCXG)V 

5on(bcav, at6EGOCtq TdV 'Ayna(Xaov OGTG) KaTEKECPCVOV, KOTEI<X(Vrl KOC 

OOT6(;, 6(; ETUYEV, Int Týq n6aq yap6CE, KaCnEp IOOATCX GOUPOCrrAV XEnT6TnTL 

KCIt P(XWtq lV5EbUK6q. 

It appears from both authors that Persian attendants arrived in 

advance of Pharnabazos, which allows them to introduce the contrasting 

elaborate Persian life style. The point is made more vividly in 

Plutarch, where their arrangements are completed, than in Xenophon, 

who has them only beginning to arrange the furnishings when they are 

stopped by Pharnabazos on his arrival. Plutarch can therefore reflect 

the elaboration in a neat chiasmus of the nouns and adjectives. 

Pharnabazos' inner thought, which Xenophon represents with 

bOYOvOTI, may be interpreted here not as shame, but as the more 

positive respect for and recognition of the superior moral stance of the 

Greek, adopted also by Plutarch himself above. (cf. (POOTIOCk C. 9' 

which also flatters Greek opinion. ) His polite gesture in declining the 

cushions restores the equality of the two sides, and this may be 

sufficient motivation without resorting to shame. It would have been 

more difficult to portray that respect if Pharnabazos had arrived 

before Agesilaos. Plutarch presents the gesture more strikingly than 

Xenophon, by placing it after the attendants have completed setting 

their things out. He has further enhanced it by giving a detailed 

description of the clothing, where Xenophon stated only the cost 

(CYTO. \hv noXXoD ypuaoO 6ýfav). 
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4 6(jnoa6pcV0L 51 6XXýXOWý, 6 P9V CDOPVdROICOq OOK ýn6pcL Xdy(jv 5tKa((jv, 
6TE 6ý no, \*\d KaC IjEydi, \a AaKc6aLP0VC0Lr, YP40LIJ04; YEYOV6r, 9V T41 npdq 
'ABflvaCouq noXtpQ, v0v 61 nopGoOpevoq On' 06T(3V- 

Plutarch curtails Xenophon's account of the greeting and 

handshakes, using a participle and partitive appositionp and his use of 

indirect speech, summarizing the complaints given at length in direct 

form by Xenophon, again accelerates his narrative. It is consistent 

with Pharnabazos' initiation of the negotiations that he should here 

speak first about his grievances, whereas, less convincingly, in 

Xenophon, who perhaps wished to provide a reason more complimentary 

to Agesilaos, he speaks first because he is the elder. Pharnabazos had 

fought for the Spartans near Abydos (Xen. HeR. IA. 6,160 24) and had 

provided money for the fleet which was defeated by the Athenians at 

Arginousai. The change in relations had come about through the 

Spartan support, first for Kyros in his revolt from the King, and then 

for the Greeks resisting the attempt by Persia to recover the 

territories that had gone over to him. 

56 69 'AyTIa(J\aa4;, 6P(3V TOOq GOV GOTO EnopTtdTOq On' otoydvqq 
KOnTOVTa4; E(4; TAY YfiV Kol 6tonopo0VT04; (65tKOOPEVOV Y6P NPOV T6V 

(Papv6paCov), ... EInEv. 

That Plutarch should introduce the awareness, also found in 

Xenophont that the complaints were just, may indicate commendable 

detachment in recognizing the Persian point of view, but it does not 

represent the feelings of those in the Greek cities who were in danger 

of being subjected to Persian ruleg and on whose behalf Agesilaos was 

engaged in the hostilities. He has given extra prominence to the 

Spartan advisers' sense of shame recorded by Xenophon, but 

Xenophon's t0L6nTIaav and Plutarch's 6tanopoGVTOC; indicate that the 

main purpose of both authors here was to highlight Agesilaos' ability 

to justify the Spartan military action promptly, by contrasting it with 

their helplessness. The Spartans are aware that the harm is still 

going on - both (36LK0OPCvov and D. WnTOPEV are present tense. The 
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paradoxical praise of the enemy is clearly intended to enhance 

Agesilaos' diplomatic activity. 

6 EV OOV KCIC Ge TOaV PC1CYL#\e(A)(; KTTIPdIT(JV 6p('SVTE(Z EtVaL DOU#\dPCVOV, 

EtK6TG)q 5tdi coO PXdnTOPCV IKEtVOV. 

In Xenophon, Agesilaos is said to have attacked Pharnabazos' 

possessions because he treats them as belonging to his enemyp the 

King. Plutarch has made an interesting change in having Agesilaos say 

that Pharnabazos is himself one of the King's possessions -a tactless 

remark for Agesilaos to make, unless it was made only in his report for 

home consumption. It is typical of one common Greek view of the 

barbarian monarchy (Aristotle Pol. 1285al7ff. ), and may have been a 

familiar topic of rhetorical school exercises. cf. Artemisia: 

U6V T6 EPYOV, 6 UGnOTa, Y(YETOL. Ot y6p Cot 500XOL 
KOTEpy6GaVTO (Herodotus VIII. 102). I 

7 6q)l fir, 51 6V ýJJtPaC, GEaUT6V dEtc5auq *EXX4vG)v CPC, \OV KO! Odppa)(OV 
P6AXOV fi 600, \OV XýYEGOM OaGLX1! G)';, TatJTIIV v6pLCE TAV cpdXCIVVOI KCIC T43 
6nXa Kai T6q VOGq Kai ndVTaq ýP45q TOV 06V KTnPdTG)V CPOXaKClq CtVat KOI 
Týq 1XEUOEp(aqj fiq 61VEU KaX6V 6vOp(5nOLq OWV 0651 CnX(JT6v tGTLV. 

It is as if Agesilaos is looking for an inner change that would 

make Pharnabazos more like a Greek, and worthy of consideration as no 

longer a chattel. This is a significant departure from the positive 

incentives offered in Xenophon's version, in which Pharnabazos is 

promised autonomy, wealth and power. Plutarch stresses the negative 

aspect of the Greek attitude, restricting Agesilaos to a defence of 

Sparta against the accusations of Pharnabazos, and a rejection of any 

obligation to relieve Pharnabazos from the effects of the war against 

the King, until he claims for himself his freedom. Agesilaos therefore 

avoids any charge of medism, though he offers hope of protection in 

the -future, if Pharnabazos rebels against the King. Pharnabazos, as 

might be expected, does not announce any immediate intention to revolt 

from the King, but keeps open the chance to accept Agesilaos' offer of 

friendship if he is forced to change sides. His later operations as 
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commander of the King's fleet in association with Konon are reported 

by Xenophon at Hell. IVAH. 11. 

9 TCKCJTa 61 (NK0600; 6 `AYnG(Xaoq AGOn. 

In Xenophon, for whomq of course, the answer represents rejection 

of Agesilaos' suggestion, Agesilaos shows his approval for Pharnabazos 

only by his wish that he may become the Spartans' friend. Plutarch 

can add Agesilaos' delight in the answer, because, although he had not 

solicited his friendship, the admirable qualities of loyalty and respect 

for Greek culture which Pharnabazos displayed would make him a 

valuable friend and ally, if and when he satisfied the conditions that 

had been set out. 

Ero,, cNev, (3 4)OpVdPQCE9 TOLOOTOq 8V (PCXOq AptV YIVOLO PdXXOV 

no, \ýPL04;. 

Agesilaos is presented as having good insight into the man's 

character, regardless of race and status. In Xenophon (Hell. IVA. 38), 

Agesilaos' answer is more elaboratep as if premeditated. Attempting to 

detach the satrap from his loyalty to the King, and to resume the 

friendly relations with Pharnabazos enjoyed by Sparta in the 

Peloponnesian War, he has urged the setting up of an empire to rival 

the King'sp and so to form a friendly buffer-state between Persians 

and Greeks of Asia Minor, a policy of which later traces have been 

found in Isokrates IV. 161-166 (D. M. Lewis (1977) p. 154). His promises to 

leave Pharnabazos' territory as quickly as he cang and to refrain from 

attacking it, if there are other lands for him to attack, would 

discontinue the alleged injustice and would open the possibility that 

Pharnabazos might come over. This would give encouragement for 

future peaceful relations and keep open the possibility of an 

opportunity for closer co-operation. Xenophon sets out the advantages 

only on a personal level, neglecting the benefit to the Greek cities of 

having a possible end to the attempts to re-impose Persian control 
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over them in the area, in return, perhaps, for a Greek undertaking to 

suspend military expansion into Persian provinces, similar to 

Derkylidas' earlier agreement with Pharnabazos (Hell. III. H. 9). The 

rebel satrap or satraps would perhaps welcome foreign support as 

Kyros did. Xenophon reports the intended extension of this activity in 

Agesilaos' preparations for a march further into the interior, in hope 

of detaching others instead from the King: his account claims a 

diplomatic success for Agesilaos in this major policy, in Asia Minor, 

perhaps to compensate for the limited military success he has been 

able to record. 

Plutarch proves consistent in his hostility to Pharnabazos by 

using only the simple name and abandoning Xenophon's form of 

address, the friendly 0 JVZOTC 009 which Socrates is represented as 

using in addressing Kallias, the host (Xen. Symposium IVA). He is 

again consistent in adding the referencet not in Xenophon, to the real 

status of Pharnabazos, the enemy. He perhaps regarded his conclusion 

of the chapter in this way as leading more effectively on to the 

gesture of friendship made by Pharnabazos' son in his spontaneous 

response to Agesilaos' wish, the enemy having come to recognize the 

Greek ideal of freedom which he cannot achieve for himself. In 

Xenophon Agesilaos' promise to depart from the territory interrupts 

this transition. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Aoesilaos' equivocal attitude to the obligations of friendsh 

Plutarch, at the end of Agesilaos' contact with Pharnabazos, records 

further aspects of his relations with friends (cf. c. 5). Two of the 

three instances here have specific sources in Xenophon's Hellenika 

(IV. i. 39-40, V. iv. 31), though the treatment is modified by Plutarch. The 

third is attributed to a third century philosopher, Hieronymose For 

Agesilaos' attitude to friendship in general, evidence is available in 

Xenophon's Agesilaos. friends are given opportunities for enrichment 

from booty (1.17-19); friends benefit from his practice of deception on 

enemies (VI. 4-8); he joins in pursuing all their needs (VIII. 2); he does 

not fault the victims of deception by friends (XIA); he is gentle with 

the errors of private people (XI. 6); he is gentle with friends (XI. 10); 

and it is very easy for friends to persuade him (XI. 12). Xenophon 

eulogizes, and approves Agesilaos' pragmatism - the only question, it 

often seems, being in whose interest it is. If this Is Plutarch's source 

for the general background, he apparently finds there evidence for a 

critical judgement, perhaps combining some of these statements (XI. 6 

and 10), perhaps even confusing them (XIA)p or putting the worst 

construction on the pragmatism (VIII. 2), and his interpretation of the 

actions involves different criteria, for he applies more absolute ethical 

values. 

1 'AnL6VTO(; U T013 (PaPV006COU PETdl TOV cp(, \G)v, 6 uf6q OnoXetýo0etq 

npoatbPOPE TO 'AynGLX6q) Kat PCLBLi3V elnew 'Ey(S aE Eevov, 6 'Ayna(Xae, 

nOLOCJPCIL, KC11 noo\T6V fYG)V IV Tb YELPt 5(BG)OLV OOTO. 

The incidents that took place during the departure of the son of 

Pharnabazos allow Plutarch to revert to the same theme of Agesilaos' 

affections that was introduced on the departure of the son of 

Spithridates (c. 11). Plutarch recalls Xenophon's words closely (Hell. 

IVA-39), but makes additions: PEL&Ov and tV Tt YELP( here, and AcFOECC. 

Tb TE 64JEL Kat Ta CPLXOq)POCOVU TOO naL66q and TOIY6 TaOTO nEptandOGq TO 
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PELPGKCQ below. Plutarch concentrates the attention on Agesilaos' 

reaction to the personal element rather than on the mutual interactions 

of the two people, since he changes Xenophon's account of Agesilaos' 

conversation from direct to indirect speech, changes his past tenses to 

the more vivid historic present, omits the boy's subsequent 

participatory actions, and also Xenophon's descriptions of the gifts 

exchanged (KaWv, ndyKa*\O); and he changes the description of the 

youth, KOX6q ITL & (Hell. IVA. 39), to KCX, \o KCIE YEVVOCQ, also transferring 

it from the introduction of the incident to the moment when Agesilaos 

seeks to give him a gift in return. The boy's pleasing smile (IjEt6t6v), 

and the rapidity of the narrative created by his immediate offer of the 

javelin, and by Agesilaos' immediate acceptance of the gift (6EEdpevor,, 

first word)l reinforce the impression that the emphasis is on his 

personal relationship. 

2 beEdpEvoq o3v 6 'AVnaCXaOq KOIC AGOEtq Tt TE 54)CL KCIC TZ 
CPLXO(PPOGOVb TOO nQL56q, tnE(YK6nE; L TOOq napdVTOq, Er TLC EYOL TL 
TOLOOTOV OrOV dVTL6OOVaL KCIX(Z Kat YEVVOCQ WPOV. 156v 59 rnnov 'Ibo(ou 

TOO VP0I(Pe(A)C KEKO(YPTIPeVOV CpaXdPOL(;, TO)(0 TOOTa nEPLcyn6oaq T(5 IJELPOKCQ 
5(bWL. 

The participial phrase showing Agesilaos' delight is Plutarch's 

substitute for Xenophon's i<aX6q, ETL 6v, and transfers the direct 

description of the son to an indirect description, in Homeric fashion, of 

Agesilaos' reactiont as if his inner thoughts could thus be shown. 

Plutarch adds the abstract "friendliness" to the concrete "appearance". 

Personal feelings, AoOe(q, rather than diplomatic benefit, provide the 

motivation. Xenophon has nothing which might authenticate the 

suggestiveness of this expression. For his second reference to the 

boy, Plutarch borrows Xenophon's Ka*\6C,, the concrete, but adds an 

abstract again in Yevva(4). In Xenophon, Agesilaos simply takes his gift 

from the horse, but in Plutarch he takes care to find something 

especially suitable, for whereas Xenophon uses the pronoun OOTO 

simply, Plutarch uses a noun, TO PCLPaK(Q, which enriches the 
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expression, and stresses the age difference. 

3 Kai T6 XOLndV OOK tno6CTO PEPVnPIVOq, 45XXdl Koi YP6VQ nEPLL6VTL T6V 
OZKOV 6nOCYTCPnOIVTOq 06TOD KOI cpuy6VTOC On6 TOV 65EXCP6V CIq 
neXon6vvqaov, layupOq lnepeXctTO. 

The first instance of Agesilaos' treatment of friends develops 

immediately from his contact with Pharnabazos' son. Plutarch, again 

concentrating on Agesilaos' part, passes over the departure of the boy 

described by Xenophon, thus avoiding formal closure of the episode, 

and having omitted the boy's earlier injunction Mlpvrla6 vuv, now 

suggests by pEpvTIpevoq, that there was a significant lasting effect of 

Agesilaos' emotional involvement. Xenophon explainst slightly more 

fullyt that it was while Pharnabazos was absent that this son was 

driven into exile, but he mentions only one brother (Hell. IV. i. 40). 

Plutarch intensifies the expression by adding the adverb, 10yup3q, to 

Xenophon's verb, and introduces pathos by substituting T6V OZKOV for 

Xenophon's TAV 6PYýV, which brings out the boy's distress in losing his 

home. 

KaC TL Kal T(3V ip6)TLKC)V aOTO ouvenpaEcv. 4 ýp6oGn V6P dOXnTOD 
naL66(; tE *AOTIvG)v. Inet 59 plyaq OV Kal GKXnP6q *OXupnCOaLY tKLY66VEUCV 
IKKPLOýVCIL, KaTCKPEIjYEL npdr, T6V 'AyrlaCXaov 6 ntponý; E)c6pEvoc, t5ntP TOO 

naL56r, o 

Plutarch omits the name of the boy but explains that he was an 

athlete. He enlarges on Xenophon's simple statement tPOGUVTOc O16TOO 

TOO E66XKOUq UCIOq Wnva(ou, so that what in Xenophon seems to be no 

more than the fulfilment of the obligation of a Uvoqj becomes in 

Plutarch some sort of collusion in furthering a love affair. Indeed, it 

is in response to the request of the young Persian on behalf of his 

Athenian friend that Agesilaos intervenes, matching Agesilaos' alleged 

intervention in response to the request of his son, Archidamos, on 

behalf of his friend's father, Sphodrias, at c. 25. Plutarch introduces a 

more significant factor in athleticism by his reference to the boy's 

strength, and emphasizes this by his use of two adjectives where 
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Xenophon has only one, although it is the superlative, plyLOTOr, 6V TaV 

na(bov. There is a double paradox or surprise, in that the "danger" to 

the athlete leads to the friend's seeking "refuge", the "danger" being 

exclusion from the Olympic games. Xenophon, more specifically, speaks 

of admittance to the sprint, 6noq 6v 60 ZKEEVOV IYKPLOC(n Td OT65LOV. 

If this refers to the men's racel Agesilaos obtained dispensation for the 

under-age but physically mature youth to compete (tYKPLOEC11) at the 

higher level (G. E. Underwood (1906) pp. 121-2). According to Plutarchp 

he obtained dispensation for the youth to be allowed to run in the 

boys' race, despite his exclusion (IKKPtOýVM), presumably having been 

judged to be over the age limit on the ground that he was such a tall 

boy (M. I. Finley and H. W. Pleket (1976) p. 62, but for "Spartan named 

Eualces" read "son of an Athenian named Eualces"). Exclusion would 

not accord with Xenophon's superlative - as if the tallest youth was 

always automatically debarred, and he does not mention it. Perhaps, 

by conjecture, Agesilaos overturned his disqualification following illegal 

entry as a boy. 

6U Kal TOOTO POUXdpEVOq CIOTO YOPCCECOOL9 pdXa p6Xtq '5Lcnp6EC1TO 
o6v noXX5 nPOYPaTCCQ. 

Plutarch implies that Agesilaos had given other help in this love 

affair, not specified by Xenophon, although he does mention other 

forms of attention: T6 T1 (5*\, \Cl 6 'AyqaCXooq tncjjr; -\ctTO OOTOD (Hell. 

IV. i. 40). It is known that YOP(CEGOOL, "gratification", is the technical 

term for the physical element of homosexua lity (K. J. Dover (1978) p. 91 

and passim), butq although the context may bring to mind that meaning 

of the word 'when it is used as a metaphor, here the sense is "wishing 

to do him even this service as a favour"q in view of the almost 

identical phrase at c. 25, TO nCILU Ycop(CEcOat RouX6pEvoq,, "wishing to do 

his son the service as a favour". By the use of alliteration, a 

compound verbl and the prepositional phrase, Plutarch makes more of 

Agesilaos' intervention than Xenophon does in his phrase, n6VT1 
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Inobloev dnr, )(; 8v 50 tKEtVOV IYKPLOC(n T6 GT65tov ly 'OXupnCQi. 

5 T15XXO PeV Ydlp ýV 6KPLPýq KO! v6PLPOq, tV b?, TOZq (PLXLKO[q np6WOLV 
Iv6ptCev EZVOL T6 XCOV UKOLOV. 

Plutarch only in retrospect explains (ydp) the significance of the 

incidents just describedt observing that Agesilaos distinguished the 

morality of friendship from that of other situations, so that while he 

was otherwise "strict" and "conformable to custom (normal, not 

different from other men)", in the case of friendship he believed that 

rules need not be strictly applied. Consequentlyt Plutarch implies that 

the youth was strictly ineligible, and that the rules were ignored. 

Xenophon does not require this assumptionp only that Agesilaos was 

able eventually to convince the judges that the boy was eligible. 

Plutarch has recorded his view of Agesilaos' handling of political 

friends at c. 5.1: IyOp6q ýy 6pepnT6TEPOr. A (PCXO(;; and at Mor. 807e: 

'Ayrla(Xooq 69 nept Tdq TOY q)CXov anou6dq OOT6q 06TOO 
YLVv6pEvoq 600EVICrraTOq Kal TanCLv6TaTOq. 

He now attributes this to an arbitrary disregard of principle. Perrin's 

"a mere pretext" surely misses the main point of npftocytv. Bud6, too, 

has "n'4tait que pr4texte 6, d4robade", but "only" is not in Plutarch's 

phrase. No doubtl if strict justice suited his own interests, Agesilaos 

would not ignore it, but the need to follow a strict interpretation of 

justice wasq if necessary, to be used in excusing himself from 

gratification of a friend who has made an embarrassing request. Thus 

"was something to put forward", when one did not want to do what a 

friend had asked. 

ÖVG(PZPETOL YOLIV intaT6ÄLOV GÜT0rJ r1P84; *16PLeC1 TÖV K6P0 TOWLITOI 
NLKCCX(; Ct PtV PA ÖÖLK£tl 6(P£r, 0 Et ÖZ 65LKEig ÖPZV d(pC�-o n(SVTG)(; 59 61(pEr,. 

The second instance is presented as Agesilaos' request for special 

consideration from a friend. The letter is hardly "in circulation" 

(Perrin) but is rather "mentioned in sources". "At any rate there is a 

letter mentioned in this connection, " that is, in which Agesilaos showed 
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his disregard for strict justice. "Acquit him", that is, in accordance 

with strict interpretation of justice, "since he did no wrong", and it is 

also the verdict Agesilaos desired; "or as a favour to me", that is, 

disregarding strict justice for my friend's benefit, although he is 

guilty. "Just acquit him. " Whether it was in the normal sense a just 

decision or an unjust one, Agesilaos required that Nikias should be 

acquitted. In order to make the anecdote relevant to the initial point, 

11rip6q)aCFLV11 should be what Agesilaos might have said in justifying his 

or Hidrieus' refusal to make this injunction. "Only if I had wished to 

desert my friend would I have appealed to the irrelevant concept of 

strict justice. " 

Plutarch has quoted in this case the grounds for the plea of 

Archidamosq recorded by Xenophon in the case of Sphodrias: 

*AXXI 6TL pifv, 8 ndTEP, Et IJII51V A5(KCL E(po6p(o(;, 6neXuam; dv 
aft& OZ50* VCJV 5e, El A5(KIIKt TL, AP3V EVEKEV UUyyV6pll(; On6 coO 
TUYtTG) (HeIL V. iv. 31). 

In his treatment of that case, at c. 25, Plutarch does not mention this 

plea. 

6 IV PtV OOV TOrq nXeCOTOtC TOLOOTOq OntP TOV cpCXcjv 6 'AyrjaCXaor, - 
ECYTL 61 i5nou np64; TO CUP(PePOV tYPýTO TO KOLPO 11(5, \#\OVV 6q t6AX(Jocv, 
&VaCUVýq OOTC) OOPUPG)5ECYTePClq VEVOPIVnqp d[OGEVOOVTO KCITOXtnG)V T6V 
IP(SPEVOv. 7 tKE(VOU YdP 5EOP9VOU Kai KCIXOCIVTO(; C)OT43V dinL6VTO, 
PcTooTpa(pclq cZnEv 6q yaXcn6v tXCCrV 6PCI Kai CPPOVCtV. 

Plutarch implies confirmation that in the case of Nikias Agesilaos 

was ignoring the law for the benefit of his guflty friend, as usual. Ile 

has given two such cases, and they have been similar to Agesilaos' 

treatment of some of the petitioners in the quarrel with Lysander at 

c. 7, where the disregard of strict justice allowed the guilty to escape. 

Disregard of strict justice for the other petitioners meant that the 

innocent suffered, and it was Agesilaos who benefited. The example 

presented now is of the latter kind, and the wounded friend, who 

thinks he has a right to be saved, suffers from the disregard of strict 

justice, and is denied this right. Plutarch's phrase, np6C, T6 CrUWQIPOV, 
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may be intended to suggest that it was Agesilaos again who benefited 

("for his own advantage", as Perrin translates it), and, if so, the 

example will stand. However, this is not a case of the simple 

miscarriage of justice, for other considerations are involved. Plutarch 

has presented Agesilaos with a conflict of obligations, and the effort of 

saving the innocent friend would endanger the safety of the rest of 

the army, involving the disregard of a stronger obligation: the 

general's duty to all his men. Thisq then, is not an exact 

counter-example to the disregard of strict justice, although that is not 

made evident. Plutarch himself explains that what was at stake was 

the reconciliation of two virtues, 1Xcerv 6pa KQ1 wovetvj the emotional 

and the rational, UeElv, to exercise the virtue of a friend and feel 

compassion for the wounded man, (PPOVE[v, to exercise the virtue of a 

general and think of the safety of the whole state and all its army. 

Strict justice is relevant in both cases; on the one hand, in the sense 

of the normally accepted practice of caring for the injured (and, of 

course, taking up the dead), and, on the other handt the relationship 

of the OOGT'ýq and the WPevoq. Both considerations demanded more 

positive action from Agesilaos to save the man, but as commander, 

Agesilaos must consider the safety and interests of Sparta, and of the 

whole Spartan army. He preserved his reputation as a general by 

sacrificing his friend. It is part of the general's function to recognize 

6 K(XLpd(;, the proper moment for action (E. L. Wheeler (1988) pp. 26,48). 

This moment gave the choice between two obligations, and Agesilaos 

chose expediency: np6C. T6 GUPýOtPOV IYPýTO T15 KOLPO POXXOv. His gesture 

in turning back shows that he recognized his obligation to the 

wounded man, both as his friend and as his commander, and if the 

traditional view of a Spartan warrior is correct, the man would accept 

Agesilaos' resolution of the dilemma and, perhaps, welcome the 

treatment. Cf. Sayings of Spartan Women 109 19. 
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TOUTt PtV OOV 'IEp6vupoq 6 (PLX6cFo(poq tOT6pqKEV. 

This anecdote is not attributed in Afor. 191bi where it is also 

found. The context in a philosophical work seems likely to have been 

a discussion of a moral dilemma, what to do when there are conflicting 

duties. Plutarch shows that Agesilaos put the duty of the commander 

above that of the friend: the greatest good of the greatest numbert or 

the interest of the state above the interest of the individual. He had, 

however, set out to illustrate Agesilaos' flexibility in interpretation of 

strict justice. 
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CHAPTER 14 

Agesilaos exemplifies Lykourgan Principles 

Plutarch, having put an unfavourable construction on previous 

occasions, here and in the next chapter follows Xenophon's Agesilaos in 

approving the selected traits of Agesilaos' character. It is noticeable 

that these are the qualities thought especially to have been legislated 

for by Lykourgos, and developed in the dyG)yA and in the GUGOCTLO 

(L. vk- 10,13,16,19; Lak. Pol. 2). Plutarch evidently has distinguished 

what he regarded as these true Spartan characteristics from the 

individual Spartan's deviations from them. 

1 'H6Tj U nEPLV6VTOq IVLOUTOO 6EUTePOU Tt OTPOTnYfQi noXOq dvG) Adyoq 
IY(SPEL TOO 'AYIICFL, \60U, Kal 66&a OaupaoTA KCITEr)(E Týr, TE OWpOGOVTlq 
CIOTOO KCIt EOTEXE(Oq KOI PCTpL6TnTOq. 

Plutarch resumes the chronological narrative from c. 13.1, having 

digressed to discuss the theme of Agesilaos' distorted sense of justice 

in regard to serving his friends. The temporal connection creates the 

impression of a narrative moving on in time towards the end of the 

campaign in Asia Minor, allowing the interval that was needed for these 

developments to take place. This so-called eidological passage is thus 

integrated into the "chronographic" (D. A. Russell (1973) p. 115, citing 

A-Weiszdcker (1931)), and the qualities are first reported) not as 

Plutarch's intrusive assessment in his own words, but indirectly, in 

Homeric fashion, in the talk about Agesilaos' reputation currently 

circulating in the hinterland. In the abstract nouns Plutarch repeats 

two features of Agesilaos' life that have been displayed in previous 

chapters: chastity in recording his control of sensual desires regarding 

Spithridates' son, and thrift in recording the sparse furnishing of the 

meeting place with Pharnabazos. These two are now further explained 

in the following statements, and a third is added, introducing the new 

featuret "a middling disposition", illustrated later as adaptable to 

extreme climatic conditions. 
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2 &YK4VOU ptv y6p dn05flP3V KOO' 06T6V tV TOtq 6YLG)T6TOLC, CEPOtq, a 

pA noXXoC K(XOOPC)OLV dvOponOL np6TTOVTOq ýP6q, T06TWV TOOq GEOOq 

nOLOOPEVOq tn6nTOq Kal P6PTUP0r, * 

Plutarch relates, in the past tense, the biographical features 

which gave rise in the intervening two years to the opinion, now 

prevalent in Asia Minor, of his way of life. He has availed himself of a 

passage in Xenophon, following the story of Megabates, which proved 

the incredibility that any scandal should attach to Agesilaos, by 

describing how he lodged: 

&C 6t ýV ý IV (Epo, fVOa 5A 656VOTOV T6 TOLOOTa npdTTELV, 
IV WVEPOI pdPTUpaq TOOq ndVTG)V 6(POOXPOOq Týq GWPOGOVnq 
nOLOOIJEVO(; (Agesilaos V. 7). 

Plutarch omitted this proof at c. 11, when he stressed the strength of 

Agesilaos' attachment to Megabates, and 'has introduced the choice of 

lodgings here as a separate illustration and proof of his chastity. 

What "few men see us doing" is not stated by Plutarch, but is clearly 

not to be equated with the story of Spithridates' son. Whereas 

Xenophon intended to prove that in that affair nothing discreditable 

took place, in public or in private$ Plutarch makes the gods the 

arbiters of Agesilaos' private life away from home, based on the 

conviction$ no doubts that the deity of the shrine would have exacted 

instant punishment for sacrilege. 

IV U )(L*\LdGL GTPaTLG)T(3V TOCYOjTaLq 06 OQ5(6)q 6V TLq EME 
QaUXOTfPCIV OTLO66a TA(; 'AyTIOL-Wou. 3 np64; TE OdAnor, OGTW Kal tP10)(04; 
cl)cev (3anep 116VO(; dEt )fpý(YOOL Tarr, OM TOO OEOC) KEKPOjJevaL4; (5PaLr, 
nE(PUK(S(;. 

Plutarch moves on from morality to approve Agesilaos' economical 

way of lifet as manifested in the sparsity of the king's bed, which 

humans could witness, suggesting the contrast with the Persian luxury 

described below. Xenophon uses the point about the humble bed to 

prove the superiority of the physical aspect of Agesilaos' powers, over 

his own men in endurance (Agesilaos V. 2-3), and over the Persian in 

industry (Agesilaos IX. 3-5). The general term PETPLdTTIToc, above, 

suggesting a mean between any extremes, has allowed Plutarch to 
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consider the physical aspect of endurance, but he has omitted 

Xenophon's comparisons with the others. 

4 ýE)LUTOV 69 E)eOPCI TOEr. KOTOLKOCJOL TAV 'AaCav 'Ex, \TICFLV 400V Of 

n6Xat PopECc, Kat d(p6plITOL KOC 6LOPPeOVTE4; 0n6 nXO(JTOU KOC TPUýOfjr, 
OnopYOL KC11 OTPOT11YO! &5L(STEr. KCIC 8Epane0OVTE(; 6v0ponov tV TPCP(JVL 

nEPLV6VTCt XLTO. 

I` I For the concept of "Asiatic Greeks" see c. 9 (cf. R. Seager and 

C. J. Tuplin (1980) pp. 141ff. ). Plutarch now reverts to the reputation of 

Agesilaos in Asia Minor with which he began the chapter, and shows 

that the qualities possessed by Agesilaos have made him the conqueror 

of the wealthy oppressors of the Greeks there. In Xenophon's context 

at Agesilaos I. 34p TOOTOu(; nOL400(; 11115' dVTt0X1neLV TO% 'EMMIat 

66VCICFOCIL clearly refers to non-Greek oppressors. The title, GnopYOL, is 

given to Persian rulers by Thucydides at VIII. 16.3, where Stages is 

called Onopyoq (TOO) TLC7GCKPePVOUrj perhaps hyparch of Lydia; at 31.2, 

81.7 of Tamos: 'Icav(or, Onapyor. (5v; at 108.4: 'ApodKou ... TtCroaCPepvouq 

Cjn6pyou, where it may be "a general word (used by Herodotos for 

satrap) and need not be tied to an area" (A. Andrewes (1981) p. 357). At 

VIII. 5.4 Thucydides' first mention of Tissaphernes is as general: 

aTPQTnY6q ýV TG)V K6T(J, and the word is used also at Xen. Anab. I. i. 2 of 

I 
Kyros, who was satrap of Lydia, Phrygia Megale, and Kappadokia, and 

OTPaTny6q ndVTL)V 600L E1q KOGTGAXo0 nEb(ov 60POCCOVTOL, which indicates 

a higher ranking official, as does K6PC[Voc, at Hell. I. iv. 3: KaTan1lino 

KDPOV K6POVOV TOV ctq KoGTCJX6V 60POLCOP&COV (A. Andrewes (1981) 

pp. 12-160 38,356-7). But oppression by Greeks had also occurred, and 

Spartan support for the harmosts had been withdrawn in favour of 

of ancestral constitutions" (Hell. III. iv. 2), no doubt because they were 

unpopular among those Greeks who were not in the richest class, from 

which the extreme oligarchs came. It was no doubt from the wealthy 

that Lysander had perhaps received divine honours at Samos, where 

the games in honour of Hera were renamed "Lysandreia", according to 

Douris (FGrHist 76 F76; Plut. Lys. 18; D. G. J. Shipley (1987) 133-4). 
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,, If Pharnabazos is intended to be included among the Persians who 

dreaded Agesilaos, it is an exaggeration (cf. (poPTIOck, used of 

Tissaphernes at c. 9): he avoided battle, and his son exchanged gifts of 

friendship with Agesilaos, but there is no mention of fear: rather the 

intention to fight hard for the King (c. 12 o65tv tUE: (Ww npo0uptor, 

61luv6pr;, vor, Opdi(; ). The phrase On6 n, \OCJTOU KCIC TPUýOý4; might again 

suggest non-Greeks, but it would fit also the wealthy Greeks at 

Ephesos whom Agesilaos did not want as cavalrymen (c. 9). Xenophon at 

Agesilaos 1.37 describes Agesilaos' settlement of the factional unrest in 

Asia Minor consequent upon the defeat of Athens in terms which 

suggest that he now favoured a more moderate regime (c. 6). It was 

Lysander of whom it was said by the petitioners at c. 7 that none of 

the generals sent to Asia was 6ELv6TEPO(; KaC (pOPEP6TEPOr,. However, 

Plutarch's main concern is to show the superiority of Agesilaos' 

Spartan character over that of his countrymen and his opponents. 

Kat npdq EV 6ýpol 0PO)(0 KOIC AaKG)VLK13V 6plj6COVTE4; eOUT06r, Kat 
PCTCIOYnPQT(COVTCq, ZScYTE noXXorq InbEL TdI TOO TLpOUOU XtYELV, 

'APT14; TdPOIVVOr, * YPU06V U 'EXXaq 00 616OLKE. 

Plutarch adds the traditional Spartan quality of brevity as a 

further moral element in establishing Agesilaos' superiority and 

influence as a general. At Agesilaos IX. 2 Xenophon contrasts Persian 

palace secrecy with Agesilaos' openness and the speed with which he 

dealt with suitors: 

6U T6TC PdXLGTCX EYOLpEv, 6n6TE T6YLOTa TUy6VTOq 6V UOLVTO 
6nontpnOL, 

A rhetorical literary quotation is again used in support of an 

argument; here, however, not directly by Plutarch in support of his 

own argument, but more objectively presented within the context, in 

Homeric fashion, as a quotation which occurred to the Greeks of Asia 

Minor who were so impressed. The first part of the quotation is used 

differently at Demetr. c. 42.3, where Plutarch tells how Demetrius 

rejected his subjects' petitions discourteously, but was moved by an 
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old woman, who shouted, "Then don't be king. " There Plutarch goes 

on: 

0651V Y(3P OLITGN; OCIOLXCC riPO(YAKEV, 6(; T6 TA(; 5(Kll(; IIPVOV. 
'APnC. WtV V6P TjPOVVOq, (3q (PnaL TLw60Eoq, v6poq U ndVTL)V DOGLXEOq 

KaTa nCv5op6v IGTtV. 

"Nothing so fits a king as the work of justice. For Mars is a tyrant, 

as Timotheus says, but law is the king of all, according to Pindar" (Pi. 

fr. 169.1). This sense of TOPaVVO(; is unfavourable, making the contrast 

with POCFtXEtjq. Herodotos makes a similar statement about the 

Lakedaimonioi at VII. 104: 

1, \Et5OEPOL y6p t6VTEq oO ndVTCI tXE60EPOC EtOto EnEOTL Ydp Gq)L 
v6poq 6ccn6Tnq. 

The sense of both these words, TOPaVvoc. and 6Eon6Trl(;, is strong, but it 
I 

is not invariably pejorative. For Plutarch the quotation, though not 

directly is own, strengthens his argument proving the superiority of 

the Spartan character, as demonstrated by Agesilaos, who has 

established military supremacy and has provided that the Greeks in 

Asia are no longer ruled by wealthy oppressors: 

"The War-god is Lord; Greece does not fear money. " 
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CHAPTER 15 

Obedience: the supreme Lykourgan virtug 

Plutarch combines the account of the final stage of the Asia Minor 

campaigns with the illustration of the supreme Spartan virtues of 

Agesilaos presented at c. 19 perhaps most importantly for him: 

'AyTja0t6Q U KaC TOOTO OnAPEEV r6LOV, IXOeEv ent Td 6PYCLV 
6na(5EUTOV TOO 6PYEGOO[to 

Plutarch's own regret for the interruption of his achievements, actual 

and planned, is expressed from a Panhellenist viewpoint, while reaction 

to his departure demonstrates the agreeable impression his personal 

qualities have made on people, also anticipated at c. l. 

1 KtVOUPtVqq U TAq 'Aa(Qq KOI noxXayoG npdq dn6GTQGLV OnCLKOOGnq, 
6PP006PEVOq T6q OOT60L n6xEtq, KOI Tar-(; nOXLTCCOLC, 6(ya cp6VOU KOt CPUYýq 
&vOp(Snwv 6no6O6q T6v npOGAKOVTa K60POV, IYV(5KEL np6aG) YOPEEV. 

Plutarch's main verb preserves the correct chronological 

continuity of the Life, but he starts the sentence with two present 

participles defining the earlier situation which he had described at 

c. 6.3, and has aorist participles for the actions which form the temporal 

bridge between the two. He is content now to present a summary, but 

he gives it his own neat, progressive structurej whereas Xenophon, in 

Agesilaos, surrounds the order for recall with his admiration of 

Agesilaos' military achievements, future hopes and honourable conduct, 

before giving, in retrospect, his achievements in civic administration, 

and the manifestations of sorrow and affection at his departure. 

The unsettled state of Asia Minor is not a topic appropriate for 

Xenophon in Agesilaos 1.36-8, and Plutarch refers to Xenophon's 

Hellenika for the situation consequent upon the apparent failure to 

re-instate Lysander's friends in accordance with the original plan: 

6wo; Teir, 6EKCIPY(014; Tel4; KOTaCITOOCCOCIr, On' tKECVOU tV TO% 
n6XEUtV, tKncnTWKUCaq 59 6td TOOq tcp6pouq, Or T(5q nCITP(OUq 

noXLTE(aq nop6yyELXoiv, ndXLV K0TaaTAaEtE PET' 'Aygot, \dou (III. iv. 2). 

The removal of Lysander's Asia Minor dekarchies had been started 
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4 

some time after 403/2 and was continuing perhaps as late as 397, for 

there is no record of any steps taken by Sparta to enforce this 

decision (A. Andrewes (1971); D. H. Kelly (1975) pp. 71ff- See c. 7). 

Xenophon provides the description of the situation which Plutarch 

seems to summarize here: 

OUVTETOPGYPtVG)V IV TaCq n6XEGL TOv nOXLTELOV, KOC OUTE 

bnPOKPOT(Oq ETL o6anq, (Sancp tn' 'AOTIVOCOV, OOTE 5CKOPY(O<;, 6anEp 
Int Aucrdv5pou (11611. III. iv. 7). 

Agesilaos' policy of liberating the cities from Persian control was also 

another source of the change referred to by Plutarch: O6TOV6POU(; KOC 

TOr, - IV Tt 'AaCQi n6, \EL4; ElVaL (Xen. Hell. III. iv. 5). For the settlement 

Plutarch seems to have returned to Xenophon's Agesilaos, although the 

reference to Athens is surely too remote, since Persian control was 

being re-imposed: 

nopaXop6v ndoaq ndXCLI;, 4' dc. 6PZG)v lUnXeucE, OTQOLOCOOGaq 
5Ldl T6 T(5q nO, \LTECCI(; KLVT)E)AVCIL, tnel Wnvatot Tfiq dpyfiq fXnEav, 
tno(naEv, (30T' dVCU CpUyfiO; KCIe ()C[VdTG)V, E(J(; 015T6r, napAv, 6pov6G)q 
noXLTEUOPeVOq KOE E060(POVOq T6q n6XEtq 6LC(TeXEOOL (1.37). 

His definition of the constitutional settlement, however: 6nO6O6(; T6V 

npOGAKOVTa K60POV9 suggests that Agesilaos followed the form prescribed 

in the ephors' edict: Or Tdl(; MITP(ouq. nO*\LTECcxr. napAyyetJ\av (Xen. Ilell. 

III. iv. 2; see c. 6). 

ýi 

KCIC T6Y n6, \Epov &dpaq dn6 TA4; *EXXi1vLKfi0, E)aXd1TT1Jq, nept T013 
06POTOq 00GLAEC KOI Tfiq IV *EKROTd1VOLq KQ1 rOdOOLq E65aLPOVCOq 
6LOP6Yco0aL, KOC nEPLandCYaL nPOTOV OOTOD T4V 0)(OXAV, 64; IiA KOUCOLTO 
TObq noXtpouq PPOPE60V TOtq 'EXXnGL KOt 6LO(POECPWY TOOq 6nPOY(JyO6q. 

The plans for the future, introduced by the main verb, continue 

the chronological progression. Plutarch recalls one of the original aims 

of the expedition set out at c. 6-2, nponoxEpfiGC1L Tý(; *EX, \65or, 6nG)T6TG) 

6LCY06VTO (cf. np6oca yopEEv above), just as Xenophon refers to the 

intention to march (So. UVOLTO dYCaT6TG) (Hell. IVA. 41). This is perhaps a 

more realistic aim than those suggested in the rest of the sentencel 

which correspond to the emotionally expressed intention in Xenophon's 
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eulogy: KCITOXOGELV TAV tnt 'EXX66a OTPOTEOGOGaV np6TEPOV 6PYAV 

(Agesilaos 1.36). The representation of this phrase as the ambitious 

claim to be about to attack the King and his residences at Ekbatana 

and Susa, not mentioned elsewhere, may be Plutarch's attempt to 

stretch the imagination by implying a comparison with Alexander. The 

Oxyrhynchos Historian speaks only of the considerably less ambitious 

and possibly more feasible plan to march to Kappadokia (XXII), while 

Diodoros (XIV. 83.1) briefly mentions the recall and departure without 

comment. The King had not been directly pressed by Agesilaos yet, 

only his satraps, and an extension of the activity would suit Plutarch 

in -his Panhellenist mood, in which he introduces the striking verb, 

OPOPEO(av. He uses it frequently in the Lives, but it is otherwise found 

mainly in dramatists and fourth century orators, in the sense of 

arbiter, often in connection with athletic games. 

The reference to bribery fits mainland Greece at the start of the 

Corinthian War. Polyainos has Konon persuading Pharnabazos to send 
1, 

the money to Greece, perhaps while they were both at Rhodes: 

K6v(, )v 4)apvaodCQ cuppay0v 'AYTICYLXCSOU TAV 'Aa(av nopOoOVTOC, 
IncLUE Tdv nepow ypuaCov nIP4X)L TOEq 6np0y(JyOrq T(3v ndXEG)V TAq 
'EXX65oq (1.48.3). 

The Oxyrhynchos Historiang however, allows this only minor importance 

as a cause of the war: 

0( PtV OIJV 9V TCXtc; r16XcatV TOrr, ripoELpilpgvaLr, FJLÖ TOOTCI 
n02 PÖ, \ÄOV A 5L6 OOPVdßOCOV KOC TÖ YPWCOV dnqppgV0t pLattV AOCIV 

TOÜr, AOKE6GLPOVCOUg (VII. 5). 

Pausanlas is more certain: 

6 TE 6vopoC6pEvoq KoptVOLOKdq ndXEpoq dn6 TOdT(JV tEA(POn TOV 
Ypillj6T(JV (IV. 17.3). 

He mentions no names, but places this after Agesilaos' "failure" in Asia, 

yet makes it a cause of the war. At HeIL III. v. 1 Xenophon says it was 

Tithraustes who sent Timokrates with the moneyq after having replaced 

Tissaphernes. Either there is confusion here, or Timokrates was sent 
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-, on two missions, a year apart, only the second of which led to the 

, outbreak of war (C. D. Hamilton (1979) pp. 799 207). There were, indeed, 

--three "causes" of the Corinthian War, in reverse order of importance: 

(1) money distributed to Thebes, Corinth, Athens, and others, by the 

Rhodian, Timokrates (Ox. VII. 2); (2) domestic enmities and impulses in 

. the states concerned (Ox. VII. 5); (3) Spartan expansion (S. Hornblower 

(1983) pp. 183-95). The Oxyrhynchos Historian asserts that the main 

cause was long-standing hostility to Sparta, rather than the money, 

, which he says was supplied by Pharnabazos. According to Xenophon 

Ahe money was not accepted by the Athenians (Hell. III. v. 1-2; see 

, 
below). 

2 IV TOtjTQ 61 d(PLKVEtTC1t np6q OOT6V 'EnLKU6(6c(q 6 EnopTtdTnq, 

(5ncxyytAX(A)v 45Tt noAt% nEPL1crr? JKE TAV I: ndPTnv n6, \Epo(; 4EM\TJVLK(5C,, KCIC 
KOXOOaLV IKEtVOV Ot fq)OPOL KQ1 KCXEOOUaL TOrq OrKOL 00flOEtV. 

Plutarch has raised expectations of future achievements, but he 

interrupts the plans dramatically, with the order of recall following 

immediately afterwards, including in the order a brief statement of the 

events in Greece that necessitated it. That he calls it a "Greek War" 

is a mark of the indignation he is about to express. The recall is 

issued by the ephors only here, but Plutarch may have seen this as 

the implication of Xenophon's observation that Agesilaos obeyed just as 

if he were standing before them in the Ephoreion (Agesilaos 1.36). 

3, "'Q 060opl tEEUP&TEC, 'EM\1JVE(; KQK61 

The dramatic tension is heightened with Plutarch's own reactiong 

expressed in a (chiastic) quotation from Euripides, Troades 764 (OCT), 

where Andromache has just been told of the impending murder of her 

son by the Greeks. There the words are poignant, since the barbaric 

evils are done to barbarianst not by barbarians, but by Greeks. Here, 

however, there Is another dimension, for although, if Agesilaos had 

been allowed to stay, barbaric evils would again have been done, but, 
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in the ordinary Greek view, more rightly, by Greeks to barbarians, 

now, instead, Greeks are inflicting them on themselves. Plutarch makes 

the point as a moralist in a narrowly Hellenic view: an effective attack 

on the King was clearly beyond Agesilaos' available resources. 

_,, 
Ti YdP 6V Ttr, 6XAO T6V (pG6vov IKEtvov npooe(noL KOC TýV T(STE 

CFt5(YTOCFLV KOt GOVTO&LV t(pl tOUTOO(; TC)V 'EM\4vov, Or Tfic. TOY111; 6VO 

cpepoptvflq tneA60OVTO, Kat TdI 6nXo np6q TOOq poppdpouq PXInOVT(I KO! T6V 
n6XEpov ý5n Týq 'EXX66oq t&QKLOPtVOV ObOtC, Etq tOUTOU'q ETPEWOV; 

The rhetorical question continues the chronological progression by 

commenting on the diversion of Agesilaos' forces to the Greek 

homeland. Plutarch is predicating barbarism of the malice, political 

associationt and military organization, involved in the Corinthian War. 

He should not, perhaps, be taken as referring only to the anti-Spartan 

alliance, as if the war was motivated by the wish to deprive the 

Spartans of the glory of taking revenge on the King. There could 

rather be a broader condemnation of the inability of the Greek cities to 

find a more just distribution of wealth and power, and to avoid the 

divisive effect of the complicated web of defensive alliances and 

political alignments that led to conflicts. The terminology interestingly 

fits the current debate (1989-90) about finding a compromise for 

Europe between national sovereignty rights and the needs of the 

continental and world-wide community. Plutarch has not recognized 

the potential of the federal solution which was attempted by tile 

Thebans in the Confederacy of his native Boiotia, but instead lie 

approves the available alternative of a unifying crusade against a 

common enemy, The reality is that anti-Persian sentiments, and 

anticipated joy at the thought of a Persian downfall, occur in the 

intervals between periods of cooperation with and financial support 

from individual Kings or satraps. (D. M. Lewis, 1977). In his own day, 

perhaps, Plutarch would think the Roman achievement a successful 

fulfilment of this objective. 
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4--, o6 ydp fy(aye OUP(PePOPO L To. Kop L vO Cca ATIPCIP6TQ PEydt\llq A60Vý(Z 
6noXr:, Xct(POaL q)AaaVTL TOOC, PA E)ECIOC(PeVOU(; 'E, \. \Tlvaq 'A, \eEclv6Pov tV TO 
AapeCou Op6VQ K004PCVOV9 dXX' EIK6T(J(; CIV OýPat 6aKPOCaLl OUVV06OOVTOq 
6TL TOOT' 'A, \EE6V5PQ Kai MOKE66OLV (3ntXLnov Or T6TC TOOq TOV *EXX4vcjv 
OTPaT[ilV]oO(; nepC AECJKTPQ Kai Kop(SveLCIV Kai K6PLVOOV Kai 'APK05COV 
KOTCIV4X(, )GaVTE(;. 

For the first time in this Life Plutarch is speaking in the first 

person. Demaratos' remarkt first made to Alexanderl was recalled latert 

apparently to contrast the friendly treatment of a flatterer with that of 

Kallisthenes, who had refused obeisance. He had earlier confronted 

Philip with the contrast between his concern for Greek harmony and 

the Aisharmony in his own household, which might have been used as 

an ý analogy for the larger disunity (Alexander 9,37,56). Plutarch 

seems to regret two thingsl the firstj that Agesilaos did not go on to 

achieve the triumph that Alexander later did achieve, and the second, 

that Alexander, who achieved it, was Macedonian, and not Greek. The 

generals who perished in the battles mentioned include the Spartan 

king, Kleombrotos, and the Boiotian, Epameinondas. 

5 'Aynat, \6q) PeVTOt 065tV KPCrCFaOV I pErC6v IaTt T44; 6V0YCJP60CC, )4; 
1KC CVrJq 5Lancnpayptvov, 0661 yeyove napMcLypa ne LOopy (coc, KC1 C 
6LKC1L0(76VrJ(; ETEPOV K6, \, \LOV. 

After his moralizing intervention, Plutarch continues the narrative 

progression with a comment on Agesilaos' response to the order he has 

just received. He hints that we have reached the zenith - o6btv 

KPCICYGOv - having just referred, in anticipationg to what willq perhaps, 

be the nadir, in Leuktra and Mantinea. It is not a simple peripatela, 
ýowever, for the traditional Spartan way of life retained Plutarch's 

admiration, and in this chapter he shows it at its best. Obedience was 

one of the important objectives of the Lykourgan upbringing of 

Spartanss and Plutarch here assigns the highest of his praises to 

Agesilaos on this account. Xenophon does not comment favourably at 

Hell. IV. ii. 3, where Agesilaos shows his annoyancet yaXenil; p? v 4VEYKEV9 

IVOUPOOPEVOq Kal ONV TLP(BY KCIC orov UnMav dnEOTEPEETO, but at 

Agesilaos 1.36 he shows that Agesilaos' immediate reaction was 
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obedience simply, IMECOCTO Tb n6XEL. He follows this with extravagant 

claims of Agesilaos' restraint in making his choice: 

p6Xa EV5nXOV nOLOV, 6q OOTE av ndUOV TAV YJV WatTO 6VTE 

Tfi(; naTPCE)OC, OLITC T004; tnLKTATOU(; 6VTI T(3V (3P)(C(C(A)V (P(X(A)V 01JTE 
010)(Pd KCIC 6K(VE)UVCI KePE)T) P15, \XOV A PETd1 KLVbLJVL)V T(5 KOXCI K01 
6(KaLO. 

Plutarch has selected the last item, justice, to couple with obedience, 

having already referred abundantly to the plans that were to be 

abandoned. Of the three comparative adjectives used here, KpErOOOV, 

PEU& and KdX. \LOV, the first two seem to refer to the importance of 

Agesilaos' obedience for Sparta's security and for Agesilaos' character. 

Only the last is a moral quality, as is appropriate In connection with 

netOaPYCOq KQC 6LKaL0GdV1Jq. Later it will emerge that, for Agesilaos, 

justice was to be defined as the best interest of Sparta. 

6 6nou y6p *Avvf0a(; ý5TJ KOK34; npdTTG)V KCIt nCPLG)006PCV0(; ... *AXýEav6poq 61 Kai npooEneCKWE. 

The distinguishing feature of the first of these two 

counter-examples is the lack of any positive prospect of success to be 

sacrificed by Hannibal. The distinguishing feature of the second Is 

Alexander's refusal to return. These two examples exhaust the 

possibilities of the relevance of counter-examples to Agesilaos' 

obedience with sacrifice, namely, obedience without sacrifice and 

disobedience without sacrifice, since disobedience with sacrifice is 

meaningless. Alexander indicates his refusal to return by giving his 

answer in the form of a jest, to his further discredit. The anecdote is 

not included in Alexander, but Plutarch recorded there (cc. 10-14) how 

mainland Greece had been secured before his Persian campaign 

(P. A. Cartledge (1987) p. 212). 

nc5q 06K ýV 15&LOV TAV I: ndpTnV POKCIP(Gat Tfiq 'AynGLX60U Ttplq npdq 
T' 00TýV KOt np6q TOOq v6pOUq TAq COXOPECaq; 7 8q 6PQ TO TAV CKUTdXqV 
IXOEtV EOTUY(CIV T0000TnV KOý 50VOPLv napoOGOV KC11 TnXLKQOTGq Un(6oq 
&MYOUPiVOq dCpCtq KQ1 npoepEvoq, EOOOq dntnXcuacv 11dTEXEUT6TQ tnt 

EPYVI, noXOY tOUTOD 
n600V TOtq oupp6yotq MoXMSY. 

Plutarch's phrase recalls the opening sentence of Xenophon's 
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tribute at Agesilaos 1.36: 'AEL6V YC tIAV Kai tVTEOOEV On, -pPaM\6VT(Jr, 

6VaGE)at 013TOD. After the two counter-examples have shown Agesilaos' 

superiority, Plutarch, again approving the qualities inculcated under 

Lykourgos' system, enlarges upon the two praisworthy aspects of his 

actions, nCLOOPY(a(; Kai 5LKOtoa6vnq, and suggests now that this display 

of, patriotism and respect for law brings credit on Sparta. The action 

involved in Agesilaos' obedience now advances the narrative, and is 

given in concrete terms, having been expressed so far only in 

abstract. The unfinished task is referred to in a quotation from ArIla d 

IV. 175: 6TC#\EUTATQ tnt CPYQ, the fulfilment of the fear expressed in c. 6 

at Aulis: 6(; 6TE, \G)V OOTO T6V np6EE(jv yevTj(YoptvcjY. Plutarch here 

records, in the appropriate context, the hopes that Agesilaos gives up 

at his departure, while Xenophon at this point gives his retrospective 

account of the past achievements. However, both authors follow on 

with the record of the allies' attitude to Agesilaos, though Xenophon's 

expressions contrast Plutarch's restraint: 

6q nOTP6q Kai ITO(POU 6nL6VTOq OOTOD 1, \unOOVTO (Ages. I. 38) 

6KOOaC(VTEq 51 TOOTa noXXot ptv t66KPUaOV Well. IV. H. 4). 

KCII PdALOTO 5ý T6V 'EP0OL(YTPdTOU TOO (DOCOKOC WyEaq A6yov 
Etn6VTOq (5q Cj(jj 5nPOCFCQI PtV AOKE5ClLPdVLOL OEXTCOVEq, tbCQI 51 Wnvatot. 
8 POGLXea Vdip tOUT6V KCIC CYTP(XTny6V 6PLOTOV InL5CtEdpcvoq, fTL REXTCOVO 
KOIC WOVC1 TOrq YPG)PIVOLq t5(Q CP(XOV Kat auv40n naptaye. 

Plutarch gives his judgement, at this stage, of Agesilaos as king, 

general, friend and companion, but he expresses it in the form of a 

vindication of the'general character of Spartans. Agesilaos' successful 

combination of these functions renders them superior to the Athenians, 

not only in public life, which Erasistratos has conceded, but also in 

their private lives, guided, for Plutarch, by Lykourgan principles. 

TOO u ncPGLKOtJ VOPCOPCIT04; YdPCIYIJCI TOE6TTIV f)(OVT04; 
t 

6VGCCUyVO(JV 
lQq <TPLCY>WUPCOtq ToE6TCltq On6 PacytX&)4; tEEX06VECOCIL Týq *AoCoqo 
TOGOL5TG)V ydip CC(; 'AOAVU(; KOI 040a(; KOPLCOiVT(JV KOC 6LO6O6eVTG)V TOZr, 
6nPOYL)Yorq tEEnoXrp(SOqoav ot 6ýWOL np6q TObq EnOPTt6TOq. 

The anecdote showing Agesilaos' sense of humour, as he was 
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de-camping, appropriately rounds off the treatment of public and 

private qualities with an illustration of him as Wova cluvOT) (cf. c. 2: 

nOCCOVTQ Kai OK6nTOVTa). In giving his explanation of Agesilaos' claim, 

Plutarch records details of the antecedents of the war in Greece which 

led to the order for his recall. Xenophon lists Thebes, Argos and 

Corinth as the recipients of the Persian moneyp omitting Athens, but 

Plutarch agrees with the Oxyrhynchos Historian (VII. 2) in including 

Athens (see above), and he is thought to be right (P. A. Cartledge (1987) 

p. 291). 
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PART FIVE 

THE RETURN TO SPARTA 

(Chapters 16-19) 



CHAPTER 16 

Verbal stratagems backed by force 

1 'f)q U 6tOpdq T6V 'EXX4anOVTOV t0d&CE 5td TAq OP4Kqq, MEAGn PtV 
065EV6(; TOV OapOdpov, nepn(, )v U np(5q tK&FTOUr, tnuv0dVETo n6TEPOV (5q 
cptX(av ý 6q noXEp(av 6LanopEdnTaL TAV Y(SP(XV. 

For Spartan interest in the northern Greece see Endnote 4. 

Thracet the first of the three countries to be passed through, is not 

mentioned by Xenophonj who omits detailed reference to Agesilaos' 

route from the Hellespont, until Derkylidas meets him at Amphipolis 

with the news of the Spartans' victory at Nemea, and he has not 

recorded any hostility at this point. Diodoros (XIV. 83.3-4) devotes 

only three sentences to this part of Agesilaos' journeyp mentioning 

opposition in Thrace. His reference to the formation of the Council of 

Corinth, and to its recruitment of the Chalkidians of Thrace as allies 

among the northern cities (XIV. 82), prepares the reader for the 

opposition met here by Agesilaos. Plutarch's reference to these 

peoples as barbarians perhaps sufficiently prepares the reader to 

expect a hostile reception here for the Greeks. He indicates that 

Agesilaos was confident that he could cope with either answer to his 

question, which, as it stands, suggests Agesilaos' threatened treatment 

of the countryside. A different expression, (5(; cpCXo(; A 6q, noXEp(o(;, 

would perhaps have suggested treatment of people, as is clear from the 

parallel question: n6TEPOV 6poorr, TO[q 56PCI(YLV KEKAtPeVOLC. 

5LanopEtJCTaL TAV y(SpaV (Lysander 22.4). The answer received below, 6 

j30GLXE0q tXIKEUGEV (5q (p(, \ov npodyELv, equivalent to "I will treat you as 

a friend", is appropriate, for the king controls the territory. 

The chapter contains a rhetorical series of six cases, in two sets 

of three, also found at Apophthegm. Lak. (Ages. 42-46; Mor. 211), 

illustrating Agesilaos' wit, laconic brevity, confidence and bluff. 

Agesilaos' question is asked in the first three cases, where peaceful 

passage is a possibilityl since there is no initial state of conflictv but 
t 
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it is not asked in the other three where it would be inappropriate, 

when, in the second part of the journey, Agesilaos faces peoples 

already committed to hostility towards Sparta, as allies of Sparta's 

enemies, as he would learn from Derkylidas at Amphipolis (Xen. HeA 

MIRA). There ensues either a peaceful passage or an enforced 

passage, resulting from the three possibilities: diplomatic agreement, 

resistance, aggression. The patterns are chlastic, the first three In 

the order peaceful, enforced, peaceful, and the second three in reverse 

order, enforced, peaceful, enforced. The first two peaceful passages 

represent Agesilaos' successful diplomacy, contrasting the rejection of 

his later diplomatic approach, while in the first two contested passages 

Agesilaos is the aggressor, contrasting the final conflict, started by his 

opponents. 

2 Of PtV 03V (WOL ndVTEr, (PLALKOC, 1UYOVTO KaC nopenEpnoy, (5q 
EKaCFTOr, 6uvdpeor, cZycv- of U KOJ\OJPEVOL TpdX, \ELrl OCr, KOC EL? pEnq E&AWEVI (Sq #VVETCIL, 60pa, Tqq 6L65ou PLO06V 4TOUV T6V OAyna(Xoov tKCIT& 
6PYUPCOU T6X(XVTa Kat TOGCX6TOq VuyatKaq. 

Plutarch records only briefly the first of the responses, made 

freely by the cities, granting a friendly passage, 6C. (PLACOV, with the 

main consequence in a single word, nopenepnov, but allowing for 

differences according to the resources of each city. Plutarch alone 

names the Tralleis, as also the incident. Their Identity is unknowng as 

is the people named alternatively Tpuya, \Err., here and at Apophthegm. 

Lak., Mor. 211 (L. Robert (1935) 426-427). 6C. 
-\eYETOL, used when 

Plutarch does not mention his source, perhaps extends the uncertainty 

to the name of the people. The contrast with Xerxes shows Agesilaos' 

display of confidence in his military superiority: he did not resort to 

bribery. Plutarch may have been reminded of the story about Xerxes 

by Xenophon's statement that Agesilaos was travelling the same route 

as the King (Hell. W. H. 8, Agesilaos IM). Plutarch preserves details 

otherwise unknown. By coincidence, 100 talents is also the sum given 

to Delphi (c. 19. ). The women demanded were no doubt expected to be 
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handed over from collected bootyg but are not elsewhere mentioned. 

36 be KCATEtPG)VEU0dPEV0q aOTOOq Kot cpJoac, - TC 06V 00K C606C ýXOOV 

M1q)(51JEVOL; npOAYE:. Kai GUPRa, \G)V OCITOtr, nC1PC1TETaVpevotq ITP&POTO KOC 
5LtCP0Etpc noXXo6q. 

The refusal of unconditional peaceful passage by this tribe has 

elicited from Agesilaos a suitable rhetorical challenge, E006c, 

"immediately", suggesting that they should have attacked him even 

before receiving his message, and should have taken the payment 

without even asking for it. Plutarch, here and in two cases followingo 

has used direct speech to allow readers to see for themselves, In 

Homeric fashion, the audacious, quick-witted and humane character of 

Agesilaos in action. The consequent aggression imposed on Agesilaos 

cor responds to the second of the two possibilities anticipated in the 

list, k no, \EP1av. 

Apophthegm. Lak. (Ages. 24; Mor. 210) attributes to the Thasians 

the episode recorded by Plutarch at c. 36, in which Agesilaos rejects 

the gifts offered by the Egyptians. The following anecdote (Ages. 25) 

uniquely recounts his rejection also of the Thasians' offer of divine 

honours. There are doubts about the authenticity of this offer, but it 

has also been accepted and placed in 394BC (see M. A. Fowler (1988) 

pp. 123-34). As a Greek colony Thasos does not belong either with the 

"barbarians" in Thrace or with their neighbours, the Makedonians, 

mentioned by Plutarch, and Agesilaos was in too much of a hurry to 

reach home to deal with problems on the way which might have led to 

the honour. Neither Xenophon nor Plutarch mentions it, although the 

rejection of divine honours would have been highly appropriate in c. 19 

below, where the adverse effect on Agesilaos of travel abroad is 

discounted, and also in several places in the list of his virtues In 

Xenophon's Agesilaos. Omission by Xenophon is not proof of his 

ignorance, and equally it gives little support for the occurrence of an 

event (ibid. p. 127; cf. G. L. Cawkwell (1979) p. 33). The name in the text 
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of the anecdote at Apophthegm. Lak. (Ages. 24; Mor. 210) is not secure 

and there may be positive grounds for accepting that it belongs to the 

Egyptian campaign (see c. 36). The rejection of an dnOE)IWOLC, may be an 

echo of the rejection of a statue (c. 2.4; Xen. Agesilaos XI. 7). 

4 T6 51 OOT6 Kat Trý ROCYLXEr TIZV MOKE66vG)v tPC5Ti1pcx npouenEptVE- 
CP4GaVTOq be RouXcJaEoOaL, BouXEUICOG) TO(VUV tKEtVOq, cZnev, 4pErq 61 4511 

nopcu6pcoo. OaUpdGO(; OOV TAV T6Xpav 06TOD Kal 5E(ooc, 6 PaatXEL)c. 
IKIXCUGEV (5q q)CXOV nPO6VELV. 

The second country opens a third possible response, neither 

granting nor refusing passage. Again, however, the failure to offer 

unconditional passage elicits a rhetorical challenge. Agesilaos' 

reputation is shown, in Homeric fashion, to be formidable. Polyalnos 

records another device used by Agesilaos in obtaining an agreed 

passage through Makedonia, bluffing the king into thinking that he 

had a large cavalry force by placing his cavalry behind his infantry in 

two lines, with asses, mules and old pack-horses mixed up with it 

(11-1.17). This second peaceful passage corresponds again to the first 

of the possibilities listedf 6c, cPLX(av, but the friendly passage is 

exacted by Agesilaos' firmnessq not freely granted. The two exacted 

cases are linked by the repetition of the verbq npoAYt: and npodye: tv. 

TCZV U OETTaXOV TOrq noXEPCOLq GUPPCIY06VTG)V tn6pOEL TAV Y(SPOV. 

Plutarch here apparently attributes to Agesilaos knowledge of the 

situation created by the alliances of the Council of Corinthg the 

foundation of which was mentioned by Diodoros but Ignored by 

Xenophon, who, however, shows that Agesilaos had an opportunity of 

being briefed by Derkylidas at Amphipolis. The already existing state 

of hostility introduces a new approach to the problem by Agcsilaos, 

and new responses from the peoples he met, althought since Xenophon 

does not list Thessalians among the forces at the Nemeal there was 

evidently not an open war in the area. As Thucydides pointed out, 

however, "It was never an easy thing to go through Thessaly 
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unescorted and of course with an army it was harder still" (IV. 78). 

Here, appropriately, there is no preliminary enquiry, but only 

immediate and aggressive action. The situation requires Agesilaos to 

fight a way through 6q no, \Ep(av. Xenophon, on the other hand, 

attributes the first aggression initially to the four named Thessalian 

cities, and uses the imperfect tense - "tried to, began to, continued 

to" cause him damage: 

ACtPLGCFCItOL PtV ON K011 KpavV(SVLOL KCII ZKOTOUGGOtOt KOC 

O)(IP(YdXLOL9 (Yljpp(XYOL 15VTE4; BOLG)TOr4;, K(XI ndVTEC, U OCTTOXOC, nAAv 
600 L aOT(3V (PUY66Eq T6T1 tT6VYOVOV9 tKOK06PYOUV 06T& 
InC[KOXOUOOOVTEq (HeIL IV. iii. 3). 

These "allies" could not do more than protect their own property, 

apparently not attempting to prevent reinforcements reaching their 

enemies. To do more, they would no doubt have needed support from 

the Council of Corinth, but after Nemea this was not readily available. 

Medizing in the past had been in part due to the existence of the 

choice of passes through the mountains, and it would also be difficult 

to stop Agesilaos completely, once he had gained entry to the plain. 

5 Etq U MpLooav Cncp4m 
_7CVOKXeCI KCI C rKt5OnV nEp! (P L. \ (or'. 

CYUXXnCPOeVTG)V 69 TOOT4)V Kat ncxpa(puXoooopevG)v of Pev 6XXot Popeoq 

QtPOVTEq OOVTO 6C[V T6V 'AyiIaCXoov nEpLCFTP(ITonE6EdOCIVTa noXLOPKECV TAV 
A6PLOaaVg 6 59 Q40C(q OOK 6V 10cXficaL ()eooaXCav 6XnY XOPEtv dnoXtoaq Ti3v 
6V5PC)V T6V ETEPOV, Onoon6vbouq 06TOOq dineXoPe. 

Agesilaos' second reaction in enemy territory is to attempt to 

negotiate an unopposed way through. His negotiations were 

unsuccessful, contrasting the success of his previous belligerencog and 

the Larissaians' seizure of the envoys indicates the underlying 

potential for hostilities. The advisers' suggestion of violent action, 

juxtaposed with the violence of the Larissaians and Agesilaost 

non-violence be fore and after, makes a chiastic pattern. The capture 

of the town by siege would be a blow to the anti-Spartan alliance, but 

Agesilaos had not been successful in besieging cities in Asia, and delay 

in his main mission would be unwelcome. Agesilaos persists with a 

non-violent 'suggestions and the subsequent truce suggests a 
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willingness on the part of the Thessalians, too, to keep a low profile. 

The terms of the agreement may have been a guarantee of 

unobstructed passage, in return for an end to the plundering which 

marked the early stage. The two envoys may have been held as 

hostages for a timeq and the Thessalian escort would ensure a passage 

free from incident. 

6 KCIt TOOV ro(, )q tn' 'AynOLX6Q 00UPOUT6V OOK Av, 8q nuMpevoc p6ynv 
pey6XTIV YEYOVeVCIL ncpt K(5PLVOOV KCIC MPOC, TOv ndvu tv66&(')v dr, Evt 
p6, \LCFTa OI(PV(5LOV 6noUMvaL Kal EnCIPTLCITOV PtV U(your. noVTdnOOL 
TEOVqKeV(XL, napndXXouq U TOv noXcpCov, OOK QSvOn nEpLyapAc o65' 
InTlppývoq, dAXdI Kal n6vu ROPO GTEV6&Clq# (DED TAq 'EXX66oq, g(DII, TOOOOTOUq 
Mpaq dnoX(jXEKUC(Xq Oq)s QOTýq, 600L COVTEq t66VQVTO VLKOV 6POO 

a6pnaVTOq TOOq Oop06pouq pay6peVOL. 

The series of encounters is interrupted with a comment on the 

significance of the incident for Agesilaos' humane character, and for 

his Panhellisism (cf. Xen. Agesilaos VII. 3,6,7). Plutarch also uses 

Agesilaos' respect for life, displayed here, as an opportunity to 

introduce news of the battle fought near Ncmea, which took place 

before Agesilaos could reach Greece, but wasq in Xenophon, reported to 

him at Amphipolis. The exclamation emphasizes also the Panhellenic 

nature of the sentiments that follow. Again, the incident ends with 

words spoken by Agesilaos. Cf. c. 9 above. 

The words Mpaq ... KOC are rejected by Sintenis and Dekker 

but the point, especially of TOv ndvu &56Ecav, seems to enhance 

Agesilaos' concern for a frustrated Panhellenic objective, not only for a 

small, purely Spartang loss contrasted with heavy enemy losses. 

7 TOY 61 4)apoa, \C(ov nPOGKELPeV(JV CILITOD Kal KOKOOVT(A)V Td (YTPdTEUPOl 
ncVTOKO(YCOLq tnncD(YLV tPDCIXEtV KCXEOOClq OOV 06TID KOI TPE4KiPCVOq ECTrIOE 
Tp6nCILOV On6 To NopOOKCQ. 

Plutarch resumes his narrative of the march, giving the 

impression that the harassment by the Pharsalians was a new 

development, whereas Xenophon says the Thessalians attacked 

continually, though, even there, the culmination is a confrontation in 

lines of battle in which Polycharmos and the Pharsalian cavalry are 
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prominent. It is not clear whether the Pharsalians or Agesilaos 

initiated the last minute demonstration of strength, but Xenophon 

indicates a more positive Spartan effort In using all reserves of 

cavalry to force the retreato after the Thessallans had shown some 

hesitation in engaging in battle with hoplites. For Plutarchp the final 

encounter completes the two patterns of the six cases. In the second 

series of three, the first and last involve violent action, in the first 

case, from Agesilaos against the Thessalians, in the second caseq 

reversing the positions9 from the Pharsalians against Agesilaos. These 

frame the peaceful passage under the truce with the Larissaians. In 

the first seriest by contrast, the pattern was the reverse, the two 

peaceful passages framing the violent action against the Trallels. Tile 

first case in each series is given without complications, in a general 

formg as if to set a standard for the following contrasted pairs of 

consequences, in which peace can be broken or maintained, violence 

can be avoided or resumed. Agesilaos takes appropriate action, and 

achieves his desired passage in all possible situations. Rhetorical 

arrangement may have played a large part, portraying the complete 

character of the leader. 

In Xenophon's account of Agesilaos' response to the harassment 

(HeA IV. iii. 4-8), he engaged initially the vanguard of his cavalryl nhi)v 

TOY ncpt OOT6v, and later, nepnEL ToOq nEpt OOT6V PdJ\CI EOP60TOUC, (nntor., 

but there is no suggestion that Agesilaos went with them. 

Polycharmos, the Pharsalian leaderl fell fighting OOV TOCr, nEpC 06T6v. 

Without the comma which Ziegler places after ncVTOKOCICOLC. InnOutv, 

Plutarch seems to be suggesting that Agesilaos, too, led his horsemen 

in person, whether adding an illustration of his personal courage, or 

simply misinterpreting Xenophon. 

For the Battle of Narthakion, see Endnote 5. 

8 Kal TAV VCKqV Onepny6nnacv IKCCVnV, 6TL GUGTnG6pCVOC (nntK6V OOT6C 
FAO tClUTODf TOOT(4) p6VQ TOOq PtYLaTov tcp' (nnLKfi CPPOVOOVTOC IKPdTnCEV* 
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The incident at the end of the series of events in Thessaly, like 

the previous one, leads to an account of an aspect of Agesilaos' 

character, this time, following Xenophon, recording his delight in his 

successful formation of the cavalry. The report of Agesilaos' own 

words again forms the conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 17 

ýo the Boiotian border 

I 'EVTODOO ALTPC60q orKOOEV &POPOO, i8V 66VTTI(YEV OL)T&) KCXEOWV EOOOq 
tPROXCtV Etq Thv BOLG)T(aV. 

If the ephor, Diphridas, met Agesilaos at the southern border of 

Thessaly, he may have avoided enemy territory in central Boiotia by 

crossing the Gulf of Corinth and using the pass via Amphissa to 

Gravia. In c. 15 Epikydidasl who brought the instructions for recall 

from the ephors, was described simply as 6 I: naPTt6TTJ(;. Apart from the 

greater distance, Asia Minor would involve travel outside mainland 

Greece, taking an ephor beyond the sphere of his duties (cf. Xen. Hell. 

III. ii. 12). Plutarch has explained the outbreak of the war at c. 15, and 

in c. 169 after leaving Larissa, Agesilaos was told of the battle at the 

Nemea ("fought near Corinth"). Diodoros (XIV. 82.6-10) and Xenophon 

(Ilell. III. v. 3) have given adequate notice of hostilities in Boiotia, and 

the Oxyrhynchos Historian (XVIII. 2-5) describes in detail how the 

dispute was engineered by the anti-Spartan leaders of Thebes over the 

use of pasture on- the border between Phokis and Lokris. Agesilaos 

was clearly kept informed, as Xenophon also indicates when he has 

Derkylidas bring the news of Nemea to Agesilaos at Amphipolis, before 

he entered even Makedonia (Hell. IV. iii. 1), but Xenophon omits the order 

to invade Boiotia - he did not say that it was brought by Derkylidas. 

Xenophon's narrative suggests that it was the normal route for 

Agesilaos to be following that brought him to the Boiotian border, 

where he found the allied forces drawn up against him (Hell. IVAR. 9-10, 

15). 

26 be, KQ(ncp dn6 pe(Covoq nQPQGKEUfiq GOTEPOV TOOTo notfiGaL 
6tUVOOOPEVOqj 0069V OETO 6erv dnELOEtV TOrq 45PYOUOLVt 6XV1 TOrq TE PCO9 
taUTOO npoECnev tyyOq EZVOL TAV APtPQV 49 fiv IE 'AuCaq AKOUGt9 KOC 560 
p6pa(; PETenePWaTO T6v nept K6pLvOov CFrPaTVUOPtVWV. 

We do not hear of this prior intention anywhere elsel but it is a 
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reasonable assumption, considering the route Agesilaos was taking. 

The obedience of Agesilaos to the commands of the ephors is illustrated 

for the second time. "Those with him" are probably the advisers, not 

the whole army. It is too early for the pre-battle exhortation, but not 

for a high-level briefing in preparation for the important engagement 

in view. At Agesilaos 11.6 Xenophon claims that Agesilaos drew up his 

army for battle at once (065tV epe*UETO), but Plutarch has turned to 

Hellenika IVAH. 15, where Xenophon records the Spartans' transfer to 

Agesilaos of one PdPa from Corinth, and half a Pdpcx from the garrison 

at Orchomenos, which had been there perhaps since Lysander had 

caused the city to revolt from Thebes before l1aliartos. Plutarch's 

report of two p6POL seems to be a mistake. 

3 Of 89 tV Tb n6, \ct ACIKE5(Xtp6VLOL TLPC)VTCq QOT6V &ýPUEW TOV VeG)V 
&noyp6cpcuGciL T6V DOUX6pCVOV TO OCIGLXCt POnOCrV. dnovpotpcxptv(av U 
ndVTG)V npoOOpG)q, of (5PYOVTEq ncVTAKOVTCX TOOq 6KPaLOT6TOUq KOC 
&PQXCG)T(5TOUq IKXtEoVTEq dineCFTCLXOV. 

Voluntary enlistment or participation in a campaign "in the ranks" 

is not the same as the voluntary service of a mercenary, or of the 

officers in the contingent that had been in service with Kyros. The 

call for volunteers is strange, and it would not fit in with the normal 

call-up procedure with which the war had begun (Xen. Hell. III. v. 6. ), 

even if there had been a partial stand-down after Nemea, though none 

is mentioned by Xenophon (Ifell. IV. H. 23). The size of the contingent is 

significant. Spartiates were usually sent out in small numbers: a 

commander - Gylippos to Syracuse - or an advisory board - with 

Agesilaos to Asia: most of the troops were usually Lakedaimonians, 

Peloponnesians or emancipated Helots (Xen. Hell. III. i. 49 IV. iii. 15). 

Plutarch assigns these to Agesilaos' bodyguard (c. 18). Following a 

suggestion by J. F. Lazenbyl could it be a detachment of the unmounted 

(nnetc, (Lak. Pol. 4)? The dispatch would perhaps be in recognition of 

the need to increase the proportion of Spartiates in Agesilaos' force. 
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46 5' -AyTjaCXaor. Ero(a nuXC)v nopEX06V KOE 6L05EdGC1q TýV 4)G)K(5C1 (P(XnV 

050av. 

Since the Lokrian tribes are among the listed allies of Thebes, the 

route followed can hardly have taken Agesilaos into Lokris. Af ter 

Koroneia, Gylis withdrew the army into Phokis and from there invaded 

Lokris (Xen. Hell. IVAH. 21), which was no place for casual entry, for 

Gylis was killed in the fighting there. Diodoros (XIV 82.3), like 

Plutarch, gives the route as passing through Thermopylai. Xenophon 

says, after describing the crossing of the Hellespont, that Agesilaos 

was following the same route as Xerxes (HeR IVAL8), but this should, 

perhaps, not be pressed to include Thermopylai, for he mentions this, 

perhaps originally, at Agesilaos II. 1, only in order to contrast the two 

armies' rates of progress. Although Diodoros makes the same 

statement, it is not at the point when Agesilaos crossed the Hellespont, 

but only later as he went through Makedonia, and then, after Thessaly, 

he immediately mentions the pass at Thermopylai. Anyone reading 

Xenophon's reference to Xerxes' route might suppose Thermopylai to be 

included, and if mention of the point is, as in Diodoros' version, 

postponed until later, then Thermopylai will be very much in mind. 

Plutarch presumably knew the area well, living at Chaironeia. Since 

Lokris was hostile territory, howevert there is good reason to suppose 

that Agesilaos avoided entering it. From Narthakion the direct route to 

Boiotia goes south, but, even if he went to Thermopylal, he would still 

be able to avoid most of Lokris by using the Dhrimaia pass: either way 

he would have a mountain range to cross before reaching the Kephisos 

valley. Spartans had full opportunity to acquire topographical 

knowledge of the area when on garrison duty in the colony they 

established at Herakleia in 426 (Thuc. 111.92), and subsequently when 

Herippidas was sent there in 400 (Diodoros XIV. 38.4; see S. 11ornblower 

(1983) p. 186). Perhaps Xenophon's silence about Thermopylai may be 

significant. It would be natural for a later writer to seize the chance 
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to include a further reference to a famous name, for the same reason 

that Xenophon here included just the one) that of Xerxes. In 

Herodotos (VIII. 31), Xerxes' main army marched through Trachis, Doris 

and Phokis after the battle of Thermopylai, as described by Grundy 

(W. W. How and J. Wells (1912) p. 243) and illustrated In Maps 7 and 8 of 

C. A. H. Vol. IV. Doris was regarded as the early home of the Dorians. 

Xenophonq without naming Phocis, says that after crossing the 

mountains in Phthia from Narthakion Agesilaos' route was now through 

friendly territory until he reached Boiotia, where he found the allies 

drawn up against him. 

Inct TJq BOLOTCOq nP6TOV tntRn KaC nEpt TAV XOLP6VELCIV 

KC1TCGTPaToni6cuaev, 61PQ PIV T6V AXLOV tKXECnOVTC( KOt YLVdPCVOY PnVOCL6ý 
KOTE16EV, 6pa U 4KOUGC TEE)VdVaL ne(oovEipov ATTIIIJIVOV vaupoy(g ncp! 
Kv(6ov 6n6 (PaPVODdCOU Kal K6vG)voq. 

Plutarch takes the opportunity to mention his home town, not 

named elsewhere at this point - perhaps it was a piece of history 

locally preserved. He also enlarges on Xenophon's report that the 

moon appeared crescent-shaped (HeIL Mifi. 10)p but the news of 

Peisander's death is given with laconic brevity, the effective wordq the 

infinitive, placed first, the full significance being withheld until 

Peisander is named. Diodoros, who reports the battle at XIV. 83.4-7, 

shows at some length that Peisander battled in a way worthy of 

Sparta, though both Plutarch and Xenophon seemed to doubt, with 

hindsight, the wisdom of Agesilaos' appointment of his brother-in-law, 

the young and inexperienced Peisander, as admiral, perhaps unjustly, 

when they reported it in Asia Minor (c. 10.11; IIeIL III. iv. 291 IV. Iii. 11-12). 

5 hYUGOn PtV 03V, 6C, EtK6(;, tnt TOUTOtq KOC 6td T6V MPO Kal 5L41 
Týv ndXLV, dn(, )(; U Ph'TOCr, Crrp(XTLdTCIL(; tnt Pd)(TIV POF)CCOUGLV d0up(O KOI! 
(p6poq tpntGU, TdVQVTCCX XeYCLV ýKtXEUOC TOOq dn6 OOXdTTnq AKOVTaqg 6TL 
VLKOGL Tfi VOUPQYCQI 

The personal distress, not mentioned by Xenophon, is clearly 

stated first, both as private grief for the brother of his wife, and for 

the city for which it meant the loss of a valuable young admiral of 
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aristocratic rank. Plutarch is thus establishing Agesilaos' humane 

character before he goes on to what might otherwise be the unfeeling 

concealment of the news. It was now impossible for Agesilaos to 

entertain, or profess to his friends from Asia Minor, his hope to 

resume his campaign there. 

Xenophon has Agesilaos himself make the false announcement, 

which in Plutarch the messengers are said to have been ordered to do, 

exploiting a regular stratagemo 4)EU6QYYeXC0 or salubre mendacium 

(E. L. Wheeler (1988) pp. 39-40 and passim). Neither Plutarch nor 

Xenophon comments on the morality or ingenuity of this action, or even 

on the risk of divine displeasure incurred in offering a thanksgiving 

to the gods for the good news. At Hipparchikos V. 8 Xenophon 

recommends the commander to deceive the enemy with 4)cu6ayyeXCo, 

though he does not say he should deceive his own men, and he adds 

the warning at V. 14: 00V TO Oeot nPdTTELV ouP00uXEJ4). Here he seems to 

approvel for he attributes success in a skirmish to the ploy, and there 

are no other reported repercussions. One might have expected the 

truth perhaps to be withheld temporarily until after the battle, so that 

the troops would not be depressed by the bad news, and also to avoid 

a possible mass desertion of the Asia Minor contingent that had 

accompanied Agesilaos on the wave of enthusiasm following the promise 

of his return. The loyalty of these troops might have been put in 

doubt by the announcement of the truth, particularly because it bore 

on Agesilaos' ability to return to Asia. The arrival of the messengers 

by sea (TOL)C, dn6 0aJ\6TT1Jr, AKOVT04; ), perhaps difficult to hideq may have 

raised expectations necessitating some statement. The deception of his 

troops in this way was dangerousi in case, when next a victory was 

announced before a battle, the credibility of the general would be 

questioned. Agesilaos took a risk, and no doubt in retrospect the 

troops from mainland Greece would see the justification in the light of 

the outcome. 
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KCIC npoe, \06v Ot)T6r. tCFMPaVCJPeVO4; EOUGEV EOOYYiXLO KaC 5Lencpne 

PEP(60q TOtq (PCXOLq 6n6 TC)V TCOUPeVG)V. 

The irony of sacrificing COOYYeXLa after perpetrating qJCU5oYYEXCO 

must be very close to the surfaceg though not explicit. The deception 

of the gods by Agesilaos is comparable with Tissaphernes' breaking of 

the truce under oath, yet it goes without comment and the criticism 

made of. Agesilaos' attitude to strict justice in c. 13 has not been 

repeated: perhaps the reader needs no reminder. The friends who 

received ýjcp(bctq may also have felt uncomfortable at having been 

involved in the deception. 
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CHAPTER 18 

A disputed victory 

1 'Enct 69 npoV6V KCIC yev6pevoq tv Kop(jve(Ql KOTEMC TOOq noXEP(OUq 
K(11 KaT(S(POn, napET6EaTO, 606q 'OPYOPCV(Otq Td EO(5VUpOV Kep0q, OOT6q 51 

TO 6EEL6V InAyev. 

Ancient Koroneia was in the foothills at the south-eastern end of 

Mt Helikonp on a low hill overlooking to the east, and north the 

south-western part of the Kopaic basin (J. F. Lazenby (1985) Fig. 11, 

P1.12; W. K. Pritchett (1969) Chapter VII pp. 85-95). At this place the 

shore of the then Lake Kopais was close to a spur of the eastern end 

of the Helikon Range, giving an obvious narrow gap suitable for the 

Boiotian attempt to block Agesilaos' progress towards Thebes. Beyond 

it, to the south-east, there is no further serious natural obstacle to 

the Invader wishing to threaten Thebes. The Thebans, therefore, were 

clearly involved in the vital defence of their homelandq and no doubt 

were at full strength, although it may be suspected that, despite the 

silence of the authorities on this point, some troops may well have 

been stationed in position to offer a further barrier of resistance, for 

in the event the gap was not penetrated. 

At Agesilaos H. 6 and Hell. Miii. 15 Xenophon gives details of 

Agesilaos' forces and also a list of the allies, whom he found already in 

position to oppose him, for, no doubtl they will have had reports of his 

progress from the north. The Orchomenians are given prominence, not 

only by Agesilaos in stationing them on the wing, but by Plutarch, who 

here mentions them alone among the Spartan allies, omitting the 

Phokians and the other contingents recorded by Xenophon. Plutarch 

may have been stirred by patriotism to show which side they were 

fighting on, for the Orchomenians had controlled Chaironeial Plutarch's 

home, before 424 (Thuc. IV. 76.3; Ox. Hell. XVI; R. J. Buck (1979) pp-97, 

154f). Xenophon calls them specifically Sparta's "local" allies, and they 

may have seized the site for the Spartan camp here before Agesilaos' 
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arrival. They had been ancient rivals of Thebes for the leadership of 

the Boiotian League (J. A. O. Larsen (1955); id. (1968); also see C. Dull 

(1977) p. 305), and had been encouraged to revolt from Thebes by 

Lysander (Xen. Hell. III. v. 17). Their estrangement may explain their 

absence from the allies' force at the Nemea (Xen. HeA W. H. 17). 

ot 61 E)inparOL T6 PIv 5CEL6V CZYOV 06TOC9 T6 59 C66VUPOV 'ApyetOL, 

Of the Boiotiansj Plutarch names only the Thebans, and although 

Xenophon names BoLCJT0( at Hell. W. M. 15, he, too, refers only to ol GI)v 

TOrC, ()TiPcx(otr, at IV. iii. 16 and at Agesilaos 11.9, giving the Thebans 

prominence. Of their allies, Plutarch mentions only the Argives, and 

his list highlights the forces on the wings, where the main actions took 

place. The allocation of stations meant that the Thebans and the 

Argives were each facing their traditional rivals in the Orchomenians 

and Spartans respectively. The choice of wings was also significant, 

for while the Spartans, perhaps, claimed the place of honour on the 

right, the Thebans, on their own right, were also covering the 

important gap between the high ground and the lake. Agesilaos' army 

would, of course, be an important reinforcement for the 

Lakedaimonians, if it reached the Peloponnese intactl but the Thebans 

were also defending the approach to their own territory. 

2 \ty&t U TAV pd)(rIv 6 -Eevoq4v 
IKE(VnV OrCIV OOK (5XXnV TOY ncSnOTC 

YEV&FOCILO KO! nopýv OOT6q To 'AynGLXdQ auvoyG)vtC6pEvo(;, t& 'AaCor, 

6 LOPE DIIKC)O;. 

Plutarch and Xenophon both mark this as a unique battle; 

Xenophon because it was somehow different from others in his timc-. 

501YAGO11CIL U Kat TAV PdyqVl KCII n6r, tytVCTO OrO OOK 6XXn 
TOV Y' ICP' ýPOV (Hell. IVAH. 16), 

Plutarchq because it was somehow different from others "at any time", 

of necessity adjusting Xenophon's pronominal expressiong and perhaps 

exaggerating because of his local interest and the importance of the 

event for Boiotia, rather than giving the simple substitute, TOV T6TE, a 
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conjecture followed by editors. No specific details are given to 

identify the special nature of this battle, but there are features that 

distinguish it. There were two distinct actions, and each side was in 

one part successful and in one part unsuccessful; the directions from 

which the two sides first approached and faced each other were 

reversed in the second action; but most importantly, perhaps, the 

Spartans, who failed in the end to achieve either their immediate 

objective of invading Boiotia, or their main aim of destroying the 

enemyt nevertheless remained in possession of the battleground and 

did manage to return home eventuallys while the undefeated Thebans 

were unable to avoid asking permission to recover their dead. 

Xenophon was mentioned in c. 9 in a reference to Agesilaos' anxiety 

that he might be compared unfavourablY with him, but his presence at 

the time in Asia was not then noticed. At Anabasis V. 3.5, howevert 

Xenophon records his return with Agesilaos, at least as far as Boiotial 

and his offering to Apollo at Delphi mentioned there may have been 

made appropriately at this time. Plutarch's remark seems designed 

only to validate the judgement he has quoted, for while Xenophon's 

account makes use of tv6pyELa, vivid description, exploiting his 

advantage as eye-witness, as earlier at Ephesos, Plutarch significantly 

ignores this detailed picture, and writes of Agesilaos himself, 

concentrating more on his actions and feelings than on the general 

sounds and sights of battle. 

3A ptv odv nP(STq (YOPPO&Lq OOK COYEV 60LOP6V 006' 6YOVa nOXOV, dIXX' 

or TE OIJOCICOL To)(L) TOOq 'OPYOPCVCOUC, tTP6VOVTO Kal TOOr, 'ApycCouc, 6 
'AynoUaoq- 

Plutarch limits the action in the first engagement to the wings. 

Xenophon records in more detail that the initial charge was made, 

presumably in the centre, by Herippidas, from Agesilaos' phalanx$ with 

the whole force joining it (HeR IV. iii. 17), but then he mentions only 

Agesilaos' success against the Argives. Plutarch, on the other hand, 
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has put the Theban success in routing the Orchomenians first, before 

mentioning the Spartan success to form a chiastic patterný and it is in 

its own context, whereas Xenophon mentions the Thebans only much 

later, when a man brought the news of them to Agesilaos, as he was 

already being garlanded by some mercenaries (Hell. IVAH. 18). 

tnEý 51 ÖKOÜCCXVTEC, äpcp6TEPOL Tä EMvulja ntdCea0(Xt KOt (PEÜYF-LV 
6V9aTPEWV9 ZVTOÜOCX TJ(; VCK11(; ÖKLVrJÜVOU nOPOdall(;, Ei TIC, KCRTÖ CT6pa 
pdyllg Ü(p9(700[L TOt(; OrißcxcoL,; AOI#\lla£ KOC noCcLv in6pevog nopoXÄ(iZOVT09, 
Ünb OUPOG KOIC (PLÄOV£tK(09 tVCXVT£09 dYC)PEL TOtg ÖV5P6GLVO dsCOOOOL KaTä 
KP6tT0ý; ßouX6pevog. 

Plutarch's arrangement allows him to exploit this striking situation 

in a way that Xenophon was unable to dot perhaps because he was 

reluctant to reveal the Thebans' success. Indeedl Xenophon has shown 

this to be the case by reporting it, not in direct narrative in its own 

context, but in the form of the news delivered to Agesilaos during the 

premature rejoicing. The deliberate strengthening of the right wing 

was a frequent practice, but the confusion here is unusual, because 

the pronounced inequality between the opposing sections did not occur 

on only one ýwing, but occurred simultaneously on both wings. 

In Xenophon's account (Hell. IV. iii. 17) the Argives did not await 

the Spartan charge but fled to Mt Helikon immediately, and the 

Thebans' success against the Orchomenians carried them into the 

Spartan baggage area (Hell. IV. iii. 18), which perhaps still contained the 

booty brought from Asia Minor. Plutarch has both sides now simply 

counter- marching to advance against the enemy, but while this may be 

true of Agesilaos, if, as Xenophon says, the Thebans were engaged 

already in plundering the treasure, then the re-organizing of their 

phalanx was a considerable achievement, in the face of the knowledge 

that they were cut off from their base and would have to penetrate, 

unaided, the main Spartan force. Plutarch has not at this point 

enlarged on the Theban success, but has concentrated on Agesilaos' 

generalship. With the phrase On6 OUPOO KaC CPLXOVELKCor,, however, he 
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has introduced a cause of down-turn in a general's fortunes regularly 

found in other Lives, and also a reference to the hatred for Thebes 

that is regularly attributed to Agesilaos. This motivation shows that 

Plutarch is not seeking to eulogize him here, perhaps following 

Xenophon's lead, for although Xenophon presents the Thebans as 

wishing only to rejoin their defeated allies, as if to reach the safety of 

their base, he marks Agesilaos' next move as not the safest, but admits 

that it-was a courageous one (Hell. IVAH. 19). Plutarch seems to require 

a further reason for this departure from Agesilaos' wise generalship. 

He might have attributed it to Agesilaos' CPLAOTLP(a here, in the sense, 

not of personal ambition, but of significant achievement, for, with 

sound logic, he was aiming for "annihilating victory"q as has rightly 

been recognized (J. F. Lazenby (1985) p. 146). Behind this aim, however, 

Plutarch has set an emotional trait which Xenophon abundantly shared 

with Agesilaos, his hostility to Thebes. 

Ot 51 015)( fiTTOV tPPOPeVG)q UeEaVTO, KCIC PdYq Y(VETOt 5L9 UOU P2V 
tG)(UPdt T013 CYTPaTEJPC1T04; q 

IGYUPOT6TT) 69 KOW tKEEVOV OOTOV ZV TOrr, 
ncVTAKOVTa TETQYP9VOV9 6V Ct(; KCILP6V IrOLKCV A CPL#\OTLP(O TO DOCYL*\Er 
YEVtOOOL OG)T4PLOq. 

Agesilaos' choice allows Plutarch to present greater honour for 

the Thebans, for he seems to imply that, just as Agesilaos preferred to 

attempt a convincing victory by direct force, so the Thebans welcomed 

the challenge, and would have felt that 'they had lost by trickery, if 

Agesilaos had chosen the other tactic. Indeed, Plutarch has used 

Xenophon's expression, tPP(jP9vG)(;, not, as In his context, to describe 

the Thebans' efforts to reach their base, Helikon, and their friends, 

but transferring it to his own context, to describe their having 

"received Agesilaos' attack with no less vigour". The fifty who saved 

the king may be those chosen from the volunteers in c. 17.3. Their 

(PCXOTLP(a seems to supply the "desire for achievement" which was not 

displayed here by Agesilaos, and they made good his deficiency with "a 

timely measure of safety", Clr. KCILP6ý and GOT4ptoc, being usually for 
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the general to ensure (cf. cc. 8,28,36,37,39; and 16). 

6 d1yG)VLC61jCVOL Ydp IKOOPG)q KCIC npOKtV5UVCjOVTCq, (5TPG)TOV WtV OOT6V 

OOK MuvAftyav (PuXdEOL, noXX6q 51 6L6 TOV 6nX(ov BcE6pcvov EtC T6 C76Pa 
nXny6q 66POUL Kot EC(PEOL p6Xtq dyApnocov C6VTC1, KCIC oupQpdEOVTCq np6 
016TOD noXXobq ptv 6vtpouv, noXXot U EnLnTOV. 

The volunteers have compensated for the destructive motivation, 

6n6 OUPOO Kal (PtXOVEtK(OC,, of Agesilaos himself (see above), so 

mitigating and reducing the excess which might otherwise have been 

fatal, as in other Lives. Xenophon does not record Agesilaos' wound 

until he has assigned the victory to him. By placing it here, Plutarch 

indicates the intensity of the fighting and shows that the Thebans 

were taking the Spartans' ground. In this way rather than by 

repetition or imitation, he matches Xenophon's vivid description$ 

Iv6pYCLa, particularly his striking group of verbS, KCIC au1jOcxX6VTEr, T(5q 

6onf6aq 10000VTO, tP6)fOVTO, dntKTCLVOV, dniE)VtJOKOV. If the order of the 

verbs corresponds to the stages in the battle, Xenophon is suggesting 

that the thrust came before the decisive use of weaponry. The left 

wings here did not complete the first clash, but on the right wings$ to 

judge by present scenes of violence (1980s), the pressure of deep 

phalanxes would appear likely to crush a man's ribs before long, a 

point which is not generally recognized in discussions of the nature of 

a hopliteýbattle (G. L. Cawkwell (1989) pp. 375-89). 

7 6q U plya EPVOV ýV (500GOOL npOTPon651JV T00i; OTIOU L OUC,, 
ýVCIYK&OTIoov dnep tE 13PYA(; OOK eROt3#\OVTo nOLfiCFOL. 8 6LeOTTJCFoV Yelp 
06TOrq TAV CPdXCIYYCI KCIC WCF)(OV, CZT' 6TGKT6TEPOV Abn nopcuoptvouq, 6q 
5LeUncoov, 6KOXOUOODVTEq Kat napaOeOVTCq 1K nXoytov Enatov. 

Plutarch repeats the infinitive used above to express the aim 

Agesilaos wished for, highlighting his inability to achieve his wish. 

Xenophon, too, said at the start that Agesilaos "might have let them 

through and overcome them from behind". He had described the battle 

of the Nemeap in which the Spartans deliberately marched to their right 

(Hell. IVAL19) to create an overlap before turning into line to attack 

the Athenians from the flank (J. K. Anderson (1970); J. F. Lazenby (1985) 
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p. 135). Although there is no overlap at Koroneia, the suggestion of 

Xenophon and Plutarch involves a similar attaqk from the flank on to 

the enemy rear. Strictly, neither author attributes the manoeuvre to 

the initial thinking of Agesilaos himself, but perhaps its successful use 

at Nemea had been reported to him from there through Derkylidas. At 

the start of the Theban return from the Spartan baggage, Xenophon 

had contemplated the possibility of the difficult manoeuvre which 

Agesilaos would have had to execute in order to allow them to pass 

him, after he had, as Xenophon and Plutarch both say, turned to face 

them, presumably blocking their line of advance. At the later stage, 

however, it would have involved a complicated change of formation in 

an already fierce battle, which would have been difficult even for the 

highly trained Spartans (J. F. Lazenby (1985) pp. 146ff. ), and Agesilaos 

had chosen not to attempt it even initially. The Thebans were among 

those who were at the "Nemea" and witnessed the successful move by 

Agesipolis' regentq and, with that experience, already now they had at 

least avoided being in a disorganized and straggling line a second 

t ime, for the return encounter. Xenophon allows the Lakedaimonian 

line to be pierced and a gap created sufficient for several thousand 

men to pour through. Such a gap would, as Lazenby points out, need 

to be a wide onet and, if forced by the Thebans, would surely involve 

more Spartan casualties than are mentioned by Diodoros (XIV. 84.2): 

three hundred and fifty of the Lakedaimonians and their allies dead, 

and over six hundred Boiotians and their allies. Deliberate or feinted 

retreats - OnopcOycLv (E. L. Wheeler (1988) p. 44) - are recorded, intended 

to cause disorder, and in a long drawn out engagement any temporary 

lull might allow trained men to change formation and tactics before the 

next attack. Plutarch seems to have developed his account from 

Xenophon's, but with, perhaps, an interpretation which helps to make 

better sense of the way the clearly described final positions came 

about (c. 19 below). Frontinus and Polyainos do not wholly accord with 
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Xenophon's account, suggesting that the Spartans deliberately opened 

ranks to let the Thebans through (J. F. Lazenby p. 146). 

9 00 PýV ITpf4JQVT6 y19 6XV 6ney(Spiloav ot OrIPOtOL np6r, T6V *E, \tK6VCI 

peya Tt PdtYU (PPOVOOVTEq, 6q dIATTnTOL KOO' 06TOO ycyov6TEq. 

By using exactly the same verb, ITPIWOVT6, as above: 

OU TE OTIPCI[Ot Ta)(0 TOOr, 'OPYOPEVCOUq ITPtWVTO KOI TOOr, 
'Apyc(ouq 6 'Ayno(Xooq, 

Plutarch states categorically that the Thebans were far from defeatedo 

showing clearly that he had made an assessment which differed from 

the Spartan success suggested by Xenophon. The final positions on 

the battlefield, one of the ways in which the battle was unusual, are 

the result of the chance course of the first action, in which the two 

sides, having each won on its own right wing, came to be relatively in 

the reverse of the positions they had originally occupied. The 

Thebans were cut off from base, the Spartans were still on the 

battlefield. That Plutarch believed in a Theban victory, however, also 

becomes clear in c. 19. 

We may suppose fierce Theban pressure, and some orderly 

manoeuvre on Agesilaos' part to withdraw sections of the line, falling 

back perhaps like lock gates openingo in order to avoid being 

overwhelmed, and to let the enemy pass, yet maintaining sufficiently 

his own formation, so that in the end he could attack the Theban flank 

on its way to Helikon. It may be the case, however, that Xenophon 

mentioned the possibility of the initial manoeuvre at the beginning only 

to highlight by contrast what Agesilaos eventually did or chose to do. 

Plutarch may then have used the rhetorical device of having him do in 

the end what he had rejected at the start, interpreting for his own 

purpose the fact of the break through in Xenophon's account as the 

same rejected plan now forced an him. Plutarch has also enhanced the 

Theban success by making the purpose of their struggle the positive 

one of resisting the Spartan onslaught, rather than an attempt to 
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escape to base. Xenophon's account is not more impartial, however, for 

although he has allowed the Spartan line to be pierced, he has tried to 

obscure the Theban success, and has stressed their losses: 

01 P9V bLon(nTOUaL npöC, TÖV eEXLK(ZVO, nOXXOC 51 dnoy(ipoÜVT£g 
ängE)avov (11eIL IV. iii. 19); 

and Plutarch's attack in the flank (IK nXay(cjv) contrasts the frontal 

attack in Xenophon' (6VTLPýTcjnoq, OUVIPPO&C TOrq OIjRa(OtC, ). That 

Xenophon envisaged the same manoeuvre in the opening stages, and 

uses the same participle for the break-through in the end, suggests 

that Spartan drill was not thought incapable of opening a gap in their 

line during the engagement. At Hell. IVAI. 22 Xenophon suggested that 

similar manoeuvres were performed almost without proper commands: 

XtYCTCIL 6PCI TLr. dVODOýGaL nopeEVOL TO0q, np(STOUq. (5r, U 

TOOT' tytVETO, napaGeOVTaq 6A na(OVTEq Etq Tdl yupvd noXXoOq 
6ntKTELVaV QbT6V. 
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CHAPTER 19 

(1) After the battle 

1 'Aylicr C X00c, U9 KOCnep On6 TPOUP6TQV noXXOV KOKOq T6 (YOPO 
5LOKC(PEVOq, oO np6TEPOV int GKnVýV dnýXftv A cPOP66nv tVEYGýVaL np6q 
TýV (P6XOVYCI Kai TOOq VCKPOOq MErV IVT6q TOV 6nXcjv OUYKEKOPLajjeVOUq$ 

Xenophon reports that Agesilaos was wounded only at the point 

where he attrib utes victory to him: 

Inct 61 A VCKTJ 'Ayn(YL, \60U tyEYIVIJTO, TETPG)PeVOC, 5, OOT6q 
nPOGEV4VEKTo np6q TýV q)6XCXYYCI (HeIL IV. iii. 20). 

In the next sentence, Xenophon's second reference to the wounds is in 

recording that, despite them, Agesilaos still remembered his piety: 

KC(Cncp noX, 0 TPOOPOTO EY(A)VI 6PG)q 06K tneNUCTO TOO OC(OU. Plutarch, 

who reported the wounds in c. 18, and indirectly attributed victory to 

the Thebans in reporting there that they claimed to have been 

undefeated, has not accepted Xenophon's statement attributing the 

victory to Agesilaosq and links the wounds only with his reference to 

his return to the phalanx, and not with his piety. He makes one 

elaborate expression by combining Xenophon's two phrases, placed 

separately; the first, which is a simple participle, enhancing the 

self-denial of Agesilaos' return to the phalanx, the second, which is a 

prepositional phrase, enhancing Agesilaos' piety. Plutarch puts them in 

reverse orderl and is Interpreting the return to the phalanx as an 

indication of Agesilaos' regard for his troops and the collection of tile 

dead, enhancing his standing as general, in respect of his courage and 

his endurance. This has involved Plutarch in an expansion of 

Xenophon's reference to the phalanx, which appears to signify only 

that, because Agesilaos' wounds had caused him temporarily to leave 

the battle line, he had to be re-united with the troops later. 

Xenophon may have used np6(; TAV q)dXovva to refer to the Spartan 

camp, but Plutarch takes it as the battle-line, and suggests that before 

the king went to his tent he was paraded in front the phalanx, 

perhaps to show that he was still alive. The reference to the 
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collection of the dead within the Spartan line, c roo (pd, \aYYoq (Agesilaos 

11.15), is open to the same interpretations, and is unusual, but perhaps 

provides another reason why Xenophon regarded the battle as unlike 

others, -in that Agesilaos was not confident that he could maintain his 

possession of the bodies without another battle, which would otherwise 

have-'to be fought on the field where the corpses lay, since he would 

have neither time nor opportunity to bury them beforehand. Polyainos, 

perhaps fancifully, explains that Agesilaos hid Spartan corpses with 

du st", not wishing the number of dead to be known. It was also his 

judgement that the battle was undecided (Polyainos 11.1.19,23). 

2--ý dcroL tJeVTOL T6v noJ\cp((jv E14; TO' UP& KCITeCPUYOV, n(3VTC((; dKýXEWEV 
&PEOýVCIL. n, \YjaCov yap 6 VE&Z tCFTLv 6 TfiC, 'ITG)V(Q(; 'AOTIV(5(;, Kai np6 
GOTOG TpdnCILOV EGTnKCV, 6 n6XQL BOLCaTOI En6PT(0VOq CFTP(]TnYOOVTOq IVTODOCI 

VLKýOWTEq 'AOnvaCOUq Kai ToXpC5qv 6nOKTECVGVTEq CUTnGaVo 

-Plutarch 
elsewhere praises Agesilaos' piety, but does not follow 

Xenophon in doing so here, making without comment only a statement 

of the pious act. Xenophon gives the only mention of the presence of 

ca 
, 
valry at this point, when horsemen rode up to report that about 

eighty of the enemy, still armedp were in the sanctuary. They could 

-be ; 
the last few Thebans trying to pass through the Spartan lines who, 

finding themselves outnumbered and unable to follow the rest to 

Helikon, took refuge there, pursued by the cavalry. At Agesilaos 11.13, 

they were given a cavalry escort to take them from the temple to 

safety. 

Remains of an ancient temple are retained at the site around the 

modern chapel of Metamorphosis, now Sotera, in the modern village of 
Alalkomenai, formerly Mamoura, near 11agia Paraskevi. The release of 
ýI 
the refugees by Agesilaos leads Plutarch to the mention of the temple, 

and so to recall the nearby monument. In his context of a Boiotian 

victory in the battle of Koroneia, Plutarch seems to have taken the 

opportunity for a patriotic reference to another victory, one which was 

undisputed, won by Doiotians, but over the Athenians, in 447 (Perikles 
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I. 

18). He thus temporarily diverts attention from Agesilaos, and adds 

another celebration to be savoured by his fellow-countrymen. This 

seems to be the reason for delaying the reference to Agesilaos' pious 

act, which was recorded earlier by Xenophon, linked with his wounds, 

and, with evident pride, Plutarch has introduced an ornamental style 

into the passage, making a chlastic pattern of the participles and their 

direct objects. 

3 6pa 60 h1itpg OouX6pevoq tECXNEat TOOq OnDaCOU(, ' 6 'AynaCXooq Fst 
5LCIPOYODVTCIL9 OTEqx: xvoOCOCIL PtV tKtXEUGC TOOq CTPOTL(5TC1q, CIOXEtV 5d TOOq 

06*\TjT(5r,, EcrT6VCIL U KOt KOGPEtV Tp6nCILOV 6q VCVLKTJK6TOq. 

The Thebans' first success in the battle had left the Spartans 

between them and their base. Now for the second time, as noted above 

(c. 18)9 their success in fighting a way through the Spartan line had 

left the Spartans in command of the battlefield and of the dead. In 

order to recover both, whicho in normal circumstances,. the victory they 

claimed would immediately have put in their own possessiong they would 

nowq instead, have to fight another full-scale engagementq but starting 

with the initial disadvantage of having to meet the Spartans already 

occupying what had before been the neutral ground. Neither the 

Boiotians nor the Spartans were routed in the fighting, and the final 

issue was still undecided. The technicalities of deciding the victory 

were still to be settled. Xenophon, despite claiming that victory 

belonged to Agesilaos, nevertheless indicates that the Spartans could 

not assume that the Thebans accepted this decision, and staged the 

parade in battle formation as a challenge. Plutarch makes it Agesilaos' 

explicit purpose to challenge the Thebans, and further suggests, with 

(5q VEVLKTIK(STOC; g that even in Agesilaos' mind his victory was not totally 

certain. 

Xenophon) who perhaps represents the form in which Agesilaos' 

instructions were given, starts with the main business of the erection 

of the trophy, and then specifies minor matters of dress and 
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ceremonial, but Plutarch has arranged the activities in a more logical 

sequence, from the point of view of a privileged onlooker watching 

what was happening. Agesilaos' elaborate display of troops and trophy 

was intended, no doubt, to encourage his own men, as much as to 

intimidate the Thebans. 

4 (5(; 61 gnepwav of nO, \IIJLOL VCKPOV dVa(PEGLV CICTODVTE4;, tone(OCITO, 

KOIC TAV VCK11V OGTG)(Z toEpatw6pevoc,, Etc, AeMpo6r. 6nEKOpcoon, nuoc(, )v 6YOPtV(JV# K011 TAV Te nopnAv tnCTtXCL TC) OEO KCII TAV bEKdTqV 6nIOUGE TOV 
IK TAq 'Acr(aq Xo(pdpo)v, UOIT& TaX6VTG)V VEVOPtVnV. 

The Thebans clearly realized that they would have to fight again 

in order to recover their dead, and, like Agesilaos at Larissa, they 

showed discretion, and did not accept the Spartan challenge, but the 

request for the recovery of the dead is here more an acceptance of 

the difficulty of the chance situation than an admission of defeat. If 

Diodoros' figures are correct, and more than . 600 Boiotians and 350 

Lakedalmonians died, they can be expressed as a ratio of 1.7 to 1. At 

Nemeal the figures given are 2,800 and 11100 respectively (Diod. 83.1), a 

ratio of 2.5 to 1, and when the Boiotians fought against the Phokians, 

they killed 1,000 and lost 500 (Diod. 82.9) giving a ratio of 2 to 1. The 

figures show the relative importance in this respect of these battles, 

and the differing prices of victory: for the Thebans the value of the 

battle of Koroneia lay in having averted the invasion of their territory. 

For Agesilaos, the campaign ends with the journey to Delphi to 

deposit the tithe of the booty he had brought from Asia. Xenophon 

has been able to disguise some of the truth, but he has also retained 

some indications of the shortfall in Agesilaos' achievement, among them 

his return by sea: dntnXEuac U KCIC 6 'Ayna(, \aoq, tn' orKOU (11611. 

IV. iv. 1). Victory at Koroneia would have opened the way to Thebes, 

and helped to secure the Isthmus route, which might have been 

significant for the future conduct of the Corinthian War. The return 

across the Corinthian Gulf may have been the original intention, and 

the orders that came from Sparta for the invasion of Boiotia may have 
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been connected with the use of the Isthmus route. At the end of the 

campaign, the tangible results, it seems, were trophies near Narthakion 

and Koroneia, and the booty, of which the tenth amounted to not less 

than 100 talents. Agesilaos' army did not choose to drive home their 

advantage by making an outright attack on the Theban camp, or by 

attempting to enter Boiotial which marks the real success of the 

Thebans at Koroneia. In Hellenika Xenophon brings Agesilaos home to 

Sparta in the rather sombre circumstances of Gylis' defeat and death 

in Lokris, after what he had presented as a glorious campaign in Asia 

Minor (IV. iii. 21-23)9 and in Agesilaos he records the moral climax, that 

Agesilaos went home choosing, instead of pre-eminence in Asia, "to rule 

and be ruled" (11.16). Plutarchp howeverl despite recognizing the 

Theban achievementl has said nothing here that might detract from 

Agesilaos' own satisfaction at this point, but at Comparatio 3.1 he 

judges that Agesilaos' military achievement in general was limited. The 

omen of the interrupted sacrifice at Aulis seems to have been fulfilled. 
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